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- An Overused Phrase? 

When The Jewish Observer devoted 
an entire issue to the theme "Children on 
the Fringe ... And Beyond" in November 
1999, it achieved an unprecedented 
circulation (over 20,000 additional cop
ies were printed and sold), followed 
by another issue featuring a Readers' 
Forum as well as additional articles on 
the subject in March 2000. 

The extraordinary reaction was both 
encouraging - people care! - and 
intimidating - is the problem that 
widespread? While we do not offer a 
scientific survey of the situation, we can 
safely surmise that people have become 
keenly aware and deeply concerned, 
which was our goal. Indeed, in the wake 

Introduction 

of the new awareness and interest, 
Agudath Israel of America expanded 
Project Y.E.S., which is dedicated to deal
ing with Children-at-Risk, and arranging 
for mentoring for those who can ben
efit from it (. .. and there are many). In 
addition, we are gratified that there has 
been much broader recognition of the 
problem, with sensitivities raised and 
initiatives taken by many others. 

As part of this new awareness, a series 
of forums dedicated to the topic was 
held at the recent National Convention 

to the topic once more. Some readers 
might well respond: "Kids at Risk ... 
Again?" No, not" again." ... Still. It does 
not go away that quickly. 

In preparing to return to the subject, 
we found it worthy of a rarely employed 
"Special Double Issue," wherein we will 
offer insights on the progress being 
made - as experienced and reported 
by people on the frontlines - as well as 
proposals for prevention and solution. 

We hope that the attention The 
Jewish Observer - and its loyal reader-

of Agudath Israel of America, which ship - give to this topic will continue 
actually inspired much of the discussion to increase the sense of urgency of the 
in this issue. problems we face, while curtailing their 

Thus, now, six years later, we return continued spread. N.W. I 

--··-····-- ------ ·---·--·----- ---- - - - - -~ 
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ROCHEL PASTERNITZKY 

Mv Son on the Rebound 
A PROCESS THAT COULD 
TAKE FIVE YEARS 

Years ago, I cried to anyone who 
seemed to be in a position to 
help. No rabbi, professional, or 

friend could fathom the depths of my 
pain or comprehend the desperation 
of my daily existence. Well-meaning 
friends covertly questioned my parent
ing skills. I couldn't comprehend how 
this had occurred! Our children were 
protected from the outside world in a 
safely-sealed home environment. I had 
always tried to be a good mother and 
to do all the right things. 

My son - beloved and bright, 
charming and charismatic - showed 
early signs of teenage rebellion. Soon, 
yeshiva was exchanged for pool halls as 
religious observance steadily declined. 
He chose a different derech - the low 
road - from the one intended. All 
attempts to ''fix" him, and bring him 

"ROCHEL PASTERNITZKY." MSW. HAS BEEN COUN

SELING PARENTS OF "AT-RISK" TEENS FOR SEVERAL 

YEARS. Stn: IS THE FOUNDER OF CMIZUKANOCOACH· 

ING@YAHOOGROUPS.COM AND CAN BE REACHED 

THROUGH THE JO OFFICE. 

"Kids-at-Risk" or "Kids-in-Pain"? 

back backfired. Tough love didn't work. 
Neither did begging, manipulation, 
consequences or coercion. None of 
these brought the slightest change in 
attitude, behavior or attire. Nothing 
worked - he drifted further and further 
away until he was completely "off the 
derech;' hardly recognizable as the son 
we had reared. 

I was just an ordinary mother. .. 
with an extraordinary amount of pain 
searing through my heart, unlike any I 
had ever known. Isolated and alone, I 
couldn't imagine ever laughing again. 
"Hashem" I cried, "What went wrong? 
What do I do now? Please help me, and 
please, please return to me my precious 
son!" The hopelessness and helplessness 
were overwhelming. 

It's a process, we were told; it could 
take five years. (Five years? Each pain
filled day felt like an eternity!) We 
were encouraged to implement the 4 
C's - Compassion, Communication, 
Connecting, and giving up Controlling. 
Most importantly- unconditional love 
-to love him ..... . no matter what! And 
to always keep the front door open. 

We did. 

I CRIED FOR BOTH OF Us 

My crumbling life began to 
change when The Jewish 
Observer "Kids at Risk" issue 

arrived in November 1999. Countless 
times, I read and reread the poignant 
opening article, "Thoughts of a Mother," 
and each time, I cried, for both of us. 
Had she read my mind? Her expressions 
of pain and despair, hopes and dreams 
were mine, as well. Her tefillos were my 
tefillos. We shared the same incompre
hensible challenges of motherhood. 
How I longed to sit and talk (and cry!) 
with her. 

Then it hit me. If she and I shared 
common feelings, thoughts and experi
ences regarding our children, then surely 
(unfortunately), hundreds more moth
ers could likewise relate. I dreamed of 
uniting desperate, frum mothers of off 
the derech kids around the world. The 
dream became my passion and a very 
realistic, yet formidable, challenge. How 
to begin? 

An email support group seemed 
to be the obvious answer, though a 
few, not-so-minor obstacles presented 



themselves. First of all, I was techni
cally challenged. I considered it a major 
triumph each time I successfully logged 
on to a computer. Furthermore, though 
I knew email list-servers (mailing lists) 
existed, I was clueless about beginning 
and coordinating one. Yet, filled with 
inspiring support from mechanchim, 
colleagues and friends, I proceeded. 

The email list I founded - born 
in personal pain and inspired by The 
Jewish Observer article - became a safe 
haven for frum parents around the world 
to receive and give chizuk, care and 
compassion. It serves as an empathetic 
lifeline for parents struggling with dif
ficult teens. Its members evolved into a 
mutually supportive and united "cyber
family" - sharing sorrows and simchos. 
Most importantly, within the framework 
of a positive Torah hashkafa, we gained 
effective parenting skills while growing 
from our shared nisyonos. 

So far, we have dealt with over 300 
heads of family. 

I'n1 a sin1ple, ordinary person. Yet, 
I found that, through the pain of life 
and the help of Hashem, one can grow 
and accomplish. Subsequently, what 
began as informal parent counseling 
- an outgrowth of the email group 
- inspired another dream (recently 
realized)-to achieve professional status 
as an MSW. 

Hakadosh Baruch Hu gave each and 
every one of us ordinary people amazing 
hidden kochos (strengths) for extraordi
nary accomplishments. Our hishtadlus 
is to pursue the passions that drive our 
dreams, thereby fulfilling the inner 
potential given to us by the Ribbono 
shel Olam. 

shared with Rabbi Wolpin were included 
in the follow-up "Readers Respond" 
March 2000 issue (pages 6 and 29). 

Last week, I called Rabbi Wolpin 
again with an update. "Davie's" mother 
recently burst into tears of joy and 

They demonstrated their care by "being 
there" - listening to him with respect 
and understanding and supporting him 
with kindness and genuine love. They 
bonded on a neshama level and never 
tried to change him. They appreciated 

I AM NOW AWARE THAT THE DIFFICULT 

CHALLENGES AND NISYONOS THAT HASHEM 

GAVE TO ME WERE HIS SPECIAL GIFT, FORCING 

ME TO GROW AND DEVELOP IN WAYS I NEVER 

WOULD HAVE DREAMED POSSIBLE. 

disbelief when he was called up to the 
Torah on the Shabbos of his aufruf(pre
ceding his wedding). Then, overcome 
with emotion once again, she cried the 
whole way to the chupa. No sane person 
would have believed six years ago that 
"Dovie" would be learning today in 
kollel in Bretz Yisroel. After reading the 
first "at risk" JO issue, •·Dovie's" parents 
focused their attention on loving and 
accepting their son unconditionally 
(even with an untucked shirt at Kiddush, 
which had triggered the regretful explo
sion described on p. 29 in the March 
2000 JO issue). 

My son, B"H, is also traveling the 
high road - as a hen Torah, focused 
upon growing in avodas Hashem and 
ruchniyus. I am in awe of his commit
ment and devotion to the teenage boys 
he mentors. 'Tm only giving back what 
I received;' he tells me. 

his specialness. His growth is a source 
of great joy and inspiration to all who 
know him. 

I am now aware that the difficult 
challenges and nisyonos that Hashem 
gave to me were His special gift, forc
ing me to grow and develop in ways I 
never would have dreamed possible. 
Hatzlacha with children, according to 
the Chafetz Chaim, is one hundred per
cent siyata diShmaya. Yet, our hishtadlus 
as parents is to do everything we can 
(including daven!) - leaving no stone 
unturned - because after 120 years, 
we'll be asked, "Were you the best par
ent that you could have been, and were 
you the best person that you could have 
been?" Behind all the hishtadluswas the 
understanding that Hashem rewards 
effort, not outcome. 

What did he receive? What factors "WOULD You JUMP 
UPDATE ON "Dovn:" precipitated such incredible growth in ON THE BED?" 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · yiras Shamayim, Torah and mitzvos? · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Sixyearsago,lcalledRabbiWolpin Siyata diShmaya for sure. And many Akey component of my growth 
to share the positive impact the long-term, meaningful relationships was the realization that the only 
November'99issuehadonmeand - individuals who reached out and thing I could change (and con-

other families in my community, and stayed connected with him throughout trol!) was my own behavior. This was 
to relate the saga of my own struggling his teenage nisayon. People who did so my tikkun. I saw a fragile and unhappy 

I 16 year-old-son and his non-observant much -how can I possibly express my child in pain - emotional pain embed-

1 

friend "Dovie:' (The JO staff graciously gratitude and gratefulness? - yet tell ded in his neshama. "Children in pain" 
sent me copies to distribute.) Much me it was nothing; they are the ones (as opposed to "children at risk") can be l my ''''''' tlwe<> ofioddooTh< w>o ''""" Crom m~;,, '"' '''_! -- compared to a teenager lying in bed with 

91 
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two broken legs. Using this metaphor, 
I've asked parents, "Would you jump 
on the bed? Or demand he get up and 
walk out the door?" Obviously, no par
ent would consider inflicting even more 
pain on their child or demanding the 
impossible- a simple walk to the door
under these circumstances. An "at risk," 
"off the derech" child in pain deserves 
equal understanding and compassion. 
My nisayon vvas to work on strengthen
ing our relationship, the in1portance of 
which superceded everything. l replaced 

Get a cell phone 
from the people 
you can trust! 

a 

... Wj 
Total Communication 
solut ens 

1-866mlAlK-N~SAVE 
(1-866-825-5672) 

e-mail: info@talknsave.net 
Customer service now ovoiloble 

from 9:00 o.m. • 12:00 midnight - Israel time! 
*Ce!lcom Certified Agents 

bla1ne, control, lectures, criticis1n and 
judgments (things that actually harm 
relationships, causing additional pain) 
with love, listening, respect, and accep
tance. By giving up "direct control," I 
gained "indirect control" through the 
strength of our improved relationship. 
No matter vvhat he wore or did, he 
experienced unconditional love. My 
mantra became: "I see only the sparkle 
in your eye and the s1nile on your face. 
I love you ...... no matter what:' And I 
ineant it. 

Others have asked, what exactly is 
unconditional love, and what do you 
mean by "no 1natter what"? 

During those turbulent nocturnal 
years, my son often returned home at 
daybreak. Feelings of fear for his well
being, as well as anger at his behavior, 
enveloped me each time I passed his 
empty bed. When he finally (BH!) 
walked through the door, my gut, hys
terical, n1otherly reaction would have 
been to screa1n and blan1e. (One can 
imagine the typical speech, "Where 
have you been ...... !!!") Instead, he was 
calmly greeted with a smile, "Hi, so glad 
you're home," and offered something 
to eat. No questions, no yelling. "No 
jumping on the bed!" I reminded myself 
over and over, \Vith the flashing picture 
in my mind of 1ny son, a pained, suf
fering child. 

Another time 1 he noticed his pass-

port was missing the day before his 
flight back home from Israel. At great 
expense to us, he was able to procure 
another passport, with our support. 
There was no blame, criticisn1 or guilt 
trip throughout the process. We were so 
happy to see him (and the new passport 
picture). Months later, I asked him, "Do 
you know what it means each ti1ne I 
say, 'I love you .. .. no matter what?'" 
Noticing the quizzical look on his face, 
I answered, "The passport. ... Remember 
the passport? Thafs no rnatter what!" 

Focus: BEYOND THE 

EXTERNAL 

T oday, I continue to focus beyond 
the external - to his neshama. 
Beyond his hat, payos, and 

bekeshe - the ultimate derech he has 
chosen. I still focus upon his sparkling 
eyes and smile ... the radiant smile ... 
of a chassan! 

Guided by siyata diShmaya and 
hishtadlus-· planting the seeds of respect 
and acceptance - it all began with an 
article in The Jewish Observer. 

Hazorirn bedhna. Tears of joy flow. 
Berina yiktzoru. As \Ve reap a harvest 

of nachas. 
I hope you will join in our sin1cha. 

Thank you, The Jewish Observer. 
"Rochel Pasternitzky" !I!) 

I coach people to help then1 realize their 
O\Vn drearns and a1nbitions. I help then1 
plan, program, and stay n1otivated. 

WHY COACHING? hnproving one's 
life 111eans 111aking change; and people need 
support and structure to keep distractions 

and obstacles ti·on1 S\van1ping their drea1ns and goals. 
l'vloreoYer, people rarely see their O\Vn capabilities in full rneasure. A coach is a per
son \vho by ten1penuncnt, experience, and training is dedicated to help you gro\v and 
achieve your O\\"n drean1s. A coach never loses confidence in his client's ability! 
l have over thirty years experience in helping people fulfill their drearns, have 
authored books, articles and produced cassette progran1s on this subject. In 2-3 
1nonths, using \veek!y private phone sessions, you can learn ho\v to 
effectively take control of your life. 

FREE ()FFER - I \Votild be happy to give you a free telephone 
contCrence. Please call USA 845-352-1175 for an appointtnent. 
Thank you. - MR. Av1 S11t1.M,\~ 

Live a Life of Design, Not Default 
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I. SOME PEHTJNENT 

QUESTIONS 

The subject of children at risk in 
the Jewish con1n1unity has been 
a hot-button topic for aln1ost a 

decade. Meetings have been held, articles 
have been written, suggestions have 
been n1ade, and institutions have been 
formed. A great deal of truly wonder
ful work has been done by dedicated 
and well-1neaning people. Many young 
people have been rescued fro111 dire situ
ations that threatened their spiritual and 
physical futures, and n1any have gone on 
to become happy, well-adjusted adults. 
'fherc is reason to he encouraged by the 
successes of the past ten years. 

____ Yet, --~~U~-1~oble~~~ co_~:ifron~!-~-t~ 
RABBI Wi;:1ss !S "JllL R.0511 rt-:Slll\A OF YLSll!VA 
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;\ 'il,N!OR Ef)!'l OR OJ· nu.: ScHOlTENSTUN TAI.Ml rn. 

AND llAS l~El·:N JNVOJ.VJ-:D IN DFAUNC; W!Tll C!l!J.· 

nr~t·:N 1\T HISK FOR MANY YEAl~'i. 1-!E CAN Bl-: Hb\Cl/FD 

i\T YOSA!FWUSSJ\01 .. COM. 

L 
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have not gone away- if anything, they 
arc increasing. 1'here is still no shortage 
of children at risk, and the direction in 
which n1odern society is evolving docs 
not bode \vell for our ability to protect 
our disaffected youth from the worst 
that the world has to offer. While we 
have enjoyed so111c success in helping 
children come back from the brink of 
disaster, it is tin1e for us to take a hard 
look at ourselves and answer the ques
tions that should haunt us. \'Vhy arc so 
many of our children becoming "chil
dren at risk"< What are the faults in our 
system of chinuch that arc allowing so 
niany of our precious nesha111os to fall 
through the cracks? 

These questions forn1ed the basis 
for five sessions that were held at the 
NationJl Convention of Agudath Israel 
of An1erica last Nove1nber. Agudath 
Israel's Project Y.E.S., under the intrepid 
leadership of Rabbi Yakov Horowitz 
and Rabbi Avrohom Meir Gluck, has 
long been at the forefront of the battle 
to save youth at risk, and their agenda 

=-i 
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for this convention was a formidable 
one: 10 examine the first ten years of a 
child's life, and to determine where we 
arc failing; to provide our children with 
the foundation they need to be success
ful and connected. 

Before proceeding, a fev1-' \vords of 
caution may be prudent. Every n1echn
neich (educator) and professional ,vho 
works with children at risk has an 
opinion as to v-.rhy children arc falling 
through the cracks, and very fe,v of then1 
arc wrong. Children are individuals, 
after all, and no two are the sa1nc. Thus, 
every story will be different. However, 
it is critical that vvc attempt to find 
patterns which point to syste1nic short
con1ings that can be addressed, so that 
\VC can, at the very least, decrease the 
nun1bers of proble1n that arise. With this 
in 1nind, I propose a general state1nent 
that applies to 1nost children at risk: We 
arc losing the battle of con11nunication 
with these children. 

R.a111ham'sstate1nent in Hilchos [)ei'os 
( 6: l) is axiomatic: "It is the nature of 

1 
... ~-~ ... ----2.1 
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man that his thoughts and actions are 
influenced by his friends and acquain
tances, and he will act in the manner 
of his countrymen:' This is true of all 
mankind, but especially of children, who 
do not yet possess years of their own 
life experiences against which to weigh 
that which they see and hear. Thus, a 
child will base his ideas of what is right 
and what is wrong, what is good and 
what is bad, what is proper and what 
is improper, on what he sees and hears 
as he develops. 

And what do our precious children 
see and hear? The answer varies widely 
from child to child and from family to 
family. However, one thing is clear: A 
typical child at risk has been receiving 
({messages" we would rather he or she 
had never received, and the many posi
tive messages that every child should 
receive never reached their intended 
recipient (or were ignored, due to 
ingrained negative influence). When the 
bad messages overwhelm the good ones, 
the child is in danger. It is our task to 
make sure that this does not happen. 

Where does a child receive these 
messages? Essentially, from three places: 
The child's home, his or her school, and 
outside influences, such as the homes of 
friends, or secular media. Thus, children 
at risk have often been overloaded with 
negative messages from one or more of 
these locations, and were not provided 
with sufficient positive messages to 
counteract this corrosive influence. 

With this in mind, the sessions at the 
convention examined each of the three 
locations mentioned home, school, 
and outside influences - to determine 
what efforts must be made in each arena 
to improve our communication with 
our youth and to ensure that we are 
providing them with the background 
they need to develop properly. 

II. THE SCIENCE OF 

PARENTING 

A highlight of the convention's 

I 
opening session was the address 
given by Rabbi Noach Orlowek, I ,, Mo~·"" of fohi~ Twmh Om, whw 

noted that no single factor is as impor
tant to a child's development as the 
influence of his or her parents. A young 
child has no frame of reference to 
catalog parental behavior as aberrant 
or stress-related. Thus, everything that 
is witnessed becomes the child's idea 
of what is normal. If parents are always 
bickering, and refuse to listen to each 
other, the child soon learns to do the 
same. And it goes without saying that 
where there is no shalom bayis, the house 
is usually not conducive to fostering 
the warm environment of caring and 
chessed that is one of the hallmarks of 
a Jewish home. 

It has been noted that children come 
without manuals and without warran
ties. It is part of the responsibility of 
every parent, however, to know and 
understand the effect that their actions 
have upon the development of their 
children. To this end, it is recommended 
that prospective parents (or parents that 
perceive their possible shortcomings in 
this area) attend classes or consult with 
experts to refine their ability to provide 
their children with proper chinuch. 
Although a thorough discussion of 
the matter is beyond the scope of this 
article, some of the main points that a 
parent should always keep in mind can 
be mentioned here: 

a. Listen, listen, listen ... Over and 
over again throughout the conven
tion, this critical point was made (was 
anybody listening?). A child is guileless 
- he or she will tell you when there is a 
problem, or when something is causing 
pain. Many times, listening intently will 
alert a parent to a situation before it 
becomes a serious difficulty. Whether 
there is trouble at school, or a prob
lem with a friend, a caring parent can 
often provide a solution. Rabbi Shmuel 
Kamenetsky, N"'\:"'n>, Rosh Hayeshiva of 
the Philadelphia Yeshiva, noted at the 
Friday night session of the convention 
that a child needs to always know that 
his parents are always ready to listen to 
him. But, sadly, we are often too busy 
to listen to our children. Sometimes it 
is due to the crush of parnassa - other 
times it is the result of the constant 
stream of simchos and mitzvos that seem 

to have taken over our lives. (Seriously, 
between chasunos and Sheva Berachos, 
Bar and Bas Mitzvas, lechayims, vorts, 
Pidyon Habens, shul and yeshiva din
ners, melave malkas, PTAs and shid
duch meetings and Tehillim groups 
and chessed meetings, all of which we 
must attend, is it any wonder that we 
have children at risk? They are raising 
themselves!) And if a child feels that 
there is nobody listening, this critical 
avenue is lost - often forever. 

b. Strive to be what you want your 
children to become. Although the pre
vailing attitude of modern society's 
preachers is "Do as I say, not as I do;' 
this approach does not work - and why 
should it? A child will almost always 
think that whatever his parents do is 
correct, and that is how he or she will 
act. I shudder every time I remember 
the words of a young man who had been 
caught stealing, who was brought to me 
to be disciplined. When I asked him how 
he thought his father would react to his 
misdeed, he laughed scornfully at me. 
"My father? He brags at the Shabbos 
table about how he tricks the IRS every 
year so that he doesn't have to pay any 
taxes. He'll probably be proud of me!" 
[Of course, the father was outraged at 
his son's thievery, and disciplined him 
severely, taking no blame at all for cre
ating the attitude that helped cause the 
problem in the first place.] 

My father-in-law, Rabbi Reuven 
Feinstein w'P"n>, often tells the story 
of a father who came to him complain
ing that he was unable to convince his 
teenage son to learn. "Do you spend 
time learning?" he was asked. When 
he answered in the negative, he was 
told: "Your son doesn't want to learn 
because he sees that you don't consider 
it important enough to do yourself. But 
he will probably want his son to learn, 
just like you do!" 

On the other hand, parents that 
make a point of doing the right thing 
for their children to see, will reap the 
rewards of doing so. This commitment 
to practice what we preach is not limited 
to Torah study and mitzvah observance 
- it should be extended to the respect 
we show to authority figures as well. 
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If our children hear us denigrating 
our rabbanim and manhigim (or their 
own teachers and principals), what can 
we expect of them? The all-too-com
mon practice of loudly complaining 
whenever we disagree with a decision 
or takana of our leaders often pays a 
bitter dividend - for when there is a 
problem with a child, he or she will 
likely not listen to the rav who might 
be able to help. On the other hand, the 
child who is taught, early and often, 
about emunas chachamim, will always 
have the anchor of daas Torah to cling 
to in storn1y weather. 

Another lesson that parents can 
make sure to teach by example is the 
correct way to treat others - in short, 
derech eretz. Even if teachers and moros 
work hard at imparting proper middos 
to children, their efforts can easily be 
undone if the children see a different 
picture at home. As the Gemara states 
in Sukka (56b), the speech of a child 
in the market reflects the speech of his 
parents. When parents act toward oth
ers as frum Jews should, their children 
benefit most of all. 

c. Monitor your child's media intake 
diligently. This critical point has been 
the subject of many articles and speech
es, yet, incredibly, it has not penetrated 
into n1any parents' minds. Do you have 
any idea what your precious children are 
reading, hearing, and watching? This 
problem is not confined to the Internet 
(although the Internet is obviously the 
most dangerous component). Ideas, 
values and pictures that are anathema 
to Torah ideals are readily available to 
anyone, contained in secular 1nedia of 
all types - radio, television, newspa
pers, magazines, and books. Even the 
children's comics in secular newspapers 
regularly contain items that are unsuit
able for reading. Negative messages of 
permissiveness, as well as roots of nega
tive middos such as jealousy, greed, and 
dishonesty, often permeate the secular 
media. Many parents turn a blind eye 
to these facts, blithely believing that this 
barrage of garbage will not affect their 
children. Then, if a tragedy occurs, they 

from their homes, and assume that they 
have solved their problem. However, this 
is often not the case. Even if you do not 
allow any of these things into your own 
home, is that true of all the places that 
your child frequents? Do all of his or 
her friends' parents have the same val
ues that you have? Parents who restrict 
their children excessively often find, to 
their dismay, that they have created a 
situation where their child gravitates 
to friends whose parents are not quite 
as strict, friends that they would rather 

THEVORT 

• The Vort celebration is to be 
discontinued. The L'chaim (held at 
the time that the engagement is 
announced) should also not turn 
into a Vort. 
THE WEDDING 

• For typical families, only 400 invit
ed guests may be seated at the chas
suna seuda. (The Guidelines make 
provision for exceptional circum
stances - see full text.) 

• The kabbo/as panim smorgasbord 
should be limited to basic cakes, 
fruit platters, a modest buffet, and 
the caterer's standard chicken or 
meat hot dishes. 

their children did not have. It must be 
emphasized that a stance of inflexibility 
and rigidity is not usually the correct 
one to assume when dealing with mat
ters of this nature (and, truth be told, 
schools are often guilty of this attitude 
as well as parents). 

This problem is exacerbated by the 
fact that many children are far more 
technologically savvy than their parents. 
This is especially problematic in a home 
that has a computer. If the parents are 
not computer literate and the child is, 

• The menu for the seuda is 
limited to 3 courses followed by a 
regular dessert. 

• No Viennese table and no bar. 

THE MUSIC 
• A band may consist of a maximum 
of 5 musicians (one of the musicians 
may act as a vocalist) or four musi
cians and one additional vocalist. 

• A one-man band is recom
mended. 

FLOWERS & CHUPA DECOR 

• The total cost of these items for 
the entire wedding should not 
exceed $1,800. 

; say, "What did we do wrong?" 

L' O>ho< ''""" :" >II '": ;,,m, - - - - - - - - - - -- ------------------------ · ______ _J 

FOR THE FULL VERSION OF THE SIMCHA GUIDELINES 
WITH ITS RABBINICAL SIGNATORIES AND THE 
ACCOMPANYING KOL KOREH, please email 

info@simchaguidelines.com or call 212-612-2300 
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I he or she can access the worst kinds of Gemara, causes the great majority of it. Although we are often reluctant I 

filth and leave no traces behind. This is them to fail. Even children who seem (and understandably so) to intro-
true even if the computer is not hooked 
up to the Internet (as long as a modem 
and a phone line can be obtained). All 
too often, parents who have no idea 
what the Internet is or how it works 
have been stunned to discover that 
their sweet, innocent children have 
been leading double lives - often only 
after the child is so addicted that there 
is little to do. 

Without taking a position regarding 
what should and what should not be 
allowed into a Jewish home (a mul
tifaceted, complex issue that deserves 
an article of its own), it is clear that 
there is no substitute for vigilance on 
the part of every parent. If you allow 
secular media of any type into your 
home, your children must be protected 
from it in the same way that you guard 
your toddler from poisonous cleansers. 
If the child injures himself or herself, 
you are responsible. And if you choose 
to keep these things out of your home, 
you must still make sure that your child 
is not seeking them out somewhere 
else. In either instance, though, the 
most important thing you can do is to 
explain to your child why such media are 
harmful. A child that understands why 
something is wrong is well-equipped to 
avoid it when confronted with a chal
lenge. One that simply knows that "my 
parents don't have it at home" will not 
necessarily see the problem with enjoy
ing it at a friend's house. 

Ill. PROBLEMS AT SCHOOL 

to be reading well in first or second duce new methods of teaching 
grade may not progress as they should, Torah, this certainly does not apply 
and will be unable to cope as they pro- when aids are available to help those 
ceed through grade school. This is not who otherwise are unable to learn 
only true of children who have reading properly. While it is true that many 
or learning disabilities. Sometimes a schools simply do not have the 
student is too shy to ask for help, or budgets to supply even more basic 
is just lost in a class that is too large, needs for their students (or proper 
with a teacher who is overwhelmed salaries for their rebbe'iln and teach-
and underappreciated. These children ers), not providing such aids for 
do not all fail dramatically; they fail students that are unable to learn 
gradually, sinking slowly under the without them is simply penny-wise 
crushing weight of their impossible and pound-foolish. Every dollar 
responsibilities, growing more insecure spent no\v will save hundreds, if not 
and bitter with each passing year. They thousands, of dollars in the future 
are prime candidates for becoming - and the child you save may be 
children at risk, for our much-vaunted your own. 
curricula, with such emphasis on cover- • A third point is that we must be 
ing ground in Chumash, Tanach (for the sure that our schools spend time on 
girls), Mishnayos and Gemara, simply instructing the children in the fun-
provides them with year after year of damentals of what it means to be a 
never-ending torture. /rum Jew, and not only through the 
• To combat this very real problem, study of textual material. Covering 

several solutions have been pro- ground and finishing texts should 
posed. Simplest and most important not be allowed to dominate our 
is the establishment of a standard children's study schedules to the 
kriah test to be administered to extent that there is no time to 
every single student at an early teach them proper hashkafa. Rabbi 
age, to identify immediately those Shmuel Kamenetsky suggested that 
students who are having difficulty. the next Torah U'Mesorah conven-
It is imperative to test every student, tion should address the feasibility 
so that no stigma is attached to of introducing a curriculum based 
the test. (It is heartbreaking, but on the Yud Gimme/ Ikarim. (In fa(.t, 
absolutely true, that many parents we were informed at the convention 
would choose to subject a child to that such a curriculum is currently 
years of failure in school rather under development in California.) 
than test them for learning disabili- Such study can be absorbed even by 
ties, due to the fear of "stigma:') children that find it difficult to read, 
Rabbi Horowitz noted that the cost and it can provide them with the 

· · '' '' · · · ·' · · · · ·' '' · · · · · · '' · · · ·' of treating one child at risk who positive messages that all children 

The second session of the conven- requires drug rehabilitation therapy need so desperately. 
ti on dealt with problems that often runs as high as $80, 000 per [In this connection, it should be 
arise in school. Rabbi Yakov year - a sum that would pay for mentioned that Dayan David Dunner 

Horowitz passionately presented a sim- the kriah test for sixteen hundred ,.,..,,,.,,,,,, who spoke at the convention's 
pie but shocking truth; too many ofour students! keynote session on Motza'ei Shabbos, 
children are not able to read Hebrew • Another important step that can talked about the use of the Shabbos 
properly, and it is simply impossible be taken is the introduction of table as a vehicle for providing essential 
for them to succeed in our intense and available teaching aids (such as Jewish values to our children. He advo-
competitive school system. Although audiovisual equipment, slide pro- cated preparing for the seudas Shabbos 
sorne of the1n do get by through memo- jection machines, or Gemaras with as one would for an important business 
rization, this is only a temporary fix, nekudos printed into them) to all meeting, with notes in hand to ensure 
for the increased workload of middle of our schools, to enable those that the agenda is accomplished.] I H wh.,.;, "'"''U' '".b"~ wbo bm--that do ~eedextrahelp to receive ..... -The subject of how to help y:J 
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point must be made. All parents must 
realize that choosing the proper school 
for each of their children is one of the 
inost in1portant and far-reaching deci
sions they will ever make with respect to 
that child.Ask yourself: ls this the school 
that I can partner with to n1axin1ize 
the abilities of this child? What is right 
for one child may be totally wrong for 
another. Proximity, carpool availability, 
tuition breaks, or the fact that all the 
"right" kids are enrolled may all be valid 
and even i1nportant considerations. But 
they should never be the critical factors 
in determining where a child should be 
educated. 

JV. PROTECTING OUR 

CHILDREN 

T he most difficult part of a parent's 
job is protecting his children 
from in1proper influences to 

which they arc exposed outside the 
home, away from watchful eyes. No 
matter how vigilant we are, our chil
dren have social lives, and inevitably 
interact with others whose standards 
1nay not measure up to ours. It is our 
responsibility to limit the potentially 
dangerous "chinuch" that can result 
fron1 such interaction. 

This daunting task, never easy at the 
best of ti1nes, has been in11neasurably 
compounded by man's new best friend 
- the cell phone. Friends of all types 
arc now available at all hours and in all 
places, without any parental oversight 
needed - just use your speed dial! Need 
to arrange a rendezvous, or a convenient 
excuse for a planned absence? I-Ielp is 
just a text message away! Although in 
our security-conscious world, 1nany 
parents feel 1nore secure when their 
children are always in touch, they need 
to realize exactly who their children 
are actually in touch with. Jn a telling 
survey of teenagers at risk \Vho "came 
back;' the problem that they identified 
as the inost serious was that of "bad" 
friends, always tempting them with 

Lb1dden fruit. 

T!IE Jt<:w1s1-1 Onsr:1~vr:rt 

Free sample of 
our New Book 

••77 Mitzvos 
for 'T'odaywr 
which can be used in 

dealing with at-risk people. 

The best approach to this vexing 
problem is the simplest; do not provide 
your child with a cell phone except 
when and if it is needed. And if your 
child must have a cell phone, let him 
or her know that you will be checking 
the bill every so often to see who they 
are talking to - and do it. [It should 
be obvious that phones with features 
such as wireless connections and fancy 
can1cras are never necessary, and should 
not be possessed by any child. J Yeshiva Fund 

Box82 Cell phones aside, there is still the prob
lem of how to monitor your child when he 
is with his friends. One way is to take the 
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In this book, Rabbi Shimon SChwab undertakes the 

Book of Jyov/Job: the classic text that asks, "How 
can evil people prosper while good people suffer?" 
It deals with the most difficult questions and the 
deep, seemingly inscrutable answers. 

Rav Schwab's lectures were adapted by his eldest 
son, Moshe Schwab.' The lectures are presented with 
the clarity ·and insight that made Rav Schwab on 
Prayer a modern classic, Rav Schwab navigates the 
reader throl,lgh the difficulties of Jyov, leaving us wlth 
deeper understand·1ng and preparing us to be better 
able to deal with the challenges of life. 

Includes the complete Hebrew text of the Book 
of /yov/Job and a translation by Rav Schwab. 

ArtScroll books are available at your local Hebrew bookseller, or direct from publJsher: -·--·-·--··--=-j 
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mates and their parents. If you know that Children are pressured to be the best did not fare well in yeshiva - a group 
thefamilyofaclassmatehasdifferentrules in their class, yeshivas are pressured that is often in danger of becoming 
than you do about certain issues (such to each be the one teaching the most, disaffected. 
as what media is considered permissible and so on. When, they asked, will the 
for viewing), speak with your child about cycle end? 
what they may and may not do outside When Rabbi Shmuel Kamenetsky 
the home. If your child is too young, or was asked how to deal with the pressures 
embarrassed, it is your responsibility to that descend upon girls in elementary 
speak to the parents. school because of the school's drive to 

This potentially difficult situation get them into the "best" high schools, 
can be avoided if you can succeed in which, in turn, push their students 
making your home a place where your relentlessly to help them gain entrance 
children's friends enjoy congregating, or into the "best" seminaries in Eretz 
if you make the time to volunteer to take Yisroel, he replied, "So don't send them 
the kids every so often to a place that to seminary!" After the collective gasp 
you find satisfactory. A wonderful idea from the audience, he added, "There 
is to establish a rotation of like-minded are fine seminaries in America, too!" In 
parents, who take turns chaperoning the my mind, this exchange shed light on 
children on weekends (or whenever) to the root of the problem - we create all 
destinations where all are comfortable. of these pressures ourselves. When the 
This takes time and effort (especially for greater public realizes that each one of 
those with larger families), butthe divi- our children is a unique and precious 
<lends will be worth the investment. person with something special to offer, it 

It also must be stressed that there is will no longer be necessary for everyone 
no substitute for teaching a child what to "keep up with the Cohens." 
is right and what is wrong. If a child Another facet of this pressure relates 
is legislated to without explanation, specifically to boys who are unsuc-
he cannot apply the lessons learned to cessful in a yeshiva environment. Is it 
other situations. Thus, while he may be necessary, asked one parent plaintively, 
forbidden to do something at home, he for such boys to always be regarded as 
will not know that it is prohibited even second-class citizens? Can they not be 
at his friend's house, where the parents contributing members of our society? 
are comfortable with it. If, however, he While it must be emphasized that 
is taught about the dangers of negative we as a community indeed prize our 
influences, he wil1 realize that they must young yeshiva scholars as our treasures 
be avoided in every circumstance. (indeed, one young married business-

V. Qy, THE PRESSURE ... 

The participants at all of the ses
sions were interested, informed, 
and determined to come away 

with solutions. They asked many wide
ranging questions - too many to discuss 
here. It is noteworthy, however, that a 
common thread emerged from many of 
the questions - the sense of unrelenting 
pressure that faces parents and children 
alike. Parents feel pressure to get their 
children into the "best" school, to send 
their young ladies to the "best" seminar
ies in Eretz Yisroel and their young men 
to the "best" yeshivos, and, of course, 

man related that even as he supported 
his brother in kollel, he felt like a free
loader who was taking advantage by 
sharing in the merit of his brother's 
learning without working for it!), there 
is no question that alternatives for those 
who cannot and will not succeed in the 
yeshiva environment must he explored 
and encouraged. The Matza' ei Shabbos 
session visited this issue by discussing 
the pioneering work of Rabbi Benzion 
Shafier and Mr. Ezra Beyman of the 
Learner Earner program, who provide 
such young men with the opportunity 
to learn at their level while developing 
marketable skills that will enable them 
to support themselves. Such initiatives 
must be encouraged, as they provide a 

VI. PLANNING FOR THE 

FUTURE 

The closing session of the forum 
was chaired by Rabbi Hal 
Klestzick, principal of Rudlin 

Torah Academy in Richmond, Virginia, 
who spoke of the importance of provid
ing strong role models for our children. 
He noted that in this day and age, where 
parents so often tend to "go with the 
flow:' it is more vital than ever that we 
provide a clear picture of what onr lives 
must stand for. 

The remainder of the session was 
spent in creating an agenda for further 
action. The track's attendees voted on a 
number of initiatives. The majority felt 
that efforts should be concentrated in 
three areas: I) The establishment of a 
clearinghouse "311 "-style phone number 
for parents, to inform them of all services 
that are available to them if they are hav
ing difficnlties with their children. [This 
system is, in fact, being established as 
of this writing - anyone with ideas or 
suggestions as to what they would like 
to see included in such a listing should 
send an email with any comments to 
3 ll@pyes.org. J 2) The establishment of 
an approved, comprehensive premarital 
and/or pre-childbearing syllabus of train
ing that will prove so desirable that par
ents, rebbe'im and rabbanim will widely 
recommend them in any community that 
will host them; and 3) The promotion of 
"No Jewish Child Left Behind in Kriah" 
- by providing standardized testing for 
kriah in every school in America. 

These initiatives will require the sup
port of the greater community, both 
financially (though their cost is relatively 
minor) and conceptually. But the ben
efits that can be reaped are incalculable; 
for we must do all that we can to finally 
lay to rest the specter of the children that 
we continue to lose. And - it cannot be 
stated too many times - the child you 
save may be your own. ~ 

. ------·-·--------·----------------·----·----------·-·--·· 
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' RABBI SHAYA COHEN 

Decade ol At~Risk Effort Inspires 

Hope tor the Future 
As a teenager in Priority-1 'salter- to a complete return. When asked lead normal productive lives, feel an 

native high school, Torah Academy, what sparked this quick change in overwhelming demand to conform 
Yossi's drug involvement was sure his behavior, he answered simply, and perform on par with everyone's 
to lead to serious legal troubles '~You believed in me." expectations. This causes undue stress 
in the future .... Four years later, The good news is that after a decade and anxiety which often lead children 
he's learning in Yeshivas Brisk in of some of the most serious attrition in down the road of rebellion. If we ease 
Yerushalayim. He's gone from at- the Yeshiva world, many young people the pressure at home and at school and 
risk to Brisk! have finally returned to the distin- allow our youth to develop at their own 

Yaakov's situation was so bad that guished ranks of bnei and bnos Torah. pace and feel good about their unique 
even an alternative high school was The bad news is that the yeshiva drop- accomplishments, this will enable them 
too much for him - he dropped out out/at-risk phenomenon continues to to live healthy, productive lives. 
mid-year. Just a few months later, he spiral out of control. Yet, the experiences A footnote about pressure: much 
was stirred, like many of us, by the of the last decade have taught us many of the pressure and invalidation that 
catastrophic events of 9/11. Now, he lessons about dealing with these issues these young people feel stem from the 
has found his way back to yeshiva and reversing the sad direction of these constant criticism of parents, rebbe'im 
and is enjoying tremendous success precious young lives. and teachers. 
in his learning. Rashi says in parashas Devarim that 

After just six months in Torah Yaakov did not want to reprimand 
Academy, Avi is already on his way THE PRESSURE Coo KER his illustrious, righteous son Reuvein 

-··--- ···--·-·-·-··-··-···--··-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · for fear that Reuvein might turn away 
RAee1CoHEN1s n1ERo.~HHAYEs1uvAorY1-:sH1VA T f h d · uJ f ] · d h h k d wo o t e most evastatmg c - rom um an connect wit is wic e 
i'.JCHRON ARYf,HKOLLfcL NER YEHOSHUA AND 

,. 0 ,.NDER °" """'""Y-o. AN oRGANozA'"'' THAT prits chasing our kids away are uncle Eisav. Need more be said about 
sERv1cEs AT-R1sK vouT1-1 ANo T11E1R FAMiuEs, feelings of intense pressure and the potentially devastating effects of 

i 
I ANo r1~ov1nEs n~A1N1NG sEM1NARs To rA1U'.NTs a lack of validation. Unfortunately, criticis1n? i L: "", "' ---------m•"f "'°""'lld:" own ""'~'" - fo Mom ilio lld~ of ~""' ''"l" U I 
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Child Development Specialists 
Helping Inf ants & Toddlers 

with Developmrntal Delays and Disabilities 

Evaluation and a full range of 
Therapeutic Services provided 
at our Center or in the privacy 

of your home 
Bilingual Services Available 

Services are provided ba.<;edon the child's needs 
as determined by the i\YC Early Intervention 
Program. The Early Intervention Official will 
determine the location and provider of any 
needed services. This Early Intervention 
Progran1 is funded & regulated by the NYC Dept. 
ofIJealth &Mental Hygiene. 

Executive Offices: 
4228 Tenth Avenue 

Brooklyn, New York 11219 

Queens Office: 
70-14 141 st Street 

Flushing, New York 1136 7 

SERVING BROOKLYN, QUEENS, 
STATEN ISLAND & MANHATTAN 

www.challenge-ei.com 
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THOUGHTS FROM THE FRINGE 

I was nine years old when I started 
drinking. I drank because I felt I 
would sleep better. My first time 

becoming really drunk was in the 
tenth grade. My lack of self-con
fidence and desire to fit in were 
in full gear. I wondered what the 
meaning of life was. I grew up in 
a frum family where the mentality 
was: "I am not good enough unless 
I am the best. Even then, I'll find 
a way to underscore my achieve
ments." This attitude was the fuel 
to my fire. My life had no meaning, 
and I was empty. 

I desired acceptance. I wanted 
to be wanted. I was spiritually 
bankrupt. I had no connection to 
Whoever it was I was davening to. 
I was just talking the talk. I found 
drugs in the twelfth grade, and I 
was off. Drugs were the new love 
of my life; they didn't care if I did 
well on tests or woke up for daven
ing, and they never contradicted 
themselves. Drugs gave me solace 
when I was sad, and they were with 
me when I was happy. They blocked 
out the scowls and dirty looks, and 
the "When are you going to do 
something with yourself?" conver
sations .... Using drugs and alcohol 
stopped all of that. My mother 
cried at night begging Hashem to 
just return her son home safely. She 
would jump to the ringing phone at 
two in the morning with the hope 
that it wasn't the police, that it was 
just me telling her not to wait up 
for me, because I'd be home late. I 
tried my best to always be drunk or 
high and thereby not have to deal 
with reality. 

There are many more nice 
Jewish boys who end up down 
that path. Some don't make it 
back to Yiddishkeit, and some, chas 
veshalom, end up dead. These are 

love ourselves. We are all loveable. 
When I first started to get well, I 
was told: "We will love you until 
you love yourself." I was literally 
on a suicide mission. I hated myself. 
I needed to be loved. I needed to 
be told I was loved. It worked won
ders for me. A simple "Hey, how 
are you?" or a hug was all I really 
wanted. It's hard to love someone 
who you may feel isn't "doing the 
right thing." That's where toler
ance comes into play .... Everyone 
is different. When I first got clean, 
people would approach me and let 
me know that smoking cigarettes 
is unhealthy. I would respond by 
saying, "You should have seen 
what I used to smoke." Tolerance 
should come with perspective. 
How can we judge someone who 
is using drugs? Do you know what 
he has been through? That doesn't 
mean you have to tolerate him 
doing so, just try to be a little 
understanding. 

We need to let our youth know 
that when they are davening, a 
loving and caring G-d is listening to 
them. It's not rhetoric, it's how we 
improve our relationship with Him. 
I know that I couldn't have gotten 
from where I was to where I am 
today without Hashem. It's hard to 
understand sometimes why a nice 
yeshiva boy would do such things. 

We just want to be heard. We 
just need a shoulder to cry on. We 
need people to care. People need to 
show an interest and find out why 
these things are going on. Usually, 
the best way is to just ask. Instead of 
pointing to the kid wearing jeans in 
shul on Shabbos and saying to your 
friend, "Wow, look what happened 
to poor David's kid. He was such a 
good kid" - just walk over and say 
"Good Shabbos." Find out what 

occurrences that are happening he's up to. Ask questions. Show 
in our neighborhoods. Lives and an interest. He already feels like 
souls need to be saved with love, enough of an outcast. i 
tolerance and Hashem. We all need There is much meaning to be [' 
to be loved, and we all need to found and a lot of life to live. . 

,_, __ ,, ____ ,_, ___ ~ 
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turning away fro111 Torah and con
structive living, we 1nust also let then1 
feel validation from their families and 
friends fro1n the frum con11nunity. This, 
of course, can often be a long and com
plex process. First, the very fa1nilies and 
cor11111unity that turned them off n1ust 
turn back to then1 with acceptance. 
Once the feelings of guilt and worthless
ness begin to subside, they can begin 
to feel that we love them for who they 
are rather than who we want thcn1 to 
be. Once we begin to believe in the1n, 
they can start to believe in themselves. 
Indeed, most young people who drift 
fro1n Yiddishkcitand constructive living 
seem to be plagued by a lack of happi
ness with their religious environ1nent. 

In our holy language, Lashon 
Hakodesh, the root of a word 
defines the essence of its concept. 
An advanced form of internal hap
piness is referred to as cc osher." "fhe 
root of this word is the concept of 
"validation" (ishur). V\Then a person 
feels personally validated, he or 
she feels happy. Happiness is about 
validation. If our homes, schools and 
communities validate our children, 
they will be happy with them and 
with themselves. If they are happy, 
they will not want to drift away from 
their environment. We must learn 
how to maximize the opportunities 
for our children to find validation. 

ONE SIZE FITS NONE 

When dealing with young peo
ple in trouble, it is important 
to be able to look at each per

son as an individual and not to deny that 
there may be a problem. Unfortunately, 
denial very often exacerbates the prob
lem. Well-meaning parents are often 
so caught up in the social stign1a of 
raising an at-risk teen (i.e., community 
acceptance, shidduch prospects, etc.) 
that they ignore the problem until it 
spirals out of control. Parents must be 

, prepared to acknowledge the problems 
! if they arise, and deal with them head-

T 11 E .IE\VISH 0BSERVEn 

professional assistance into the picture, 
they can relieve then1selvcs of much of 
the pain and heartache associated with 
raising troubled teens. 

PROFESSIONAL HELP THE 

TORAH WAY 

Substance abuse and addiction, 
antisocial behavior and pron1is
cuity are very real issues in the 

Jewish co1nmunity. 'I'hc true extent of 
these problems wcntld shock even the 
1nost seasoned parent or teacher. To 
be able to reach young people who are 
involved in any of these behaviors, we 
must first address the addiction and 
bring it under control. This must be 
done by a professional. 

When choosing a therapist, it is 
absolutely crucial that parents find 
one who practices al pi dcrech ha Torah. 
Baruch flashen1, we have in our midst 
many highly qualified therapists who 
are themselves b'nei Torah of the high
est caliber and are available to help any 
family in need. Parents must understand 
that effective rehabilitation requires 
spirituality to be an ingredient in the 
recovery process, and that therefore, 
they must be sure that this spirituality 
is Torah-based. 

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL -

NOT THE PROBLEM 

M any people mistakenly believe 
that drugs or alcohol are 
the n1ain factors that cause 

young people to stray. Jn truth, drug 
addiction- or any other inappropriate 

how far away they may feel, to have a 
deep and meaningful relationship with 
Hashem. They are capable of experienc
ing and truly feeling His Hashgacha 
Prattis in their own lives and relating 
to Him in a very real way. They have 
to see and hear and truly feel the utter 
geshmak that comes from an exhilarat
ing moment of Torah learning - or 
from heartfelt tefilla. Most of all, they 
nlust learn that true happiness- lasting 
happiness - can only be found in a life 
co1nrnitted to these ideals. 

To accomplish this, parents have to 
teach by example and show their chil
dren that these same ideals are central 
to their own lives. Only then can they 
expect to impart these feelings to their 
children. 

EVERYONE NEEDS A FAMILY 

No matter what they say and no 
1natter how they act, even the 
most estranged children yearn 

to be welcomed members of their family 
once again. lt is imperative that parents 
and siblings understand this and learn 
to embrace them wholeheartedly and 
accept them for who they arc now. Of 
course, this must be balanced with a 
firm set of rules and consequences, 
which is why family counseling is very 
often helpful, if not necessary. As we 
noted earlier, it is crucial to find a 
counselor who has genuine 10rah hash
kafos and sensitivity to the needs of the 
religious family. 

EVERYONE NEEDS A YESHIVA 

behavior - is 1nerely a person's way to yes! No matter what they say and 
fill an aching void within. Many of our no matter how they act, most 
youth feel a severe spiritual hollowness young men or women who have 
inside, and with nowhere else to turn gone astray truly want to be a part of 
for fulfillment, they resort to these the yeshiva world. They feel that they 
easy "problem solvers." The root of the never meant to abandon the society 
problem is the emptiness. Their solution that raised them. On the contrary, they 
is to get high. believe that it was their community 

To effectively deal with addiction and friends that rejected them. They 
problems, we must first fill that void will not be able to make real progress 
with real ruchniyus. We must show them until they feel the return of friendship I 
that they have the ability, no matter and acceptance. i L:

y consulting profrssional help when 
<led. They will find that by bringing 

-- - - ~ ~- -- -- - --- - ·--· - - - -- - -- - - - - _d 
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Tms YEAR WE'VE ADDED POLAND TO 
OUR EXCITING ITINERARY! 

CAMPING - accommodations are newly renovated "hotel like" 
rooms situated on 55 acres of rolling hills and natural forests. • 
Major sports facilities ·Jeeping, horseback riding, rafting, paintball 
shooting, hikes, and campfires • Camping in the Carpathian 
Mountains •learning program and shiurim 

TOURING -Visitthetownsof Crakow, Lublin, Warsaw, Berdichev, 
Uman, Medzhibozh, and more. Be moved and inspired as we hear 

BOYS -AGES 14-18 

DATES OF CAMP: 
JULY 26, 2006 -

AUGUST 25, 2006 

To request a brochure and 
application, please contact: 

Rabbi Avi Rubin 
718-407-4105 

or 
02-537-2158 
e-mail address: 

avi@camporachchaim.com 

the history, and daven by the Kivrei Tzaddikim of: The Ramah"'·-···••·••" 
Bach, The Baal Shem Tov, Reb Nachman M'Breslev, and more. The 
Auschwitz/Birkenau and Majdanek concentration camps and 
the Babi-Yar memorial are also scheduled in 
our itinerary. 

Camp Orach Chaim is under the leadership 
ofRabbi Yaakov D. Bleich, Chief Rabbi of the 
Ukraine, and is endorsed by Gedolei Hador 
Shlita. 

Indeed, we have found that one of I 

the most important elements of our I 

alternative high school is its mentoring , 
progra1n, which pairs up students with I 
dynamic bachurim and yungeleit from i 
our Yeshiva Zichron Aryeh and Kolle! 
Ner Yehoshua on a regular basis. These 
mentors have been specially trained to 
understand the mindset of troubled 
teens, relate to them with the utmost 
sincerity, and shower them with accep
tance. As soon as they can demonstrate 
to our students that the yeshiva world 
is not judgmental or intimidating, the 
barriers fall down, and very often, the 
results are amazing! 

TRAINING IS THE KEY 

The success of our inentoring 
program has taught us another 
important lesson: a little train

ing can go a long way. I believe that a 
training program is the single solution 
that can, be'ezras Hashem, prevent the 
vast majority of our children's dif
ficulties from developing into at-risk 
situations. 

We all sincerely want the best for 
our children or students. Unfortunately, 
many of us lack the basic training and 
experience that is needed for success. It 
is amazing and frightening to think that 
all professionals, no matter what their 
field may be, are required (sometimes 
by law) to undergo training, certification 
and often, ongoing enrichment to main
tain their jobs. Yet Kial Yismel's two most 
important professionals - parents and 
teachers - are not required to undergo 
any significant training. 

If we as a community would join 
together to support - and attend- train
ing workshops for parents and teachers, 
we would certainly see major progress 
in the battle to prevent this critical issue 
from threatening us all. 

Concluding a recent meeting with 
the leadership of Priority-I, the 
poseik hador, Maran Rabbi Yosef 
Shalom Elyashiv, stated emphatically 
that the need for training is "pashut 
ubarur and a matter of pikuach 

----nefesh_." ---···· --- . _ _J 
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tfte0tll. Te.I'll Ill 
ROUND ONE 

Sleep doesn't come easily on air
planes. So after an eleven-hour 
Thursday night flight to Bretz 

Yisroel, I arrived noontime Friday, jet
lagged and exhausted. 

I came to spend Shabbos with my 
daughter, who is studying in a seminary 
in Yerushalayim. Together we walked 
through the winding streets of the 
Jewish Quarter of the Old City, and 
enjoyed a beautiful, spiritual Kabba/as 
Shabbos at the Kosel. After the tefillos, 
we returned to our hotel, which was 
almost exclusively occupied by Shabbos
observant guests, by seven o' dock. I ate 
rather quickly and retired to my hotel 
room to get some much-needed sleep. 
By midnight, I awoke, and made my 
way down to the lobby with a sefer and 
an assortment of roasted nuts that my 
daughter had purchased for me. 

Sitting in the deserted hotel lobby, I 
noticed a teenage young man sauntering 
through. He was wearing jeans and a tee 
shirt, sporting a spiked, Israeli version 
of a "mushroom" haircut and several 
body-piercing ornaments. Not your 
average yeshiva bachur. 

I smiled in his direction, wished 
him Shabbat Shalom, and turned the 

RABBI HOROWITZ IS THE MENAHt:II. OF YESHIVA 

DARCHEI NoAM OF MoNSEY. AND SERVES AS 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF AGUDATH ISRAEL's PROJECT 

Y.E.$. (YOUTH ENRICHMENT SF:RVICES). HE IS A 

FREQUENT CONTRIBUTOR TO THESE PAGES, MOST 

RECENTLY WITH "ANSWERS ABOUT QUESTIONS: A 

PRIMER ON SEEKING 0A'AS TORAl·I" (DEC. '05). 

bags of nuts in his direction, inviting 
him to partake in them. He was a bit 
taken aback at my offer, and asked me 
if I was sincere. When I assured him 
that I was, he sat down and eagerly 
made a significant dent in my supplies. 
Several minutes later, a few of his friends 
entered the lobby, and he invited them 
over to join us. 

Some picture that was- four secular 
teens and a forty-something Chassidic 
rabbi chatting in a hotel lobby over a 
growing pile of garinim shells. Once they 
found out that I was a school principal, 
we engaged in a lively discussion about 
their school life, and I fielded seemingly 
endless questions about the yeshiva 
where I serve as menaheil. 

It was fascinating to observe how 
they warmed up as time passed. In 
fact, one by one, they began referring 
to me respectfully, in the third person. 
Then, it got quiet for a moment or two. 
The young man who was the first to 
sit down wanted to know if he could 
ask me a question. "Betach (Sure);' I 
responded. 

His eyes locked on mine with a mix
ture of hostility and genuine curiosity. 
"Why are there no Chareidim like you 
(who are friendly and accepting) in 
Israel?" he asked me. I responded that 
there are thousands like me - but that 
he had simply never met any of them. I 
asked him if he had ever had a Shabbat 
meal in a Chareidi home, and encour
aged him to try that experience - with 
an open mind. I even offered to set 
him up with one of many families who 

----------··-----------

would be glad to have him over. 
Then his friends joined in." But why 

do they (the Chareidim) hate us and 
throw stones at us?)) they wanted to 
know. I responded by informing him 
that only a tiny, vocal percentage of our 
community had engaged in this type of 
behavior, and that was years ago. On 
the other hand, I have had insults and 
abuse showered on me over the years 
by individual secular Israelis as I walked 
the streets of Yerushalayim dressed in 
my shtreimel, yet I never assumed that 
any of the four of them were of that 
mindset. 

Like boxers circling each other in the 
ring, we weaved and bobbed around the 
issues they raised for a few more min
utes, until we parted company politely 
and respectfully. 

I was so deeply disturbed by the 
conversation that I found it hard to 
concentrate on my sefer. 

If Round One wasn't unpleasant 
enough, I got my second dose a few 
moments later. As I was walking to the 
rear part of the lobby, a secular woman 
was finishing a phone call on one of the 
hotel's pay phones. I greeted her with 
a polite Shabbat Shalom. Her response 
was visceral and harsh. "Aren't you angry 
that I am speaking on the phone during 
Shabbat?" she asked me testily. 

In my barely-passable Ivrit, I respond
ed that anger was certainly not an emo
tion that came to my mind when I saw 
her on the phone. Saddened or upset, 
perhaps, but angry? Why would I be 
angry? 

21 
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So REWARDING. 
So TROUBLING ... 

Every part of my visit to Bretz 
Yisroel was uplifting. The kedu
sha, the predawn walks to the 

Kosel for Vasikin (daybreak) minyan, 
and perhaps most of all, watching 
my adult children progressively grow 
attached to the holy stones of Artzeinu 
Hakedosha. But increasingly so, each 
of my trips to Bretz Yisroel leaves me 
feeling more and more troubled by 
the growing harshness and hostility 
between the secular and religious 
Jews, who are behaving like a terribly 
dysfunctional family. 

There is certainly more than enough 
blame to be placed on the leadership 
(and many individuals) of the secu
lar community. I have been scanning 
two Israeli papers every day since 
the intifada started five years ago, 
and the outrageous, inflammatory, 
anti-Chareidi comments are horrific 
beyond the pale of civilized discourse. 
I assume that the left wing, secular 
leadership of Shinui and Meretz will 
not be reading these lines. But if they 
would, we would tell them to search 
their souls and realize that they are 
depriving their children of the spiri
tual oxygen needed to sustain Jewish 
continuity by denigrating us so badly 
and repeatedly. 

Having said that, we, too, could ask: 
What was the idea behind rock throw
ing anyway? Step back and think about 
it. A generation ago young Chareidi 
men threw rocks to impress upon 
secular Jews the kedusha of Shabbos 
or to enforce its observance. Never 
mind the somber and proper expres
sions of public and respectful protest 
at the pain of public chillul Shabbos 
sanctioned by our gedolim. What did 
a hurled stone accomplish? ... I have 
a secular Jew living down the block in 
my hometown of Monsey. He drives 
and washes his car on Shabbos. When 
my wife and I pass him as he strolls 
by, we greet him with a cordial "Gut 
Shabbos." Each time, he responds with 
the same salutation - uttered with 
utmost derech eretz. 

RIOTS AND "RIOTS" 

A. M. Rosenthal wrote a prophetic 
op-ed piece in The New York 
Times nearly fifteen years ago, 

following the terrifying Los Angeles 
race riots. He predicted that after 
the riots of the inner city minorities 
ran its course, in the months and 
years that follow, the upper class 
whites in the country would also 
"riot" in the manner that they always 
have rioted. They will abandon the 
cities and move to the suburbs, he 
wrote; they will vote Republican and 
shred the social services network. Sure 
enough, in 1994, two years later, Newt 
Gingrich was propelled to power, and 
his "Contract with America" started 
a decade-long attack on funding for 
social programs. 

Having conducted parenting classes 
in different Torah communities, field
ing questions from hundreds of people 
in an open forum for two hours, I have 
been able to achieve a very accurate 
read regarding the challenges that 
communities face. I can tell you, 
firsthand, that our valiant avreichim 
and their families in Israel are suf
fering terribly from the draconian 
"triple-whammy" financial cuts of 
the past few years. Simultaneously, 
child subsidies have been slashed, 
yeshiva funding is cut back, and all 
sorts of suffocating regulations on 
religious schools are now in place 
- compounding the strain on these 
mosdos haTorah. 

No doubt, the recent, painful budget 
cuts were brought about in part by the 
stunning ascendancy of Tommy Lapid 
and the Shinui party - the "rioting" 
of the secular Jews - which was in 
small part achieved by Lapid's call
ing attention to the collective black 
eye that we suffered as a result of the 
once-upon-a-time aggressive actions 
of some members of our community. 
A few people acting out years ago is 
- through demagogic manipulation 
- causing irreparable harm. Just because 
Tommy bungled his mandate and is slip
ping from power does not mean that the 
forces that he unleashed have abated. 

REPRIEVE 

The events of that Friday night 
cast a pall over my mood and 
thoughts while I replayed them 

in my mind's eye again and again, as 
I prepared to return to the U.S. 

Until Sunday morning. 
It was about seven o'clock in the 

morning - after the Vasikin tefillos in 
the Kosel plaza. I was reciting Tehillim 
after davening when I observed an 
unfolding scene. Several secular 
Israeli teenagers had just arrived at 
the Kosel. They were dressed similarly 
to the young men that I had spoken 
to in the hotel lobby thirty-six hours 
earlier. Clutching paper yarmulkes 
to their heads, they kissed the holy 
stones of the wall and stood there 
in silence for a few moments. As 
they turned to leave, one teen in 
the group approached an elderly, 
Sephardi, bearded Jew and asked 
him for a blessing. The boy bowed 
his head while the rabbi blessed him 
with feeling and vigor. His peers fol
lowed the lead of the first teen and 
received similar blessings. Those who 
were in close proximity to the rabbi 
watched this beautiful exchange with 
pride and nachas. But I suspect it 
was more meaningful to me than the 
others - in light of my Friday night 
experience. 

The boys turned to leave and I 
went back to my Tehilim. I lifted my 
head again when the elderly rabbi 
loudly called the boys back to where 
he was sitting. He hugged the boys 
one at a time, and warmly kissed 
each of them on both cheeks. He then 
placed his hands on their foreheads 
and emotionally exclaimed in Ivrit 
that Hashem should bless them, and 
that all their actions should be met 
with unending success. They kissed 
his hand and walked away visibly 
touched. 

My eyes began to blur as I 
thanked Hashem for restoring my 
hope that future generations of 
His children will interact with each 
other - with tolerance and true 
ahavas Yisroel. fl!l 
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A REVIEW ARTICLE BY RABBI AVROHOM MEIR GLUCK 

Off the Derech: Why Observant Jews 
Leave Judaism by Faranak Margolese, 
(Published by Devora Publishing 
Company, Jerusalem, Israel, 2005) 

THE "FROM" FACTOR 
JN FLIGHT 

Off the Derech is an outstanding 
contribution to understanding 
the recently emerging phenom

enon of assimilation from within the 
Orthodox ranks. The book is neither a 
]'accuse nor a mea culpa. It is a balanced, 
well researched, gripping missive which 
I had difficulty putting down. But be 
forewarned - it is only suitable read
ing material for mature audiences. Be 
prepared to experience strong emotions 
such as disappoint1nent) sadness, and 

WHY OBSERVANT JEWS 

LEAVE JUDAISM 

DEfm 
How To Respond 
To The Challenge 

FaranakMargolese 

Insight into 
the Dropout 

Phenomenon 
anger as you travel through its pages. A hara leading to periodic or long-term 
hearty approbation by Rabbi Zev Leff, impropriety. But when observance is 
Rav of Moshav Matisyahu, graces its dropped completely, there is always a 
pages. Rabbi Leff is a ta/mid muvhak "from" - an uncomfortable place from 
(prime disciple) of Rabbi Mordechai which the individual is fleeing. The 
Gifter, 7";:,rr, and one of our generation's primary causes of this new manifesta-
great Torah teachers in the area of mach- tion of assimilation are believed to be: 
shava (Jewish thought). Mrs. Margolese lack of belief in Judaism, the freedom 
was raised in a traditional Sephardic of the modern world, the infiltration of 
home and came to observance later in the outside culture, and the incredible 

People leave observance primarily 
because ... they experienced Judaism 
as a source of pain rather than joy. 
So they did what was natural: run in 
the other direction ... these people 
ran away from the pain of the Jewish 
world to find refuge in the outside 
one. So they were not running to the 
outside world as much as they were 
running away from our own!> 
For the record) this reviewer's expe

rience validates the author's position. 
Experience has shown that only when 
exposure to bad influences is accom
panied by trauma, will it create the 
potential for complete defection from 
observance. 

The volume is well organized. 
Margolese divides the book into three 
sections. The role of the emotions, the 
role of the intellect and the "Ability to 
Implement" are each explained to dem
onstrate how they contribute towards 
ensuring continued observance. I will 
cite an excerpt from each section to 
illustrate the concepts she presents. 
Many helpful insights are included 
which can be applied practically in our 
daily lives. 

life. She was moved to write this book allure or yeitzer hara of the street. She WHEN EMOTIONS OR 
when she realized that, in her own contends that none of these dangers, INTELLECT SAY "No" 
words, "75% of my friends had been as damaging as they are, is the singular · · · · · · • · · · · • · · · · · · · • · · • · · · · · · · • · 
raised in observant homes, but were no cause for defection from Yiddishkeit. chapter Six, entitled, "Shalom 
longer observant the1nselves:' Her arguments are persuasive and Bayis and General Happiness)" 

The author introduces this topic based on many hundreds of interviews explains how negative parent-
by making an insightful and often with experts and with individuals who child relationships and parent-parent 
overlooked observation. Bad influences were raised observant but subsequently relationships are a key factor in deter-
of every type can be a strong yeitzer dropped out. These "case studies" come ring continued observance by the chi!-
-----·--·-··-------- from among the ranks of the Modern dren. 
RABBI GLUCK I~ THE DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 
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~•~ m _,_,. '"rooill~ I emanates from a religious world. As 
a result, he may confuse the source 
of pain, thinking that Yiddishkeit is 
the problem rather than the familial 
relationships .... ' It may complicate 
matters even more if children are 
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taught to believe that simply being 
observant makes one happy. A child 
who is taught to expect that com
mitting to Judaism brings happiness 
may question Judaism's effectiveness 
and truth when he sees pain in his 
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Chapter Thirteen, entitled, "The 

Role of the Intellect;' describes why 
people who have been raised in happy, 
healthy homes - and experienced 
Judaism positively - sometimes aban
don Yiddishkeit. 

"When a parent tells a child to 
do something 'because I told you 
so; the child will comply. But he will 
not necessarily understand. When he 
grows up, he may observe out of rote 
or 1nay stop observing altogether, 
because he was negatively moti
vated by fear rather than by love and 
respect .... But teaching Torah must 
go beyond that. It must transform 
the soul - and this requires teaching 
principles- explaining and instruct
ing so that a child can develop a 
Jewish consciousness, not simply 
a Jewish behavior, so that he can 
appreciate, respect and value the 
mitzvos and learn how to apply 
their lessons in every area of life .... 
Providing reasons can help trans
form com1nitment to passion:'} 

OVEREMPHASIS 

ON CONFORMITY 

The section on "Ability to 
hnplement" speaks to a nun1ber 
of cultural changes in our com

munity that make it difficult, and for 
some, impossible, to remain observant. 
Chapter 27, entitled "Conformity and its 
Consequences;' describes how the pres
sure to conform can be a very significant 
cause of discontinuing observance. 

"While every community has its 
standards for behavior, observant 
communities seem to define more 
rigid standards and respond more 
intensely to deviation from the 
norm. Whether the standards are 
halachic or societal, legitimate or 
not, when they stifle self-expres
sion, they can push people away 
from our comm unities and from 
observance itself. ... 4 This does 

never stifled. Existing in communi
ties means making some sacrifices. 
But those sacrifices should exist in 
individual n1otnents rather than 
define an entire way of life .... 5 

A narrow Judaism is simply less 
effective than a broader one, for 
it fails to be true to the greatness 
of Judaism and reveal it in all its 
inspiring aspects . .. .r• The parents 
whose children all stay on the 
derech are often the ones who 
implement this approach. They 
recognize the differences among 
their children and provide room 
for each to flourish according to 
his needs. In a sense, they do not 
believe in 'a derech.' They believe 
in the derech that works best for 
their child.7 These parents ensure 
that '1011 >n? 1vi? 11m' does not 
remain an empty saying, meaning
less in its application.n8 [Reviewer: 
Unfortunately, too many read this 
verse, ("::l1"T "!J"' 1lJJ';! 1'lln. '] 

"This last group, the smallest -
those who leave observance because 
of implementation issues - seem 
to have the easiest tiine returning. 
Their issues involve character traits 
and environmental circumstances 
rather than deep internal realities 
and thus seem easier to resolve. 
Sometimes all it takes to effect a 
return is a change in their circum
stances, a modified behavior or 
supportive environment."9 
Equally refreshing are the frequent, 

well documented, and sometimes out
standing Torah insights that are sprin
kled throughout this work. Elisha Ben 
Abuya, the Torah sage who was the pri
mary teacher of Rabbi Meir, abandoned 
religious observance. 

"In one place, they (our sages) 
claim that Elisha was turned off 
from Judaism because he witnessed 

s··p~ 3os~··ThiS .. -;:cvie~er -ConJCCtureS thai'"OlU 
comnu1nity's current infatuation with conformity 
may be a form of religious "backlash" to Western 

the disgrace of a holy Jewish man. 10 

Alternatively, we are told that he 
went off the derech because of his 
father, Abuya. Abuya had put Elisha 
on the path of learning when he 
witnessed Torah scholars learning 
and was impressed by the honor they 
received .... But which was the real 
cause - Elisha's disillusionment or 
Abuya's ulterior motives~" 
In Chagiga," Chazal say that Elisha 

indulged from his early youth in the 
study of Greek culture, validating the 
most commonly held belief about the 
cause of his defection. However, Chazal's 
composite analysis displays a stunning 
prescience that conte1nporary mental 
health professionals have only begun to 
understand. Even for men of a caliber 
of greatness that we cannot fathom, 
exposure to trauma is a risk factor - or 
possibly a catalyst- which contributes to 
defection from observance. Fortunately, 
trauma can be n1itigated and/or resolved 
with professional care. 

There is strong support for the 
author's understanding of the role of 
faulty relationships in the Torah's narra
tive about Lot. Rashi" cites the Midrash 
that Lot left observance only after his 
relationship with Avraham Avinu soured 
over a disagreement about property 
rights in Eretz Yisroel. The greatest assur
ance for observant progeny is a strong 
and warm, healthy relationship. 

In this reviewer's opinion, Mrs. 
Margolese has succeeded in authoring 
the first seminal work on conte1nporary 
assimilation from the ranks of the pre
viously observant. While some of her 
sources may be viewed as unacceptable, 
her work is a must-read for anyone 
whose work requires then1 to relate to 
Orthodox adults or youth under threat. 
My hat goes off (I'll keep my yarmul
ke on, thank you) to Mrs. Margolese 
for making this well researched, 
well written contribution to our 
community. 

society's enthusiastic embrace of every fonn of Jo··· P· 95~JfshaSa;-th~OO.gue···oTChutZl;fS 
diversity, good or ignoble. H f h h I not mean that all differences are 
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RABBI MATISYAHU SALOMON l<"l>'7lV 

Based on a public address by the Mashgiach of Bais Medrash Govoha to a gathering of parents of students 
in Torah schools in Lakewood, NJ. Adapted for publication by Rabbi Yaakov Yosef Reinman 

• 

WHY THE SATAN DANCED 

A s I look out over this large and 
crowded hall, with the knowl
edge that there are at least twice 

as many more listening over speakers 
right outside the doors, my heart fills 
with pride for this holy community. 
"Kesser yitnu Lecha malachim hamonei 
ma' ala im amcha Yisroel kevutzei matta. 
The angels, the hosts of the upper world, 
along with Your nation Yisroel assem
bled below, are presenting You with a 
crown:' That is what we are doing here 
today. We have come together - in our 
thousands! - to present the Almighty 
with a crown. We have come together 
here today to look for ways and means 
to preserve the holiness and purity of 
our homes. Above all, we have come 
together to protect our children from 
the appalling influences that threaten 
to raise barriers them and their Father 
in Heaven. 

When Chazal describe their pain and 
frustration with the endless spiritual 
ordeals of Kial Yisroe~ they say, "Hasatan 
adayin merakeid beineinu. Satan still 
dances amongs_t us." That same Satan, 
RABBI YOSEF REINMAN, A TALMUDIC SCHOLAR, 

AUTHOR AND HISTORIAN, LIVES IN LAKEWOOD, 

who destroyed the Beis Hamikdash, is 
still dancing among us. 

What do they mean with these words? 
They should have said that Satan is still 
present amongst us, that he is still 
enticing us to do aveiros, that he is still 
subverting us. But dancing? Why do they 
describe him as dancing? What does 
dancing have to do with anything? What 
is the significance of Satan's dance? 

Rabbi Eliezer Gordon 7":it, the Telshe 
Rosh Yeshiva, explains that the answer 
lies in the cadence and rhythm of a 
dance. It starts slowly and softly to the 
introductory strains of the music. Then 
the tempo of the music increases, and 
the dance gathers force. Soon the danc
ers are cavorting about the floor. The 
music goes faster and faster, and even 
faster, until the dancers go wild. That 
is the process by which Satan draws us 
into his web. He starts off so slowly that 
we hardly sense any peril, but once he 
has induced us to dance with him, he 
speeds up the tempo of the dance until 
he forces us to go wild. 

We are living in a period of our his
tory when Satan is going wild. His dance 
has reached a stage of absolute frenzy, 
and he has grabbed hold of us and is 
pulling us into the dance with him. We 
are faced with a terrible crisis and ter-

rible choices. Satan has pulled us into 
the dance perhaps as never before in 
our history. He has grabbed hold of us 
-yes, even of some of our best and most 
outstanding people - and he is spinning 
us around and around, faster and faster. 
The danger is overwhelming. The ques
tions cry out to us in desperation. What 
are we going to do? What choices will we 
make? Will we allow Satan to draw us 
so far into his dance that we will never 
again be able to break away from him? 
Or will we rip ourselves away from his 
grip and save our holy neshamos from 
contamination and destruction? 

I venture to add that if we do man
age to rip ourselves away from Satan 
while he is at the height of his frenzied 
dance, if he suddenly finds himself in a 
dizzying spin all by himself, he may lose 
his balance, so to speak, and collapse 
onto the ground. Then we may be rid 
of him once and for all, and Moshiach 
will finally come. 

It is difficult to assess the ordeals 
that past generations faced, but it is 
beyond imagination that Kial Yisroel 
was ever confronted with a more insidi
ous spiritual threat than the Internet, 
which threatens to destroy us today. 
Almost daily, we hear new heartbreak
ing stories of families torn apart, broken 
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marriages and ruined lives, all because 
of the Internet. 

A WIRELESS POINT OF ENTRY 

Sa tan has come up with a new tool, 
a new invention that has invaded 
the sanctuaries of our homes. You 

can lock your doors and shutter your 
windows against the outside world, but 
Satan has found a new way to get in. He 
comes in through the wires or through 
the wireless airwaves. You think you 
are safe, but he is right there with you, 
drawing you into his dance. 

For a faithful Jew, one who strives to 
live in holiness and purity, the outside 
world has always presented an endless 
parade of challenges, even more so in 
recent times when society has been 
increasingly characterized by a high 
level of technology, instant commu· 
nication and moral laxity. We are no 
longer bound by the old restrictions. For 
instance, it used to be that a journey of 
any distance was a major undertaking, 
but today, we can be on the other side 
of the world in a few hours. We can go 
anywhere we please and do anything we 
choose, and that is why we are in such 
great danger. 

The opportunities for aveiros (sins) 
are there as they never have been before. 
The temptations are right before us, 
easily in our grasp. And it is so simple 
to think that perhaps we can touch it 
gingerly with our toes just to get an idea 
of what it is all about. But it never stops 
there. A mere glance can ultimately lead 
us down the road to destruction. 

That is the world in which we live, 
but bad as it is, the Internet has made 
it infinitely worse. It used to be that a 
person at least had to make an effort 
to venture forth into the forbidden 
reaches of the outside world. Today, 
the Internet has brought the farthest, 
most illicit corner of the outside world 
right into the heart of our homes. What 
is the Internet? It is the entire world 
condensed and reduced to digital code 
and piped into every online computer. 
Today, through the invention of the 
Internet, there are innumerable places 

where we should not be that can now 
be accessed with just the push of a 
button. 

It used to be that a person who 
wanted to see what he shouldn't see or 
meet people he shouldn't meet had to 
make nerve-wracking preparations and 

fers physical pain, it is as a result of the 
aveiros he has committed. Therefore, 
the eyes, which are responsible for 
those aveiros, are the ones that shed 
the tears. 

Everything starts with the eyes, those 
wonderful organs that can do so many 
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KEYS TO HIS MOTORCAR? CERTAINLY NOT. 

THEN HOW CAN PARENTS EVEN BEGIN 

TO CONSIDER EXPOSING THEIR CHILDREN 

TO THE INTERNET? 

endure heart-pounding anxiety. Today, 
the Internet allows him to do so in the 
safety and comfort of his home where, 
with the push of a button, he can see 
images that will contaminate his mind, 
or enter chat rooms where he can be 
exposed to the most alarming attrac
tions. Today, the Internet allows him to 
do whatever he wants with impunity, 
without controls, with no fear of discov
ery, with the illusion that there are no 
consequences, no repercussions. 

WHY EYES SHED TEARS 

There is a sefer called Machazei 
Einayim, written over a hundred 
years ago by one of the maggidim 

of Bialystok. He asks a very interesting 
question. Why is it that the Creator 
constructed people in such a way that 
no matter what part of the body is 
injured, it is the eyes that cry? If your 
hand hurts, your hand should cry. If 
your foot hurts, your foot should cry. 
Why is it that when any part of the body 
hurts it is the eyes that cry? 

The answer, he says, is that the eyes 
are the magnets to aveiras. The eyes see 
and the heart covets) as Rashi writes at 
the end of Parashas Shelach, and the 
person is drawn down the path of Satan. 
For the most part, when a person suf· 

valuable things but can also do so 
much dreadful damage. "Palgei mayim 
yardu einoi al lo shamru Sorasecha. My 
eyes have shed tears because they did 
not keep Your Torah." Rabbeinu Yonah 
points out that the Navi doesn't say 
"because I didn't keep Your Torah;' but 
rather "because they didn't keep Your 
Torah:' The prophet is talking about 
the eyes! The root of tragedy is that the 
eyes didn't keep the Torah. 

So how can we protect ourselves 
from Satan's dance? How can we pre
serve our innate holiness and purity as 
descendants of Avraham, Yitzchak and 
Yaakov? How can we screen our eyes 
from exposure to the images of sin? 
Only by erecting walls around ourselves 
and our homes, walls that shut out the 
pernicious influences of the outside 
world, by creating sheltered islands in 
the turbulent seas of iniquity through 
which we navigate. The ideal would be 
to remain within the koslei beis han1i
drash, to seek refuge inside the walls of 
our centers of Torah. But that is not 
always feasible for everyone. 

CARRY OUR WALLS WITH Us 

For most of us, there are times 
when we have to step into the 
outside world, whether it is to 
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earn a livelihood or for some other pur
pose. We must realize that when we go 
into the cities, the offices, the airports, 
or wherever else it may be that we are 
exposing ourselves to images, messages 
and influences that are corrosive to 
who we are and what we should be. In 
those cases, we must, as much as pos
sible, carry our walls with us. Instead of 
looking about with wide-eyed wonder, 
we must walk with downcast eyes, deaf 
ears, and minds focused elsewhere. "Al 
tevi'einu lidei nisayon," we pray. "Don't 
put us to the test!' But before we have 
the right to beseech the Almighty, we 
must make our own efforts to avoid 
the tests. We must seek out the avenues 
of least exposure, and stay inside the 
invisible walls we create for ourselves. 
Otherwise, we take the risk of joining 
in Satan's dance. 

If we want to stay pure, if we want 
to avoid falling into the net of aveiros, 
we have to do everything in our power 
to protect our eyes, and what greater 
assault on our eyes is there than the 
Internet? We have to fear this monster 
called the Internet. We have to be afraid 
to touch it, to come close to it, to pos
sess it, to let it into our homes. We have 
to realize that any hetter we receive for 
accessing the Internet is only a bedieved 
shebedi'eved, a last resort of the most 
extreme. 

I do realize that in today's day and 

For careful attention to your 
individual needs, call us today! 

(845) 354-8445 

age, many businesses depend, in one 
form or another, on access to the 
Internet. The first choice for faithful 
Jews is to seek e1nployn1ent and careers 
that are not dependent on the Internet. 
That is far and away the best option. But 
if for some reason - and after consult
ing with rabbanim - they consider this 
impossible, the next line of defense is to 
keep it out of the home. Let it remain in 
the office, in full view, so that everyone 
can see where everyone else is going. 
As for those people that do their work, 
or a substantial part of it, out of offices 
in their homes, the need for safeguards 
and controls is that much greater. They 
should get the best filters available, 
and they should set up a system of 
accountability. As one example, I would 
suggest that husband and wife should 
make an agreement never to clear the 
liistory on their Internet browser, and 
to make random checks of each other's 
History. In this way, there will always 
be an easily accessed record of all the 
sites they have visited, and there will be 
accountability. 

But most important of all, safeguards 
have to be put in place to protect the 
children. We cannot control the behav
ior of adults. All that we can do is warn 
and advise them and hope they will 
act with the prudence and responsibil
ity expected of adults. But we cannot 
demand of children that they act with 
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maturity and responsibility. We cannot 
expect them to suppress their natural 
curiosity and act with a high degree of 
self-control. We have to keep them a 
million miles away from the Internet. 

MOTORCARS AND 

THE INTERNET 

Awhile ago, someone who was 
aware of my opposition to the 
Internet came up to me and said, 

"Rabbi, you're not keeping up with the 
times. We live in the Internet age. You 
cannot reject the Internet, just as you 
could not have rejected the motorcar 
in the motorcar age." 

Listening to this fellow, I realized 
how apt a comparison he had made. 
Everyone understands that there have 
to be rules governing the operation of 
a motorcar - speed limits, stoplights, 
traffic laws, auto1notive regulations, 
seat belts, fines for reckless drivers. 
Everyone understands that it has to be 
this way, that a motorcar is lethal; if 
handled improperly and irresponsibly, 
it can kill other people or the driver 
himself. No one complains that the rules 
and regulations governing the use of 
motorcars are intrusive or an infringe
ment of privacy. 

Well, the Internet is equally lethal, 
perhaps not so much to our physical 
well-being - although the danger of 
predators is real and frightening - but 
certainly to our spiritual well-being. 
A person's eyes take one look at an 
improper image, and it can stick in his 
mind. Can these selfsame eyes then say 
to the Almighty in all sincerity," Veha'eir 
eineinu besorasecha, Illuminate our eyes 
with Your Torah"? Even one look can be 
devastating, let alone many. How can 
anyone, then, deny that the Internet 
needs regulation - at least as much as 
a motorcar? 

But most of all, it needs regulation 
for the children. Would any parent be so 
irresponsible as to give his young chil
dren the keys to his motorcar? Certainly 
not. Then how can parents even begin 
to consider exposing their children to 
the Internet? 



Having an accessible computer with 
Internet capability in the home is like 
keeping a loaded pistol in a drawer in 
the kitchen. It would be almost impos
sible to keep the children away from 
the Internet. Installing passwords and 
even removing mode1ns will not stop 
the curious child, especially because 
today's children are much more tech
nologically knowledgeable than most 
parents. The only option for people that 
must have Internet-enabled computers 
in their home offices is to keep them 
securely locked up and out of reach of 
the children. If someone complains that 
even these minima] safeguards are too 
difficult, l would advise him to quit his 
job and go begging from door to door 
rather than jeopardize the Olam Hazeh 
and Olam Habba of his children. In 
any case, I think that anyone who can 
afford a computer can afford the simple 
safeguards to protect his children. 

GUIDELINES AND 

SAFEGUARDS 

cently, a group of Lakewood 
principals, in consultation with 
abbanim, drew up a list of 

takanos, guidelines for their parent 
bodies. It was agreed by all that a child 
exposed to the Internet would be a nega
tive influence and could conceivab1y 
bring down an entire class. Therefore, 
the schools would not accept a child 
whose home had a con1puter with access 
to Internet. If the parents insisted that 
they absolutely needed it, they would 
be required to produce a letter to that 
effect from one of the Lakewood rab
banim. They would also have to agree 
to keep the computer under lock and 
key whenever it was not being used for 
business. 

It is to the great credit of the 
Lakewood community that the idea 
of the guidelines was well-received, 
as evidenced by this great gathering, 
which is truly a kiddush Hashem. The 
parents understand that these takanos 

1 
are necessary to safeguard rl1ewell-being 

eir own chi1dren, and to 1naintain 
overall level of holiness and purity 
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in the community. It is my hope and 
prayer that this courageous step will 
serve as a shining example to other 
communities across the United States 
and around the world. 

The Navi cries out ( Eicha 2, 19 ), 
"Arise, cry out in the night, at the begin
ning of ilie watches, pour out your heart 
like water in the presence of the L-rd, 
lift up your hands to Him, for the lives 
of your children that are swooning from 
hunger at the corner of every street:' 
Our children swoon and faint away 
at the street corners, where they are 
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0 ver the last several decades, the 
process of sending our sons and 
daughters to Eretz Yisroel after 

graduating high school has developed 
into a rite of passage. It is expected -yes, 
even required - for the growing number 
of high school graduates to spend at 
least one year basking in the glow of 
kedushas Eretz Yisroel and all that it has 
to offer before beginning the next stage 
of their young lives. 

Yom Tov guest in a home in Geula, 
rich in kedusha yet spare in material 
trappings, or a Shabbos in Bnei Brak, 
attending a shiur for the seminary 
girls by Rabbi Yitzchak Zilberstein 
N""'7~, and special sessions with 
Rebbetzin Friedlander (widow of 
Reb Chaim 7"~t. the Sifsei Chaim) 
and Rebbetzin Kanievsky. The reor
dering of personal priorities that 
results from such an itinerary are 

in Eretz Yisroel, as did my wife, we 
both dreamed and hoped that our 
children would also be blessed with 
this opportunity. Baruch Hashem, my 
second daughter is now following 
in the footsteps of an older sibling, 
and currently experiencing her year 
in Eretz Yisroel, and both she and we 
could not be any more pleased and 
proud. 

So what's the problem? 

It's 3:00 P.M. 

In fact, for many of these young 
men and women, the year or two in 
Eretz Yisroel can be a transforming 
experience. There are few counter
parts for a 20-year-old bachur in 
America to the intense years in the 
Mir or Brisk, Slobodka or Tchebin, 
or other yeshivos, large and small, in 
Eretz Yisroel. Nor can one duplicate 
the total immersion in the avira 
de'Eretz Yisroel that a seminary year 
offers - including being a Shabbos or 

most rewarding. THE "DANGER" ALERT 

I do not have access to official 
figures, but according to the head The first time the problem came 
of one of the leading seminaries in to my attention was several years 
Yerushalayim, the number of young ago, at the height of the Intifada. 
men and women going to Eretz It was the month of Adar, a particularly 
Yisroel each year now exceeds 5,000 brutal and devastating month for Kial 
(kein yirbu!). Each new year brings Yisroel, as several buses were blown up 
with it the opening of at least one in Yerushalayim, killing dozens and 
new seminary and one new yeshiva, injuring scores more. 
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for advice. Feeling totally inadequate 
to pasken on she'eilos of"dinei nefashos 
(matters of life and death);' I flew to 
Eretz Yisroel to present this difficult 
and painful she' eila to the ziknei hador. 
In less than 24 hours, I consulted with 
Harabbanim Hagaonim Rabbi Yoseif 
Shalom Elyashiv i'<""V''ro, Rabbi Aaron 
Leib Steinman i'<""V'?'ll, Rabbi Chaim 
Kanievsky i'<°"V'?'ll, and Rabbi Chaim 
Pinchas Scheinberg i'<""V":>'IJ. 

Upon my return, I penned a brief 
article about the question at hand, with 
the various answers that I received from 
the gedolini. Since it was such a pressing 
issue, the brief article circulated around 
the country in a n1atter of hours. 

While I received many responses to that 
article with con1ments and/or questions, 
one phone call stands out. It was from a 
veteran n1echaneich of a boys' niesivta in 
New York. He said, "Rabbi Ginzberg, you 
raised the she'eila of sending one's child 
to Eretz Yisroel with the threat of physical 
danger. What about the threat of spiritual 
danger there?" 

When I asked for further clarification, 
he related several incidents regarding his 
talmidim who went to Eretz Yisroel and 
had a spiritual yerida (decline), and not an 
aliyah (uplifting experience), something 
that we would not expect to happen in an 
atmosphere of kedushas Ha'aretz. 

While l was not really shocked by his 
clai1n, I was indeed surprised that it ca1ne 
from a menaheil of a wonderful yeshiva 
with great boys from strong homes. Yet the 
problem was real enough for him to share 
it with me, and he wanted to know if the 
ziknei hador had expressed their thoughts 
on this form of danger, as well. 

I decided to investigate further. 
A dear childhood friend who has 

dedicated his life to kiruv rechokim became 
a devoted disciple of the Amshinover 
Rebbe !'<""""""· With the Rebbe's blessing 
and encouragen1ent, several years ago, 
he opened up a kiruv drop-in center 
in the heart of Ben Yehuda Street in 
Yerushalayim called the "Holy Mountain 
Pub:' It was billed as a pit stop for foreign 
students from Hebrew University and kib
butzi1n to drop in for free live music, free 
Internet access and free beer. Experienced 
kiruvexperts would be on hand to mingle 

with the crowd and engage them in con
versation about Torah and mitzvos. 

From the very first day, it was a huge 
success. Each night, there were overflow 
crowds, and having been involved from 
the inception, l was truly proud. Then 
one day, r heard from my friend that he 
was contemplating closing the center 
and had consulted with the Amshinover 
Rebbe to obtain his decision. l wondered, 
VVhy close so soon, after we invested such 
efforts in opening? 

He explained that the sole purpose 
of this pub was to attract secular foreign 
students. Instead, each and every night, 
the pub was filled with American yeshiva 
boys and seminary students, and he spent 
all his time politely telling them that the 
place is not for them. 

Upon a recent visit to Erctz Yisroe~ a 
good friend of mine asked me to meet 
with his daughter, who was spending a 
year at one of the finest sen1inarics there, 
because when they spoke on the tele
phone, he detected a note of distress in 
her voice. I contacted her, and was indeed 
troubled by what I heard. 

She confided to me that on an off
Shabbos, she had gone with her roommate 
to an aunt's house in Ramat Beit Shemesh. 
lt seemed that her aunt had inadvertently 
invited two yeshiva boys (from one of 
the finest yeshivos in Ycrushalayim) to 
the Friday night seuda. The girls were 
extremely uncomfortable, but had to 
make the best of it. After one or two 
more chance encounters, she and one 
of the boys began to speak regularly on 
their cell phones. She lmew it was wrong, 
yet she could not confide to her school 
madricha (mentor) or to her parents, so 
she was caught between a rock and a hard 
place. Thankfully, the father was intuitive 
enough to detect something troubling his 
daughter 6,000 miles away, and I was able 
to resolve the problem. 

OF ALIYAH AND NESHAMA 

0 ver thirty years ago, at a Sheva 
Berachos of an American baal 
teshuva couple who were setting 

up their new home in Eretz Yisroel, the 

Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivas Ohr Somayach 
offered some divrei beracha. J-Ie recalled 
that when he had decided to make aliyah 
and open up what is the father of all 
baalei teshuva yeshivos, he went to his 
beloved Rosh Hayeshiva, Rabbi Yitzchok 
Hutner ?··011, for a beracha. 

Rabbi Hutner took out some liquor 
for a lechayim and said the follow
ing: "Usually, when Chassidim make a 
lechayim for a yahrtzeit, they say, 'May 
the neshama have an aliyah: My beracha 
to you is that your aliyah should have 
a neshama." 

All the parents who stand on those 
long lines at Kennedy Airport about to 
wish their daughters and sons farewell 
as they depart upon their special year 
in Eretz Yisroel want to know that their 
children's "aliyah will have a neshama." 
How do we ensure that? 

Lots of tefilla, to be sure. But what 
else can we do? First and foremost is to 
investigate the yeshiva or sen1inarythat 
they chose. ls it right for them? How 
is their supervision before, between, 
and after classes? Is there structure and 
control on Shabbos, Yamim Tovim, and 
intersessions? 

An adam gadol once asked an insight
ful question: The Torah relates that when 
Moshe Rabbeinu went up Har Sinai to 
get the second Luchos, he remained there 
for forty days. Why? He had already been 
given instructions on how to transn1it 
the Torah when he ascended Har Sinai 
to receive the first Luchos. He asked 
this question to Hagaon Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein ?··011, who answered that after 
the sin of the Eigel Hazahav (the Golden 
Calf), they were a different generation 
and required a whole new approach to 
learning Torah, so he stayed for another 
forty days of learning how to teach and 
transmit Torah to a new dor. 

What worked for us in the past has 
no bearing on today's generation. When 
I spent my year in Eretz Yisroel, the chal
lenges and nisyonos of today did not 
exist, and they still had not cropped up 
by the time my wife attended seminary 
several years later. 

There were no physical dangers. I 
remember walking every Thursday 
night through Shaar Shechem on the 
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Kosel with my chavrusa, without giv- guidance on how to be alert to devia- recent visit there. 1 

ing it a second thought. And there tion from healthy norms by older teens One story involved a group of girls 
were far fewer spiritual dangers, as at home, but that's a subject for another from one of the most illustrious semi· 
well. There were no cell phones for article. Our question is: Can the yeshi· naries in Eretz Yisroel who had planned 
instant contact or text messaging; no vos and seminaries do more? to spend several days of their Sukkos 
Internet; no commercial places targeted According to many educators in vacation in the coastal city of Netanya. 
exclusively at the American 18· and 19· Eretz Yisroel that I spoke to, No, they They submitted the name ofone of the 
year-old yeshiva boys and/or seminary cannot. The seminaries are extremely prominent families in the Sanz com-
student. watchful as to where their students munity, where they would be staying. 

We are, of course, not speaking spend their free Shabbosos and with The seminary, of course, approved 
in terms of large numbers; Baruch whom they go. What more can they the trip. Two days before they were to 
Hashem, it's only a small minority, do? leave, they received a call from their 
at best. (As to how small, I leave that I remember that more than twenty· hostess. After profusely apologizing, 
to the experts to define for us.) But fiveyearsago,lwasinEretzYisroelwith she explained that her daughter had 
if our system is at fault for putting a my rebbi, the Rosh Hayeshiva of Yeshiva just given birth, two months prema-
stumbling block in front of that small Chafetz Chaim, Hagaon Rabbi Henoch turely. She would be caring for her 
minority, then it behooves us to reex- Liebowitz N··1"7v. for a three-week daughter's family and therefore could 
amine our system of "a year in Bretz period, and was present when many not host them. 
Yisroel for every child." We need to of his talmidim and admirers in Eretz Thoroughly disappointed, one of 
do something to protect that minor- Yisroel came to consult with him. the girls said that she had an idea: She 
ity of children who will be exposed One former talmid posed a question would make reservations at a youth 
to freedoms and situations that they to the Rosh Hayeshiva. He was plan- hostel. The majority of the group never 
have never experienced before while ning to open a girls' seminary for the heard of a youth hostel, and readily 
under the watchful eye of two parents, coming year (an almost unprecedented agreed. These wonderful young Bais 
and are unable to spiritually cope with undertaking during those years), and Yaakov girls, all future kollel wives, 
these newfound realities. he wanted the Rosh Hayeshiva's advice found themselves spending three days 

on the list of priorities of the new in a setting filled with members of 
seminary. Should it be first Halacha, Israeli society that they would never 

CAN THE SCHOOLS Do MoRE? then Mussar, then Hashkafa, or the even have known existed. If not for 
reverse order? The Rosh Hayeshiva the trauma experienced by one of the 

Actually, many boys and girls find looked him straight in the eye and girls, which she shared with her eim 
opportunities on their home said. "Your top three priorities should bayis (dorm mother), the story would 
turf to sample, experiment be 'Shemira, shemira, and then more have remained hidden. 

with, and ultimately indulge in all sorts shemira:" (In other words, your high· Did the wonderful, dedicated, chi-
of unwholesome activities. Parents are est priority should be how to guard nuch-minded parents of these girls 
either too distracted, too trusting, too and protect these young, innocent, even have a clue as to their daughters' 
unsuspecting, or too indifferent to seventeen-or-eighteen-year-old girls, lodging over Yom Tov at a Netanya 
pick up on a variety of inappropriate many of whom have never spent more youth hostel? 
practices or experiences in which their than a Shabbos away from home, from 
children may be involved. the powerful nisyonos on the streets of The other story involved a very 

And then, these deviations, great Eretz Yisroel.) astute and alert father from the heart 
and small, surface thousands of miles Over the years, 1 have heard from of Flat bush who saved his son from a 
away, in the holy city of Yerushalayim. this very successful mechaneich that potential serious problem. Monitoring 
Sometimes, they are discovered by the with each passing year, he has a deeper his credit card charges, he noticed 
people in charge at the seminaries or appreciation of the wisdom of the Rosh repeated charges every Thursday at 
yeshivas, before they have a chance Hayeshiva's advice. a particular store in Geula. He ques-
to drag others with them. And some· tioned his son about these charges, who 
times, it takes a while until they are explained that these were gift purchases 
discovered. On occasion, mentors and BEYOND THE REACH OF THE for Shabbos hosts that he frequented. 
counselors extend an assisting hand to WATCHFUL EYE He had no reason to distrust his son 
the "guilty parties;' and help them to · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · - a masmid and ben Torah learning in 
abandon these tendencies. Other times, Two events that took place this one of the most prominent yeshivos 
they are asked to leave - a most igno· year in Eretz Yisroel were shared in Eretz Yisroel. Yet, something just 
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He confided his concern to his son's 
rash chabura (head of a study group), 
who promised to investigate. After 
some initial discussions, he called in 
the bachur, and confronted him with 
his father's and now his own concern. 
The bachur, quite relieved to get it off 
his chest, said he didn't know how it 
began, but every Friday night, he and 
so1ne chaveirim got together, either in a 
dorm room or at a kollel fellow's apart
ment, and had an Oneg Shabbos. What 
began as a little cold beer with some 
Friday night chulent and kugel escalated 
into serious, hard-core drinking. Each 
Thursday, he and a chaveir purchased 
several bottles of Chivas Regal, and 
then drank on Friday night until they 
were totally inebriated. Sometimes they 
slept through Shabbos to shake it off. 
He tried to stop, but was unable to do 
so, and he begged his rash chabura for 
assistance. 

Baruch Hashem, he got help in time, 
due to an astute father, but not every
one is zocheh to that. Case in point: 
that rash chabura told the mechaneich 
who shared the story with me that the 
kollel fellow in whose apartment this 
Oneg Shabbos often took place is now 
undergoing intensive therapy for a 
severe alcohol dependency problem. 

This dedicated father shared his con
cern about the problems and nisyonos 
these young boys and girls face each 
and every day when they are on their 
own with a prominent rash hayeshiva 
in the United States. He was told, "This 
is not a problem with the children 
from our type of homes. It's in the 
more modern-cultured homes that 
it's found." 

The facts on the ground beg to d if
fer. Conversations with the menahalim 
and principals of our mesivtas and 
girls' high schools reveal horror stories 
(though admittedly few in number) 
of wonderful students getting on the 
plane at JFK and coming back nine 
months later with a host of problems 
in discipline, hashkafa, tzeniyus, and 
possibly worse. 

(In fact, it is common in so1ne 
circles for a group of bachurim to rent 
low-cost hotel rooms in Netanya or 
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another resort for several days dur
ing intersessions ... under whose care 
and surveillance? This would not be 
deemed acceptable on the American 
scene.) 

Another point that should not be 
overlooked; the stream of 20-year-old 
bachurim - young men, really - who 
devote several years to learning in 
Yerushalayim put tremendous effort 
into getting accepted into premier 
yeshivas. After "making it;' they are 
treated as adults in many of these 
yeshivos, with no supervision in basic 
aspects of their daily routine. There is 
no accountability for davening with a 
minyan, and keeping sedarim. In addi
tion, some of these young men fail to 
eat regular, balanced 1nea]s, or maintain 
order, cleanliness and personal hygiene 
in their dira. For most parents, this 
need not be a concern, but according 
to a constant flow of reports from 
talmidei yeshivas who come back to 
the States, there is a significant minor
ity of young men who would benefit 
from some kind of hashgacha - the 
closer, the better - and whose social 
and spiritual equilibrium is at serious 
risk without it. 

* * * 
If there's nothing more that the 

yeshivas and seminaries can do, and 
it's too important a life-altering expe
rience to say "Don't go," then what 

can we do to protect the small num
ber of our children who threaten to 
beco1ne lost in their transition from 
obedient child to "adult" out on their 
own, in a world filled with nisyonos 
that grow more challenging each and 
every day? 

The answer is: Be an active par
ent, no less than you were for the 
last eighteen years, when that child 
lived under your protective roof and 
watchful eye. Chinuch habannim is 
one of those things from which one 
can never be masiach daas (distracted). 
The monitoring, of course, should be 
informed by seichel tov, leiv tov, ve' ayin 
tov- good judgment, warm heart and 
generous eye. 

As parents, we need to understand 
that our parental obligations do not 
take a year off while our children are 
6,000 miles away, in Bretz Hakodesh. 
The responsibility to know at all 
times where our sons and daughters 
are going, with whom they are going, 
and how they are getting there, does 
not lessen with the separation of an 
ocean and a seven-hour time gap. Only 
consistent vigilance and attention will 
hopefully bring even those few num
bers of our children who are at risk 
for yerida and not aliyah back home 
to us inspired and enthused, with an 
increased love and commitment to 
Torah and mitzvos. fi.'J 

CELL PH~ 
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MRS. LEAH STEINBERG 

r 
Created B~ual~ But Not the 

The growth of special education 
programs and acceptance of 
them under the roofs of our 

best schools are cause for great celebra
tion. The fact that so many schools have 
accepted these children as their own only 
proves without a doubt "Mi ke' amcha 
Yisroel: Who is like Your Nation Israel!" 
Children are being helped beyond their 
parents' wildest dreams. Children who 
only a few short years ago would have 
been forced to go to public schools to 
receive this special attention are now 
thriving within the walls of the best 
yeshivos. 

This is a wonderful development. 
Yet, many of these children would have 
been able to remain in the mainstream 
environment if their rebbe'im and teach
ers would have had access to the tools 
necessary to teach a multi-level class. 

As our special education programs 
are bursting at the seams, let us explore 
the possibility of applying some of the 

MRS. STEJNBERG, OF BROOKLYN, NY, SERVES AS 

DIRECTOR OF AGUDATH ISRAEL's PROJECT L.E.A.R.N. 

tiER ARTICLE, "ACCOMMODATING CHILDREN WITH 

SPECIAL NEEDS," WAS FEATURED IN}O, SEPT. '04, IN 

HER CAPACITY AS DIRECTOR Of PROJECT LE.A.R.N, 

MRS. STEINBERG ASSISTS PARENTS WITll A BROAD 

SPECTRUM OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ISSUES THA'J 

skills and strategies that have made 
special education in self-contained 
classes such a resounding success, to 
our regular education classrooms, so 
that more children will be able to be 
educated there. 

THE EDUCATORS - CREATING 

THE TEAM APPROACH 

The criteria for being a successful 
rebbi are well known. Having 
intrinsic instincts to make each 

child feel loved is a given; one must 
also be a talmid chacham, have yiras 
Shamayim, and love being an eved 
Hashem, glowing with emuna peshuta. 
He must have tremendous pedagogical 
skills, have extreme patience, and a tal
ent for explaining complex concepts in 
a clear, organized and exciting way. A 
similar checklist is necessary for every 
successful mora and teacher. 

This is truly a tall order. The rebbi, 
mora and teacher are playing a much 
more vital role both emotionally and 
educationally in our children's lives 
than ever before, and it is our duty 
to provide them with the tools to do 

I AFFECTTHEIRCHILDREN'SAB!UTYTOBEEf)lJCATED it right. And here we can learn from 

~OUR COMMU_N_"_'_A_CL_A_R_G_'· ________ sp_e_c_i-al_e_d_ucation. 

Success in special education is pri
marily a function of specialized instruc
tion. Students benefit from teachers 
who are highly trained in their field, 
motivated, and constantly trying new 
methods to educate their students. 
They are also paid and treated like 
professionals. We are all familiar with 
that glow around a child who has that 
"great teacher;' compared - at the other 
extreme - to the daily torture with the 
resulting damage to our precious chil
dren inflicted by a person who should 
not be at the head of a classroom. 

It would seem self-evident that regu
lar classes would have much to gain by 
having teachers who are professionally 
trained and are constantly upgrading 
their skills and techniques. We would all 
benefit in investing in their continuing 
education. Consider, however, that our 
best and brightest girls seem to be head
ing into the field of"special education;' 
as becoming a "regular teacher" does not 
constitute a calling that will assist them 
in "supporting a family." 

But we must not short-change our 
children in the mainstream. Our chil
dren are growing up in a very different 
world than we did, and are facing chal
lenges that we never even dreamed of. 
Although the needs of children in the 
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mainstream are different and hopefully that any problem that they find worri- this parent will probably never speak 
less complex than those in special edu- some is brought to the attention of the openly to the person most able to effec-
cation programs, they still exist. Family mentor. If it is determined that further lively help her child, and the downward 
dynamics in this day and age are much investigation is necessary, time should spiral now begins. I do not believe that 
more complicated than in the past, and be set aside for the team to discuss this teacher meant any harm. Lack 
teachers often have no choice but to fill their concerns and map out a course of of forethought, however, is no excuse 
some parental role. Some children have action for the mentor to follow through - especially when taking care of our 
no one to confide in at home, and look on. This approach frees the teacher to most precious assets. 
to the teacher or guidance counselor concentrate on teaching without war- How could this have been handled 
for a sense of security. Others have no rying that children under her watch are differently? First, the teacher should 
structure once they leave the school falling through the cracks. have listened to the parent, as the per-
building, and are in danger of looking spective of a parent, right or wrong, is 
to the streets to fill the gaps. As difficult a window to the child's life. As work-
as this may be, this is a fact of life that THE PARENTS ing on any child's needs involves both 
many yeshivas have accepted and are · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · home and school, free and open com-
working hard to address. In the best-case scenario, educating munication without judgment is the 

Teachers need to be prepared for this our children, first and foremost, key. The same communication that we 
daunting task. As in special education, should be a coordinated effort on are insisting is necessary when a child 
there are workshops available today to the part of school and home. In special is at risk, could and should be used 
train educators on how to properly iden- education, every effort for a dose, trust- between the responsible adults early in 
tify issues and intervene at the earliest ing relationship with parents is deemed the child's life to avoid problems in the 
juncture, so that problems don't spiral vital. Top professionals who deal with first place. Why does this fail to happen? 
out of control. When somebody who children's issues reiterate that parents' The answer is plain, good old-fashioned 
cares devotes time, effort and proper input is vital for correct diagnosis and fear. The parents are afraid to talk to 
skills to addressing whatever issues intervention. But informing teachers of the teachers because they are in mortal 
manifest themselves- be they behavioral such needs in a regular school is fraught fear that they will be seen as deficient if 
or educational - the student who gets with risk. Very often, parents tell schools their child has a problem. The teachers 
the help becomes aware that there is an that their child requires a little extra help are afraid to discuss any concern with 
individual in the adult world rooting for and understanding. What frequently the principals because they may be seen 
him, and he will have no need to look follows is nothing short of a nightmare as ineffective and inexperienced. And 
for attention on the outside. for the parents. as for the principal, there are a host of 

According to Dr. Abraham). Twerski, I recently received a call from an reasons why keeping his/her opinion 
some of the issues that are "red flags" for acquaintance. She had phoned me to himself or herself seems the most 
educators to look for are: before a PTA meeting because her appealing - including protecting the 
• More than normal aggressiveness daughter was not picking up on kriah image of his/her school. 

or/and irritability, (reading Hebrew). She wanted to know If we are to help our children, this 
• Di1ninished interest in activities, if I felt that it was wise to discuss it with lack of communication and cooperation 
• Disruptive behavior, the mora. Knowing how appreciated must change. All the teacher workshops 
• Peer problems, such input is in special education, I told aren't worth anything if not coupled 
• Frequent drowsiness, her that the biggest favor she could do with this very important component. 
• Academic difficulties, for her child was to be open with her When parents and school get locked 
• Somber appearance-doesn't laugh teacher, because that was the only way into a dispute as to whose fault the 

or smile appropriately, she could get the help she needs. Big child's problems are, nobody gains. The 
• Other children poking fun at him/ mistake! When she did this, the teacher only outcome is that all communication 

her. told her that as all the other children breaks down, and that is the death knoll 
How can our educators feel secure were "catching on" (a claim that may for this child's future. An orientation 

that they are on top of every issue that need to be substantiated, but rarely is), session should be convened atthe outset 
presents itself in their classroom? Each and her daughter was "obviously lazy." of the school year to explicitly tell par-
school should have a "child study team;' When the mother tried to convince her ents that the partnership is in place and 
to make sure that no concern, large or otherwise, she was suddenly accused of that the school is always interested in 
small, is neglected. It should consist of being the source of the problem - appar- helping parents with any concern about 
the principal, mentor (school psycholo- ently she was spoiling her child! their child. Many schools' literature 
gist, social worker or some other quali- Had the teacher handled this inci- includes just such a declaration. 
lied individual working in this role), and dent differently, the child would have In keeping with a genuine partner- , 

"--t-ea-cher. The~eachers must be reassure~ been onthe roa~to succe:lnstea~ ship, there should be a series of coor-
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I dinated workshops during the school advice of the school, including sugges- have no more than 10 or 12 students." 

year for parents and teachers, address- tions of seeking professional help. In a Although this is undeniably true, our 
ing both groups, and reinforcing the school where the developmental needs schools cannot possibly meet this 
concepts and skills necessary to make of the child are paramount, and there is mandate. We must look for some 
the partnership succeed. Imagine, for a concerted effort to keep communica- viable alternatives within the reality 
example, how the parents in a particular tions open, honest, and caring, should that we live in. 
class would be able to tell the teacher the necessity to find a new environment Because of some very creative 
why not one of the children could pro- for this student arise, they can search for frameworks I have observed in both 
duce that report without full parental a better future for this child together. special education and regular educa-
help - and could then brainstorm on How many children and their fami- tion, the very issue that appears to be 
how to bring the children's skills up to lies - parents and siblings - have our problem - large classes - may just 
the teacher's expectation, so that next become jaded and permanently dam- make it possible for our children to 
time, more realistic goals are set. On the aged to the point of affecting their get a perfectly tailored education: It is 
other hand, parents with weak parenting lifelong association with Torah and a method called "grouping" - that is, 
skills, or who have trouble dealing with yiras Shamayim through improper breaking the class down into smaller 
organizing their child's school life, could handling of such critical and sensitive groups in which the students' needs 
benefit from parenting discussions and situations? What do I answer to the complement each other so that it is 
having a built-in support network. In parent who tells me that her daughter advantageous for all involved. This 
turn, the school will benefit from chil- was told to find a new school because concept can be applied in two manners 
dren who are prepared for class, both "She just isn't meeting her potential," - homogeneously as well as heteroge- , 
behaviorally and educationally. and now finds the doors to all other neously- and each has been effectively I 

There will always be skeptics regard- schools shut against her child, while implemented in large classes. , 
ing any proposed change, but if all her former school doesn't explain to Homogeneous grouping is effective I 
involved will stick with it, a trusting the parents what warranted such a in a skill-based area such as reading 
relationship and atmosphere will even- drastic judgment? How do I comfort or mathematics. The more similar the 

1

, 

tually develop. a father whose son has nowhere to go level and needs of the students are 
Many schools as of late have begun each day because he was told, "There when groups are formed, the more 

what is called "Staff Development Day." are places more appropriate for him effective the learning experience will 
If we parents knew that on those days to shteig"? Such pat answers to such be. 
(on which we are trying to figure out serious decisions make a mockery of By contrast, if the subject matter 
what to do with our kids), the teachers the sacred trust called chinuch. We being learned tends to be multi-fac-
were being coached on how to make reap the devastating harvest of such eted, as it relates to skills, in areas such 
school a better place for our children, on callousness with our "kids at risk" as literature or science, then much is 
how to treat parents and children with scenario. to be gained by heterogeneous group-
respect and sensitivity when discussing ing. That is, the group - consisting of 
issues about the apples of our eye, there students with different strengths - will 
would be a collective sigh ofrelief (and THE CLASSROOM work on an assignment together. The 
absolutely no hard feelings about hav- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · teacher will put together four groups 
ing the kids home). Once the message Although training for special of approximately eight students each 
is clear - that we all are working as a education programs (and to work on a science project, with each 
united front to help our children reach regular education programs, group giving an in-depth analysis on 
their potential -the sky is the limit. Our for that matter,) is vital, it is my firm different aspects of the assigned sub-
children will be free to grow and learn, belief that one of the fundamental ject. Heterogeneous grouping, then, 
without ridiculous paranoia crippling reasons that the special education pro- means putting into each group stu-
our goals. grams are succeeding is that the learn- dents with strengths in various areas, 

, ing is taking place in small groups. In such as reading comprehension, writ-

,.,,1 

my conversation with Rabbi Abraham ing skills, creativity, as well as a sense 
WHEN IT'S TIME FOR A ). Twerski, he told me, "The halacha in of humor - and in some projects, 
CHANGE Yoreh Deia (245:15) says that the maxi- musical and artistic talent, benefitting 

I .T .... ·~i~.t~~~·;f·r~;~t;~~:~i~·~:c~~~: ~~':a~~~~;tis0~;tu;i~~~e;" ;::~~:~ ;~~~b~.e~;:i~ %a~eal~~o~~o~~:e:~ 
'I priceless when inevitable, serious comments that this may have been opening for parental input as to latent 

issues arise. If there is trust built valid in previous times, but nowadays talents in our students being brought 
into a parent-school relationship, then (in the time of the Pts'chei Teshuva, to the fore and developed.) When we I I ' "' 0'""' "°" be mo<e '"°"''"'of ilie mme ;oo """'"' "''°''"lwold ""~" '""'"'" we '" fo ":J 



creating four specially tailored classes 
out of this one larger group. 

Grouping may work on a school
widc level, as well. Many larger schools 
have divided their schools into sub
divisions, so they can have a better 
handle on the developmental stages 
of their students and relate to them 
better. For example, a principal of 
first grade students would do well to 
sympathize with a child suffering the 
trauma of losing his or her first tooth, 
and would surely be the hero if it were 
publicized that there were prizes for 
each child who reaches this milestone, 
whereas the seventh grade principal 
should be there to commiserate with 
students who are dealing with getting 
braces and all the emotional baggage 
that can come with it. There again, 
each school division should make 
use of the "child study team:' to make 
sure that no concern, large or small, 
is neglected. 

THE STUDENTS 

All children start out in school 
excited about learning. 
Somewhere along the line, the 

stresses of school suck out the fresh
ness from them. How can we help our 
children succeed in school so that they 
live up to our expectations, and more 
importantly, theirs? 

The following is a checklist of some 
very basic educational strategies that 
can be utilized in a regular education 
classroon1, which have worked wonders 
in the special education setting. 
a. Screening student population for 

skill-based deficits (example: kriah 
scan) before they go on to the next 
level of learning. This way, issues 
can be addressed right away, before 
frustration sets in. 

b. Giving students a few extra seconds 
to process and respond to a ques
tion. 

c. Modified homework and testing 
when necessary. 

d. Classes in note-taking, study skills, 
and test-taking for students - a 

L~ust' _____ _ 

e. 

f. 

Preview and review. Although 
review is utilized often, preview is 
a very strong tool for children who 
need that little boost to keep up. 
Classroom guidance: i.e., give the 
student a heads-up as to what 
specific problem or passuk he will 
be asked to recite publicly. Besides 
learning how to study, it gives the 
child a sense of success and the 
willingness to try again. As under
scored by Rabbi Strickman from 
Yeshiva Darchei Torah, "Nothing 
succeeds like success." 

One aspect of special education that 
is being coordinated into the school 
day in many mainstream programs is 
therapeutic services, which) in NYC, 
are provided in our schools nowadays 
by the Department of Education (this 
doesn't apply in most other jurisdic
tions). For example, if a student has 
receptive or expressive language prob
lems, coordinating the speech therapy 
services with the classroom teacher 
may be the key to this student's success. 
When a child gets these services and 
they arc coordinated with the school, 
the benefits of the services will be 
multiplied. It is up to the professionals 
involved with the child to make sure 
this happens. 

APPLYING THE "SPECIAL" 

TECHNIQUES 

Let us repeat our initial theme: 
Special education classrooms 
have close parental involve

n1ent, smaller class sizes) trained 
teachers, love for every student 
no matter the degree of challenge, 
and the correct tools to teach every 
student "al pi darko." Doesn't that 
describe the dream classroom? Isn't 
this what we want for all our children? 
All of our children are "special," 
and unique in one way or another. 
And then, isn't it possible that if all 
of these elements are incorporated 
into the conventional classroon1) that 
many children relegated to special 
education programs will be able to be 
educated in mainstream classrooms 

together with their peers? 
We must remember that, as in the 

words of Mrs. Georgie Schorr of Bais 
Yaakov of Boro Park, a veteran n1echan
eches par excellence, ((Celebrate, not 
berate, the differences;' for that is the 
true beauty of our children. Let us 
endeavor to make all our schools into 
places where all education is, indeed, 
"special"! ~ 

' I would like to dedicate this article to the 
men1ory of my dear father, R' Yosef Isaac ben 
Moshe Davidovits, a true specialist in the field of 
education. Although he never set foot in a class~ 
room, anyone who encountered hin1 knew that 
he c1nbodied all the characteristics which would 
1nake a rebbe successful, most of all a true belief 
in the intrinsic goodness of every student and 
the conviction that educating children requires 
infinite patience, understanding and kindness. 
If his sage advice would be used, it w-ould be to 
the benefit of 1nany talmidin1 and taln1idos. Yehi 
zichro baruch. 
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DEBBIE MAIMON 

I . . 

lie 1Hi,l11allialll1W81!Ul1£1 l•••1P 
UNANCHORED IN 
ROUGH SEAS 

B 'nei Torah' from stable homes and 
fine yeshivos .... "a generation at 
risk"? Surprise registered on faces 

throughout the room at the speaker's 
suggestion that thousands of bright and 
personable yeshiva alumni might indeed 
fall into this category. 

The venue was the recent Agudath 
Israel convention. A session devoted to the 
concern for multitudes of yeshiva gradu
ates navigating the spiritual minefields of 
the workplace threw light on an emerging 
problem that has not yet made it onto the 
radar screen of community awareness. 

Consider the following profile: He may 
have done quite well in his yeshiva career 
and even learned in beis midrash for a 
number of years. Or perhaps he simply 
coasted along or "fell though the cracks." 
In any case, he absorbed solid Torah 
values and may even regard himself as 
MRS. MAIMON LIVES TN MONSEY, NY WITH HER 

HUSBAND AND CHILDREN. AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

TEACHER f'OR MANY YEARS, SHE NOW DEVOTES 

MUCH OF HER TIME TO WRITING FOR VARIOUS 

JEWISH PUBLICATIONS. HER ARTICLE, uThlALS ANO 

TRIUMPHS: SCENES FROM THE JOURNEY HOME," WAS 

PUBLISHED IN }0, DEC. '01. 

a ben Torah. Now that he's working, he's 
eager to succeed on the job and to make 
it in the world. 

A positive enough picture, it would 
seem. Yet, countless yeshiva alumni who 
fit this profile are being cast as a segment 
of our Torah community at spiritual risk. 
And as the picture slowly unfolded at the 
convention session, it was obvious why. 

In a broad sense, the Torah commu
nity in this country is flourishing. Our 
yeshivas and Bais Yaakovs are filled to 
capacity; shuls and batei midrashim are 
packed. Our communities are overflow
ing. Torah is blossoming to an unprec
edented degree, even in locations once 
far removed from any hint of Jewish 
identity. Yet, large numbers of working 
people with a wide spectrum of yeshiva 
backgrounds are struggling with feel
ings of disconnectedness and loneliness. 
That is because, whether single or mar
ried, these young adults share a defining 
characteristic --0ne that presages trouble 
down the road. 

They don't fit in. 
True, they identify as b'nei Torah, but in 

I. Except for Rabbi Shafier, Rabbi Leibowitz and 
Dr. Wikler, names and identifying information 
have been altered. 

a typical pattern, their connections with 
the spiritual and social framework that 
once defined them have waned. And with 
the erosion of those ties with rabbe'im, 
chavrusos and friends from the yeshiva 
world has come a steady drift from the 
Torah lifestyle that was once their moral 
and spiritual compass. 

"They don't belong anywhere; they 
have no anchor;' explained Rabbi Bentzion 
Shafier from Monsey, N.Y, who is a men
tor to scores of working b'nei Torah 
and who addressed these issues at the 
Convention session. 

"It's particularly true of those who did 
not do well in their yeshiva years, those 
who never found their niche in learning 
or had difficulty making friends;' he said. 
''They drift from one minyan to another 
- or don't bother going to shul at all. 
They have no community to belong to. 
They have no rav, no one to ask she' eilos 
to, no one to hear a shiur from, no social 
framework:' 

At the same time, having left the pro
tective environment of the yeshiva for 
the workplace, they are highly vulnerable. 
Confronted with high-voltage culture 
shock in a world that offers unlimited 
enticements of the forbidden, most are 



poorly equipped to fight back. 

fEW REMAIN UNSCATHED 

The coarseness of the workplace, 
the decadent lifestyles and vulgar 
belrnvior take their toll on these 

young h'nei Torah. In the absence of a 
vibrant connection with Torah learning 
and a Torah environment, few remain 
unscathed. Surrounded by alien values, 
many young men find themselves being 
pulled far from their spiritual moorings. 
Some are plunged into an identity crisis. 
With no one to turn to for hadracha 
(guidance), it isn't long before the lower
ing of standards with its attendant emo
tional and spiritual turmoil destabilize 
the kedusha and shalom hayis of many a 
Torah home. 

A few examples: 
*Zev B. landed a job with a graphics 

design company, working under a manag
er who often asked him to work overtime 
when they were up against a deadline. He 
and Zev would work feverishly for a while, 
then the manager would call it quits. He'd 
whip out a bottle of liquor, pour drinks 
for the two of them and slip a videotape 
into a n1onitor in the boardroo1n, inviting 
Zev to join him in unwinding. 

Zev would make an excuse and find 
a way to exit quickly. On one occasion, 
however, he yielded to his boss's urg
ing to stay. He sat through the video, 
absorbing images that shocked him. Over 
subsequent weeks, there were similar 
episodes. Each time he yielded, he felt sick 
afterward. But it was as if he had lost the 
power to resist. 

Things came to a head when he forgot 
about an appointment he had with his 
wife after work. She came to the office 
looking for Zev, and found him engrossed 
with his boss in a video. A moment's 
glimpse of the screen made the color drain 
from her face. This is what was making 
him late so often? 

treated as an affront, and that it would 
be a smart move to show up for at least 
a few minutes. 

Yaakov wanted to ask a rav what to 
do, but he had no one he felt comfort· 
able asking. He decided to make a brief 
appearance, and arrived at the party late. 
Repelled by the drunkenness and loose 
behavior, he intended to leave immedi
ately, but his plans took a detour when 
he was drawn into a discussion with a 
co-worker regarding her personal dif
ficulties. It wasn't until a couple of hours 
later that he finally extricated himself and 
left the party. 

The encounter did not end there .... 
When he began getting phonecalls from 
this person at home, Yaakov's wife insisted 
he put an end to any and all contact with 
the caller. Yaakov did so, but the incident 
sparked lingering resentment and distrust 
on his wife's part. . . . 

"When a young man has had difficul
ties in yeshiva, he often longs for the time 
he can try his wings in the outside world;' 
explained Dr. Meir Wikler, a noted thera
pist and marriage counselor. "But often, 
the issues he struggled with in yeshiva 
follow him into the workplace. It might 
be immaturity or insecurity; it might be 
difficulty making social connections. It 
could be difficulty with paying attention 
or dealing with authority or a number of 
factors together. 

"Whatever the case may be, while 
in yeshiva, the support system and the 
structure it gives a person cushions him 
from the difficulties and gives him a place 
where he feels he belongs. That safety 
net does not exist in the workplace. In 
addition, the potential for failure and the 
consequences of failure are far more dire 
and overwhelming to a young person just 
starting out. 

"On the other hand, young men who 
did poorly in yeshiva and left with feelings 
of low self-esteem can sornetiines reverse 
the pattern by making good on the job;' 
Dr. Wikler explained. "With success often 

*Yaakov H. found himself in a dilemma comes a surge in maturity and personal 
atthe end of December. His co-workers at growth. Young men in this category are 

IT TAKES A "COMMUNITY" ... 

I n an attempt to address the multiple 
risks and challenges facing working 
h'nei Torah, Rabbi Henoch Leibowitz, 

Rosh Hayeshiva of the Chofetz Chaim 
Yeshivos, envisioned the creation of a 
multi-faceted organization that would 
provide a social and learning environ
ment where these young men could find 
their place. It would be modeled after a 
pre-War organization in Europe known 
as Tiferes Bachurim, which catered to the 
spiritual needs of young men and boys 
who went to work. Tiferes Bachurim gave 
these young people a structure, nurturing 
their attachment to Torah through learn
ing and encouraging them to grow. Rabbi 
Leibowitz's dream was to import this 
concept to America, adapting it to meet 
the unique realities of the 21st century. 
"fiferes B'nei Torah, (TBT), founded in 
2002 by his talmid, Rabbi Shafier, brought 
this dream to fruition. 

The organization seeks to create a kol
lel-type setup in the mornings or evenings 
for working h'nei Torah with a moreh 
derech (spiritual guide) at its head, where 
young men can learn together and build a 
kesher (bond) with others like themselves. 
That social and spiritual bulwark, tailored 
to the needs of a working hen Torah, would 
nurture his connectedness to Toral1, fortify 
his self-image and identity as a hen Torah, 
and stimulate him to grow. 

TBT1, as the organization is known, 
provides a wide assortment of learning 
and social programs for working people. 
Beginning with twelve young men four 
years ago, it has already expanded to 
three branches - in Monsey, Queens and 
Brooklyn -with a combined membership 
of 400 that is rapidly climbing. 

In its initial stage, TBT consisted of a 
dynamic once-a-week hashkafa!mussar 
shiurin Brooklyn that came to be known 
as "The Shmuz!' As attendance built 
up, the program began to offer a wide 
choice of shiurim in Gemara, Chumash, 
Navi and practical halacha. It also runs 
an early morning kolle~ Kolle! Boker, in 
Monsey, where young men learn for an 

the office -all non-Jewish-were throw- often interested in re-connecting with -···-·-~----·--··-
! For information about forming a TBT branch 

ing a holiday-New Years's party. Yaakov learningTorah,ifonlygiven the chance:' in your con1munity, please call l-866-6I3-

Ldvised:1at his absence~o~d b~-he sai~- ·---- ·- ·-·-·-··--TORA~-- - - ---~ 
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! hour before davening. 
Shabbatons, Torah retreats, melaveh 

malkas and chagigos provide opportuni
ties for TBT members and their families 
to build ties with each other, becoming 
one another's extended family and sup
port network. The Shmuz, now given live 
three times a week, in Monsey, Queens 
and Brooklyn, respectively, still serves as 
the "anchor shiur," uniting members of 
all the branches and creating a sense of"a 
community within a community." 

The shmuzen target day-to-day chal
lenges in the lives of working people, 
and deal with a broad array of hashkafa 
and practical issues. They stimulate par
ticipants to work ou tefilla aud bitachon, 
become a better spouse, and overcome 
anger and jealousy. They examine ways 
to navigate relationships with non-Jewish 

GIVING BACK 

N oting the ease with which most 
TBT members embrace the 
opportunity to reconnect with 

learning, Rabbi Shafier pointed out that 
whatever investment has been made to 
facilitate that revival has already yielded 
unexpected dividends. "These are young 
men who for the most part have the skills 
and the motivation to grow. Often, it is just 
an issue of putting together a program 
that enables them to find their place. 
When that happens they not only shine, 
they become role models for others:' 

As an example, Agudah's Project YES 
was seeking volunteers for its teen-men
toring program. At the recent Agudah 
convention, Rabbi Avrohom Meir Gluck, 
Director of Project YES, heard about TBT 

OFTEN, IT JS JUST AN ISSUE OF PUTTING 

TOGETHER A PROGRAM THAT ENABLES THEM 

TO FIND THEIR PLACE. WHEN THAT HAPPENS 

THEY NOT ONLY SHINE, THEY BECOME ROLE 

MODELS FOR OTHERS 

higher salary. Looking back, he remem
bers the elation he and his wife felt, how 
much joy went into their plans for the 
future. 

From Simeha: 
We were expecting our third child 

at the time. The promotion meant we 
could finally afford mortgage payments 
on a house. It was the answer to our 
prayers. 

As success continued coming my 
way, I took full credit for it. I worked 
an eighty-hour week; I hardly ever saw 
my wife and kids. My job owned me 
completely. I was proud of how far I'd 
come and attributed it to my own skill 
and hard work. 

Deep down, though, I felt an empti
ness. I didn't like the person I was becom
ing. I'd developed a breezy, tough-guy 
exterior that worked well in the office 
but led to clashes at home. At the end of 
the week, I was so wiped out, I slept all 
Shabbos. I never opened up a sefer. Plenty 
of times, if not for my four-year-old's 
dvar Torah at the table, I wouldn't even 
have known which parsha it was. 

I was never a great learner. I went 
through yeshiva more or less robotically. 
Physically, I made it through the 12th grade. 

co-workers and sensitive situations aris- and had an inspiration. Here was an ideal But emotionally and spiritually, I checked 
ing in the workplace. pool of motivated, talented individuals out in 7th grade. I was a guy who needed 

The shiur serves as a magnet, draw- - why not make a partnership? An alli- extra work and extra help. I had a chip on 
ing b' nei Torah into TBT's orbit with ance was formed, and now, many of the my shoulder in those days. My friends and 
a concentrated dose of learning and TBT members serve as role models to I - we were an immature bunch of kids, 
inspiration. They jump-start a re-con- their younger peers. we knew exactly what was wrong with the 
nection with learning and provide a Interviews with some regular attend- system and we couldn't wait to leave yeshiva 
range of opportunities for further growth ees of TBT's programs shed light on what behind us. After graduation, the message I 
in Torah. has fueled the success of The Shmuz, got from the hanhala was clear: Good bye 

TBT not only serves young men, but as well as the organization's meteoric and good luck. 
recognizes the importance of provid- growth. Through the testimonials, one Since I was a lo yutzlach in yeshiva, 
ing chizuk and a social network for the glimpses the transformative power of achieving success completely spun me 
wives of its members. The organization 1brah learning on the husband-wife around. You could say it went straight 
coordinates shiurim and programs for relationship, on the fabric of their home to my head. I now see I was not exactly 
women, including hashkafa talks, prac- and their personal growth together. pleasant to be around at home. 
tical halacha classes and melava malka It took a crisis to get me to take a 
get-togethers. When Simcha' received his first pro- closer look at my life. My father had 

Rabbi Shmuel Kamentzky, who is motionatSunTrust,heknewthetidehad a stroke and his life was hanging by a 
often consulted on matters that affect turned. He'd landed the bank job at the thread. I was panicking. Around that 
the organization, noted the great value entry level two years earlier, rightafter his time, I had made the acquaintance of 
of building up N'shei groups as part of marriage. His employers took a liking to Rabbi Shafier through a friend, and had 
TBT's overall goals. "Tiferes Bnei Torah him. They overlooked his blunders and begun listening to The Shmuz on CDs. 
has now begun a Tiferes Bnos Torah... were patient while he learned the rudi- The talks captured my interest. They I 
and I am very impressed with the good ments of credit risk analysis. discussed relationships, the pitfalls of 

~k <h<P« d.,;.,,," h< "'""~"'°_· --- With his promotion came a- much - -human nature ... how to deal with~ 



fortune ... the meaning of emuna. 
I turned to Rabbi Shafier for advice 

as to what I could do as a zechus for my 
father's recovery. Rabbi Shafier set me up 
with a chavrusa and we took on to learn 
an entire masechta by Shabbos Chanuka. 
We actually finished it right under the 
wire. It gave me a tremendous feeling of 
accon1plishment. 

With my rebbi's help, I began to re
prioritize. It was very hard, but I learned 
how to put a brake on my workaholism. 
Today, I leave the office at 5:00 sharp, 
no matter what's happening. Strangely 
enough, I expected my salary to take a 
plunge - I work partly on commission 
- but that never happened. 

My father recovered, Baruch Hashem. 
We were living in Brooklyn then, but 
as soon as he was back on his feet, my 
wife and l made the decision to move to 
Monsey, so that I could join the Kolle/ 
Boker. These days, I'm out of the house 
at 6:30 a.m. Sleeping through the alarm 
clock is no sweat, but my wife and the 
clock are on the sa1ne side .... 

From *Daniel, 23: 
We were living in Brooklyn and had 

come to Monsey for Shabbos for a rela
tive's Sheva Berachos. Shabbos afternoon, 
my wife and I were taking a walk on Rte. 
306. Walking right toward me was my 
11th.grade rebbi from Rochester, Rabbi 
Shafier, whom I hadn't seen in years. 

We had a very warm reunion and 
started sch1noozing. In mon1ents, 1ny 
life was an open book. 

"How's your job-are you still in 
accounting?" he asks me. 

"Yeah. It's okay:' 
"Are you learning?" 
"Well .... no. 
"V\Thy not?" 
What am I supposed to answer? Years 

back, I tried keeping a seder, but it fizzled 
out. J wasn't learning a word. 

"Would you like to learn? 
"Well .. .I ... Sure." 
We talk some more and part, with 

Rabbi Shafier telling me he'll be calling 
me after Shabbos to discuss something. 

True to his word, he calls me up and 

working ben Torah. He'd be willing to 
travel in once a week to Brooklyn to give 
the shiur. Would I be willing to join and 
recruit a few other guys? 

How could I say no' Actually, I liked 
the idea. I spread the word and we began 
with twelve guys, all working fellows with 
a yeshiva background. The shiurtook off 
with a bang. One of the first shmuzen was 
"It's Not Geneiva, It's Shtick." 

It was about the swindling that goes 
on in business under the pretense that 
pulling shtick is kosher, since it's not 
outright geneiva. Everyone in the room 

·--1 
··-------... --- ' 

could relate to that .... Week by week 
the shiur grew; you saw guys who live 
on the same block and never even said 
"Good Shabbos" meet at The Shmuz and 
becon1e friends. 

We've already had two Torah 
Retreats, one in Kew Garden Hills, 
and one in Connecticut, to which all 
the TBT members in Monsey, Queens 
and Brooklyn were invited. About two 
hundred people showed up. People were 
amazed at the turnout. It showed some
thing about people wanting to belong to 
an organization that has some ruchniyus 

I 

I 
says he wants to start a one-hour class 
m mussar and hashkafa, tailored to a 

L _ -----------··-·-··-·-·-·-····----··-
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We moved to Monsey about a year I knew you're allowed to be mechalleil tions and answers based on situations ' 

after I joined TBT. I'm now a member of Shabbos for a medical emergency, but I that frequently come up on Shabbos 
Kol/el Boker; we learn from 6:45-7:45 in had no idea how, what, when and where. concerning cooking, childcare, meal 
the mornings. The credit goes to my wife; I just went about it blindly. preparation, etc. 
she throws me right out of the house. I Afterwards, l felt terrible that I knew We have breakfast together after the 
feel I'm part of a community, as opposed so little about the halachos involved in shiur: bagels and lox, coffee and cake. 
to being a loner fighting the yeitzer hara a situation like this. I spoke about this Everyone enjoys it. 
on my own. TBT is like another yarmulke to Rabbi Shafier and he said, "We need Whether it's a she'eila of bishul, muk-
on my head, guarding me, reminding me a refresher course in Hilchos Shabbos:' tzeh, or any other melacha, we're slowly 
of who I am. That's how the Sunday "Halacha Boot acquiringaworkingknowledgeofpracti-

Camp" started. cal halacha. At the height of my yeshiva 
From *Ari, 24: About 20-25 guys come every Sunday days, I didn't know a fraction of all this. 
One Shabbos, my daughter fell and I morning at 9:00. We learn Mishna Berura I may have learned it, but it just didn't 

.---------------------------.. stick. 
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• 
It hurts 

It feels better just to talk about it. That's 
why we're here. Our staff is made up of 

caring and sensitive individuals. Together, 
we can help you explore your options. We 
can refer you to recognized professionals 

for counseling, legal advice or help in 
finding a safe environment. We can also 
put you in touch with some very special 

Rabbis. But in order for us to reach out to 
you, you must first reach out to us. 

Confidential Hotline 

Do it for yourself. 
Do it for your children. 

1.888.883.2323 
(To II Free) 

718.337.3700 
(NYC Area) 

Shalom Task force 1s a 501(c)(3) chantable orgariizat1or1 

Shabbos is different for me now. I feel 
I have something intelligent to contribute 
at the table. I can answer some of the 
hilchos Shabbos questions that come up 
in the house, and if I can't, I know where 
to look it up. I feel my wife respects me 
more. That's worth a lot to me. 

CAN TBT BE REPLICATED? 

The issues addressed by TBT are 
not limited to any one location, 
but apply to any community in 

this country that hosts b'nei Torah, notes 
Rabbi Shafier. The resources necessary 
to replicate the organization exist in 
abundance in many cities. They include 
yeshiva a1u1nni; a couple of talmidei 
chachamim willing to say shiurim in dif
ferent subjects; a branch manager who 
would coordinate the various shiurim 
and social events; and a dynamic "anchor 
shiur;' to pull members together under 
one "umbrella." 

It takes the far-sighted awareness that 
programs of this nature service the com
munity in vital ways, reaching wide swaths 
of the population. It takes a level of 
determination to create a revolution of 
sorts, despite the inertia surrounding a I 
problem whose outlines have just begun I 
to emerge. 

1 
But given the present spiritual vacuum I 

in the lives of so many young people, 
and the likelihood that in years to come, 
deprived of a lifeline to Torah and a sense 

1

1 

of community, they may indeed represent 
a generation at risk, perhaps a revolution 

___ ,s_p_r_e-c1sely_w_h_a_t_IB_n-ee-d-ed. ___ ~ 
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Family Consultations 

Education & training for teachers, parents 
and students to heighten awareness on: 

Self-esteem Conflict resolution 
Addictions Eating disorders 

Mentoring to provide students with emotional support 
and to help make more responsible life decisions 

All services provided to scliools and families at no cliarge 

Educators and Parents are welcome to call OHEL at 
718.851.6300 or visit www.ohelfamily.org 

4510 16th Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11204 

oii;I 111si'un1 
CHILDREN'S HOME 

AND FAMILY SERVICES 



When a B YEAR OLD CHILD is stricken with a rare 
and debilitating disease, it takes its toll on the whole family. 
HIS llOTHER9 a school principal, must quit her job. 
HIS FATHER9 a maggid shiur, gives up his position. His 
110 SISTERS AMD BROTHERS, devote their 
personal time in order to help care for him. 

4~!11KS:@IUf lf:iij!ilJEJM+ 

of learning to cope with the 
burden and the stress of chronic disease. 

Mow The Burden Has Become 
even for this 1entle and carina family. 

They can manage the physical responsibilities, but the financial burden has spun 
out of control. We may not be able to eliminate this devastating 
illness, but we can help make it easier for this family to bear. 

Let us open our hearts to this youngster and his brave and caring family. 
And, in the zechus of our kindness and compassion, may we never again have to 
see a yiddishe child suffer in this way. 

?lh ~r;,{,l)jc 
/('lff ll?i:',1 wnf./o 

Rabbi Malkiel Kotler 
{j, 60 f-t ;ill ;I e, 1/( 
Rabbi Elya Simcha Schustal 

Sponsored by: ZVI WEISSMAN Of ACQUISITIONS NETWORK, LLP 973-470-0048 
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DR. YITZCHOK LEVINE 

CORRESPONDENCE FROM A 
GADOl-IN-THE-MAKING 

-----------------

TWO LETTERS FROM RABBI MORDECHAI GIFTER, 7"Yl. WRITTEN IN HIS YOUTH 

INTRODUCTION 

Teves 23/January 23 marks five 
years since the passing of the 
Telshe Rosh Hayeshiva, Rabbi 

Mordechai Gifter ;i~u'; v"->1 ur. As 
noted in in an article published in these 
pages (Mar. '01): "He was an outstand
ing talmid chacham, as well as a bold 
and visionary leader and articulate 
spokesman for Kial Yisroel - primarily 
through Agudath Israel of America, 
which he served as a member of its 
Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah (Council of 
Torah Sages). Most of all, however, he 
made his mark as a dedicated melamed 
Torah to his talmidim ... a teacher of 
Torah to generations of disciples." 

What better tribute can there be to 
gedolim of the past than to learn vital 
lessons from their lives- how they faced 
the challenges oflife, how they dealt with 
others, how they reacted to various situ
ations. Rarely, however, do we have the 
opportunity to get a firsthand glimpse 
into the thinking of a gadol before he 
became recognized for his greatness. 
What were his thoughts? What did he feel 
was important for the Jews in the city in 
which he grew up? What were his early 
views on world movements? 

------------
OR, LEVINE IS A PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENl 

OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES IN STEVt:NS INSTITUTE 

OF TECHNOLOGY IN HOBOKEN. NJ. THE AUTHOR 

WISHES TO EXPRESS 1-lJS THANKS TO RAl~BI BINYOMIN 

GIFTER FOR HIS ASSISTANCE IN THE PREPARATION 

OF TlilS ARTICLE, BEGINNING WITH OFFERING 

HIM TME 'fWO LETfERS THAT HIS F'ATHER, RABBI 

MORDECHAI GIFTER 7'J!I, HAD WRITT!'.N TO MR. 

SIEGEL IN BALTIMOl~E WHILE RABBI GIFTER WAS 

STUDYING IN THE Tf:LSHE YESHIVA (1932 - 1939). 

HE RECEIV!'.D THE LETTERS FROM RABBI YOSSY 

PLORANS, WllO IS MARRIED TO A GRANDDAUGHTER 

OF MR. SIEGEL. 

BACKGROUND 

Rabbi Mordechai Gifter was born 
in Portsmouth, Virginia, on 7 
Cheshvan, 5677/November 3, 

1916. His family moved to Baltimore in 
1918, where he attended public school, 
and Talmud Torah in the afternoon. 

(One has to keep in mind that in the 
twenties, thirties, and forties, many 
observant Jewish parents sent their 
children to public school. They received 
their Jewish education in a Talmud 
Torah or from a private rebbi. In most 
cities, there were no yeshivas, and even 
in places where there were, parents were 
often reluctant to send their children to 
"parochial schools.") 

Rabbi Gifter's uncle, Rabbi Samuel L. 
(Yehudah Leib) Sar m> was the dean of 
the Rabbi Isaac Elchonon Theological 
Seminary (RIETS). He convinced Rabbi 
Gifter's father, Reb Yisroel, to send his 
son to high school at RIETS. "My father 
told me that he knew only one blatt of 
Gemara when he went to New York to 
be tested for admission;' Reb Binyomin 
Gifter related. "However, he progressed 
so quickly that he was soon attending 
the shiurim of Rabbi Moshe Halevi 
Soloveitchik;'1 whom he regarded "as 
his mentor, chiefly in the foundations 
of derech halimud."2 

Upon completion of high school in 
1932, Rabbi Gifter was encouraged by 
Rabbi Sar, who had learned in Telz, to go to 
Europe to study. Mr. Morris (YoseifMoshe 
Halevi) Siegel 'n, ofBaltimore, also urged 
him to go to Europe to study 1brah. Rah bi 
Avigdor Miller '>":11 likewise had a part in 
Rabbi Gifter' s going to Telz. Rabbi Miller 
told me, "I remember sitting on the curb 
in Baltimore with Rabbi Gifier. I told him 
to go to Europe to learn, and he listened!"' 
Rabbi Gifter related how his father cashed 
in an insurance policy to pay for his pas
sage.4 "Throughout his life, he (Rabbi 
Gifier) frequently referred to his father's 
love of Toral1 and-outstanding character 
traits, especially noting his integrity.'s 

-! -Interview with~bbi Binyomin Gifter (';;i 
June 22, 2005. 

2 "HaRav Mordechai G~fter )"~t," S. Bruchi, 
Dei 'ah Ve Dibur, B. Kahn, and Yated Ne 'eman 
Staff. 29 Teves 5761 - January 24, 2001 http:// 
chareidi. shemayi srael.com/ archives5 7 61 /voera/ 
argifter.htm 
3 Private conversation with Rabbi Avigdor 
Miller, January 2001. 

4 Interview with Rabbi Binyomin Gifter cited 
in fn. l. 
5 "HaRav Mordechai Gifter7"~t" cited in fn. 2 
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I I i THE LETTERS teen years old when he wrote the follow· better than the rest of the rotten bunch. I 

I 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ing (we quote from it in part): OnlythefadthattheyareJewsprohibits i 

ile studying in Telz, Rabbi April 7, '35 one's sayingyemach shemam. Someday, : 
i Gifter wrote6 from time to Dear Mr. Siegel, American Jews will also know this. And, I 

I 

ime to Mr. Siegel, with whom It's quite a time since I've left A1nerica I believe that that time is not far distant. I 
i he was very close. Morris Siegel was and haven't once written to you, I have been informed that the Agudas I 
· born in Baltimore in 1902, the fifth of although we were the best of friends.... Yisroel movement is spreading slowly 
I eight children. His parents had come Time is precious in the Yeshiva, far more but surely in America. American Jews 1 

ii to Baltimore in the late 1800s from than in the business world, where it is know very little about this movement. I 

I 

Ponevezh. Mr. Siegel was one of a small said that "time is money." It was founded about forty years ago as I 
group of young people who, in 1918, Duringtheyearandahalfwhichl've a countermovement against Zionism . 

I formed Adath Bnai Yisroel, a group that spent in Telz studying our holy Torah, by such great Jewish personalities as ] 

I 
was committed to shemiras Shabbos, quite I've progressed quite a bim·~. The spiri· Reb Laizer Telzer ';n and Reb Chaim I 

, uncommon in those days amongst young tual enjoyment to be had from study of Brislan ., .. ,_ The Chafetz Chaim ':>"j7W I 

I 
people. In fact, for much of his life, Mr. the Torah is beyond all description. It is was one of its leaders. Now, the chief 
Siegel ran Shabbos groups for youngsters, only to be felt, and that, only for one who leader among the rabbis is the Ga on Reb i 

I which encouraged them - even those studies in the yeshiva ofTelz. At the pres- Chaim Ozer ofWilno. The sole purpose I 

I 
from non-observant homes~ to become ent time, Telzer Yeshiva is the greatest in of this movement is to make all Jews : 
shomrei Shabbos. Young Mordechai Gifter the world . ... One may think otherwise, one-hundred-percent Shulchan Aruch I 

' was also influenced by his participation but I am thoroughly convinced as to the Jews. There is much to write about this 
I in these gatherings, and he and Mr. Siegel truth of the statement. You may think movement and the great headway that I 
: remained friends throughout his life. Mr. that this is due to favoritism, because I it is making at the present day, but time ] 

I 
Siegel was niftar in 5749/1989. am astudentin the Telzer Yeshiva. This does not permit me to do so. ' 

Rabbi Shmuel Dovid Siegel, a son is, however, not true. You may rely on DoestheAdathstillhaveitsSaturday 
' of Mr. Siegel, was kind enough to share me in this fact. night gatherings of the Chevra Shas? If 
I with me a letter that Rabbi Aharon I have been informed by my parents so, what masechta are you now study· 
, Feldman, presently Rosh Hayeshiva of that you have become a member of the ing? Have you "covered much ground" 

Ner Yisroel, wrote to him a month after Brotherhood of the Ohr Yisroel congre· since I've left? Has the Chevra gained 
Mr. Siegel's passing. He writes, "Your gation. I hope that you will utilize your additional members? 
father, as you well know, was one of the powers among the youth in drawing Teddy (Rabbi Yehudah) Davis is 
asara rishonim ("first ten") of everything them nearer to traditional, one-hun· living very nicely in Slobodka. He stud· 
that was Yiddishkeit in Baltimore. For me dred-percent Judaism. ies in the Kovoner Kolle/ now, and we 
personally, he was a powerful example Knowing that you are a dire antago- Americans stop in at his place whenever 
- an American I could identify with nistof Zionism I would ask you to see to we have to be in Kovno. Victor (Rabbi 
who was frum, consistent in his yiras itthatZionistspeakersarenotpennitted Avigdor) Miller is also getting along 
Shamayim, so thoroughly erlich and a to speak for the Brotherhood. You may finely. I had to be in Kovno the past week 
mekadesh shem Shamayim just by being be surprised to read such a statement to have myself registered at the office 
what he was." from me. You must well remember our of the American consul. Naturally, the 

THE LETTER OF APRIL 1935 

ruading Rabbi Gifter's letters to 
Mr. Siegel, one cannot help but 
e impressed by the mature views 

that he expresses. Rabbi Gifter was eigh-

bitter discussions on the subject: you machnisorachwasTeddy.Iateandslept 
- con, and I - pro. The time has arrived, at his home. His wife is a very religious 
however, when I must admit that you young woman. I happen to know her 
were right. It is (hard) to recognize this from New York. I used to come to her 
fact in America where Zionism7 is not house to speak with her father. She was 
so active in Jewish life. However, in always very religious. 
Lithuania and Poland, where Zionism Well, let me know about all that I've 
is very active and takes a major part in asked about, and put in any additional 
Jewish life, one is able to see clearly the news which I may have forgotten to 

6. These letters ;re reproduced-~Xactly as writte!l. true face of Zionism. One sees that their ask about. 
As a result, the first letter is signed "Max Gifter." 
This letter also refers to Rabbis Yehudah Davis sole purpose is to break away from all Your friend, 
and Avigdor Miller by their English names. The that is traditional; to destruct all that Max Gifter 
reader may find this surprising, given the almost is holy. (Even the Mizrachi is not much P.S. Regards to your wife and chil- 1· 

universal practice within the Chareidi world today dren, father-in-law and mother-in-law. 
of using Hebrew names. It should be kept in mind, y--jfabbi Gifrei- ofte.i1CharaCterize,fhin1seifa5''a I 
however, that in the thirties, when these letters true Zionist," based on his love for Eretz Yisroel. You may enclose an answer to my letter 
were written, the common practice in America In these lines, he takes strong exception to the together with my parents' letter. 

~use "En.ghsh names:' --·-- ·---ant1-T~rah agenda of pohuca~ Z1om~m-. ---···-----·-----· ____ ___J 
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THE LETTER OF 

FEBRUARY 1937 

Dear Mr. Siegel, 
I have just received your letter and 

was indeed very happy to hear from you. 
I was really surprised at your receival 
(sic) of the letter, but I know that you 
are continuously busy and can find no 
time to write. Your ol derech eretz is 
quite a large one. 

I always receive your regards through 
my father zol gezunt zein, and am 
indeed very thankful to you. You write 
quite a bit of interesting news in your 
letter. 

I knew nothing at all about the 
fact that Peritzky had left Baltimore, 
but I am happy to hear that you will 
reorganize the Saturday night Talmud 
class. Rabbi (Shimon) Schwab once 
studied in Telz, but before I arrived 
here. From what I have heard about 
him, he is the only German Rabbi that 
has a Lithuanian look on Judaism and 
Torah. The Lithuanian "anshauung" 
is regarded as the real Torah-true 
"anshauung," so that's quite a lot 
said about him. I wish you the best of 
success in your Gemara class. 

Happy to hear that you've bought 
a new home. May you dwell therein in 
the best of health and happiness. 

My father wrote me of your Bible 
class, but I know that you could do 
nothing for our nation due to the 
fact that parents refuse to cooperate. 
The Talmud Torah system is a rotten 
thing for Baltimore. The parochial 
school should make an energetic 
campaign for new pupils who until 
now have studied in the Talmud 
Torahs. If we want to have good Jews 
in Baltimore, our only hope lies in 
the parochial school. There is much 
to write about Jewish education, but 
the time does not permit me to do so 
at present. 

I knew nothing of your great misfor
tune in the loss of your mother-in-law. 
Hashem yenacheim .... 

Happy to hear that the Adath is con
tinuing to work diligently for hachzakas 
Torah ushemiras Shahbos. Shemiras 
Shabbos is the basis of Judaism. Chazal 

say that "Whoever violates the Sabbath 
is considered as if he worships idols." 

I would like to write a bit lengthily 
about ... [various other matters], but I 
cannot spare the time. 

I will sign off with ad'var Aggada in 
Yiddish .... [translated below]. 

"Hane)ehavim vehane'imim 
hechayeihem uvemosam lo nifradu 
- Those who love one another with a 
sweetness in their lifetime, not to be 
separated by death." 

I explain the passuk as follows: 
What is the test [that indicates] if 

one's love for another is a true love? 
[It is o]ne that [determines whether 
that love] completely encompasses 
the entire person, rather that just 
one part. If the love is such that 
death cannot separate (the parties), 
then one sees that the friendship is 
a bond of two souls and not of two 
bodies. That is the true love and 
friendship. Not in writing one letter 
does a friendship matter, but rather 
when it is etched in the soul! 

Extend my heartiest regards to all 
the members of your family. !lil 

in eizetz Qf isizoel foiz 93ais Q/aakov 
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YEHUDAH LEVI 

HAlACHIC DECISIONS 
CLASSIC ISSUES WITH MODERN IMPLICATIONS 

IT WAS NOT ALWAYS THUS 

N owadays, when you ask a learned 
friend a halacha question, the 
response is likely to be: "This 

is subject to disagreement among the 
authorities:' If you then ask, "So what 
am I supposed to do?" he will tell you, 
"Go ask your rabbi." And when you do 
that, the answer may well depend on 
which rabbi you happen to ask. This is 
the unfortunate situation today. 

But it was not always so. Two thou
sand years ago it was different, as the 
Talmud teaches us: 

At first, there were not many [hala
chic J disputes in [the nation of) Israel. 
The [High] Court of seventy-one 
sat in the Lishkas Hagazis (the High 
Court room in the Temple precinct) .... 
When a question arose .. ., they put the 
question before them. If they had a tra
dition concerning it, they responded 
accordingly. If not, they [debated the 
issue and] voted on it [and decided 
according to the majority]. When the 
disciples of Shammai and Hillel, who 
did not study sufficiently, became 
many, unresolved disputes increased 
in Israel, and the Torah became like 

YEHUDAH (LEO) LEVI RECEIVED Hl,'JTTOR HORAA 

FROM RABBI YOSEIF BREUER '::>":sT AND RABBI 

YITZCHOK HtiTNER .,..:in. HE IS RECTOR EMERITUS OF 

THE JERUSALEM COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY, WHERE 

HE FOUNDED THE PHYSICS AND ELECTOR~OrTICS 

DEPARTMENT IN 1970, AND IS STILL GIVING REGU

LAR COURSES IN TORAH THOUGHT. IN ADDITION 

TO 150-000 ARTICLES Pl!Bl.ISHED IN SCIENTIFIC, 

TECHNICAL ANDJUIJAICA JOURNALS, PROF. l.EVI MAS 

PUBLISHED A NUMBER OF BOOKS IN OPTICS, AS WELL 

AS IN llALACHA, INCl.IJD!NG A NEW COMMENTARY ON 

YERUSHAl,MI 7£RA'IM(SIX TRACTATES HAVE Bf.f.N PUB· 

US MEO SO FAR - FOUR WITH RABBI ARYEH CARMELL 

AND TWO WITH RABBI GERSHON METZGER). 

two Toros (Sanhedrin 88b ). 
Elsewhere it explains: "When men 

of arrogance multiplied, unresolved 
disputes increased in Israel" (Sota47b). 
Clearly, the increase in unresolved dis
putes was due to the unwillingness of 
the proponents of a particular idea to 
hear, and duly consider, the opponents' 
opinion. Evidently, they were so self
assured that they saw no need to seri
ously consider the opposing view. 

This idea helps us resolve an appar
ently strange Talmudic statement: 

For three years, Beis Shammai 
and Beis Hillel were disputing; these 
said the halacha is according to 
us, and those said the halacha is 
according to us. Then a Heavenly 
Voice appeared, and said, "These and 
those are the words of the living G-d, 
and the halacha is according to Beis 
Hillel" (Eiruvin 13b ). 
The Talmud then asks - and 

answers: 
If, indeed, "These and those are 

the words of the living G-d;' how did 
Beis Hillel merit that the halacha was 
fixed according to them? Because 
they were amiable and forgiving, 
and [always] presented their ideas 
together with that ofBeis Shammai, 
and even presented Beis Shammai's 
opinion first. 
On first sight, this passage is strange 
is, then, halacha fixed according 

to the proponent's personality merits, 
rather than according to the merits 
of his opinion? After all, it is known 
that Beis Shammai were intellectually 
superior. This question brings to mind 
the Mishna, "Who is wise? He who 
learns from everyone" (Avos 4:1). No 

one - not even the wisest person - can 
think of every aspect of an issue. Only 
after hearing other opinions can we 
arrive at a balanced judgment-"Success 
comes from the multiplicity of advi
sors" (Mishlei 11,14). This explains why, 
with all the importance of sharpness of 
intellect, a wi1lingness to listen is even 
more important to arriving at the cor
rect decision. 

Rabbi Zalman Nechemia Goldberg' 
points out that the above Talmudic state
ment hints at the fact that Beis Hillel did 
not finalize their opinion until they had 
heard that of Beis Shammai. With this 
concept, he resolves another halachic 
principle which seems strange on first 
sight. When the three judges of a rabbinic 
court are divided, with two in favor of 
Reuven and one against him, the case is 
decided in favor of Reuven. If, however, 
the third judge does not rule against 
Reuven, but rather is unable to form an 
opinion, then the case is not decided in 
favor of Reuven. Instead, two more judges 
must be added to the court, which must 
then continue its deliberations. Again, 
listening to an opposing opinion is more 
constructive than hearing no opinion. 

Thus, the fact that the High Court, 
from the generation following Hillel and 
Shammai and onwards, did not convene 
for halachic decision-making, has given 
rise to a halachic pluralism. This is certainly 
undesirable, but we must learn to live with 
it; that is, we must become tolerant of 

1 Rabbi Goldberg; 'i:be son-in-law of Rabbi 
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, is Rosh Yeshiva of 
Machon Lev, Rosh Kollel Zadiguria in Jerusalem, 
and sits on the Israel Rabbinic High Court. 
After publishing the above idea in HaMa'ayan 
(453:68), I received a letter from him, citing the 
supporting ideas presented in the following. 
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authorities with different views. This is how 
the Charon !sh put it (Yoreh De' ah 150): 

It seems that the rule "in Torah 
matters [in contrast to Rabbinic 
decrees] follow the more stringent 
opinion" applies only when none 
of [the ruling sages] is his rabbi, 
but if one of the authorities is his 
rabbi, follow him even [if he is] 
lenient. And he is called his rabbi 
if he is close to him and constantly 
studies his teachings in most com
mandments .... And this applies both 
during this authority's lifetime and 
after his demise, as long as his deci
sions and instructions are known 
from his disciples or his books. They 
may follow their rabbi even [if he is] 
lenient in Torah matters- even if the 
majority disagrees with him, as long 
as there was no court session, with 
the authorities discussing the matter 
face-to-face, deciding the halacha. 
One more important point. Because of 

yeridas hadoros (decline of generations), it 
may, at this point, be impossible to elimi
nate halachic and ideological disagreement 
between various segments of the Jewish 
people. However, we should remember: 
Although the disciples of Shammai and 
Hillel were unable to settle their disagree
ments, "they treated each other with love 
and friendship" ( Yevamos I 4b ). We would 
do well to follow their example. This is 
especially important today, when Divine 
Providence is hinting to us that redemption 
may not be far off - provided we permit it 
to come, by eliminating unjustified hatred 
from our midst. 2 

BEYOND THE GUIDELINES 

W hen halacha authorities devi
ate from these guidelines, the 
results can he very destruc-

2"'As""'thc 7?.av "'OTB'fisk, -Rabbi Yitzch:ik ze~ 
Soloveitchik put it: "When the United Nations 
agreed to the State's founding, Divine Providence 
smiled, but those in power spoiled the smile." 
(Quoted by Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe, Bein Sheishes 
Le'Asor, p.145.) Also, the Sanctuary was destroyed 
because of unjustified hatred between Jews ( Y<nna 
9b), and it stands to reason that it cannot be 
rebuilt as long as the cause for its destruction 
still exists (cf. Sanhedrin 97b, end). 

tive. The reader, especially if he has 
spent time in Eretz Yisroel, is likely to 
be familiar with illustrations, such as 
huge posters, "signed" by great Torah 
authorities, plastered all over walls and 
bulletin boards, attacking actions that 
were approved by other Torah authori
ties - and attacking them in the most 
extreme and virulent terms, without 
ever having discussed the matter with 
approving authorities, or even mention
ing these - leaving the general public 
confused, if not worse. Or, on a differ
ent plane, I recall talking to an editor of 
Agudath Israel's newspaper Hamodia, 
who mourned the vanishing of Chinuch 
Atzmai, where children from all circles 
of Torah Judaism learned together. His 
complaint: "Now every group opens its 
own chadarim, the tragic result being 
that the children of one group develop 
utter disdain for all other groups." He 
sighed: "I have a little nephew who looks 
upon me as a goy." 

A hundred years ago, the founders 
of Agudath Israel showed the way by 
convening the spiritual leaders of almost 
all factions ofEuropean Torah Jewry and 
establishing a Moetzes Gedolei Hatorah 
representing all of these factions. This 
could be termed the major accomplish
ment of twentieth century Judaism. 
How sad that in the last generation, 
it was made to fall apart - at least in 
Bretz Yisroel. 

Let us remember the beautiful 
description Chazal give us (end of 
Ta'anis) of the tzaddikim in Gan Eden: 
Hashem will place them in a circle 
around Him, and each tzaddikwill point 
at Him with his finger, exclaiming: "This 
is my G-d; let us rejoice in His sa1va
tion." C1early, each one is pointing in a 
different direction! 

True, when differing ideologies are 
crowded together in close proximity, 
showing mutual respect is more of 
a challenge. But this may be taken 
as an advantage in the spirit of the 
Mishna (Avos 5, end): "According 
to the pain (=effort) is the reward 
(=benefit)." This crowding forces 
each group to answer questions that 
their adherents raise, to justify itself 
to its adherents, and as a result, the 

issues become clarified. Resorting 
to labeling, instead, is much, much 
easier, but also far less constructive 
- to put it mildly. 

Another point: before we disqualify 
any idea as totally out of bounds, we 
should first make sure that not one 
accepted authority supported it. 

Whom are we to blame for this sad 
state of affairs? Our Sages teach: "The 
[level of the] leader is [determined by] 
the [level of the] generation" (Arachin 
I ?a). The obvious message is: let us 
become more tolerant of each other) 
and let us try to understand each other, 
and not reject any Torah Jew without a 
sincere effort to clarify the issues that 
create a chasm between us. t® 
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l YISRAEL RUTMAN 

Thi Wink 
o the 

111111\ 
Is ALTRUISM AN ANSWER? 

The proponents of evolution are 
angry. Richard Dawkins, the 
most outspoken of its spokes

men, has written that anyone who 
denies evolution is either «ignorant, 
stupid or insane ... :' Philosopher Daniel 
Dennett compares religious believers 
to "wild animals who may have to be 
caged, and says that parents should be 
prevented ... from misinforming their 
children about the truth of evolution" 
(Michael J. Behe, Darwin's Black Box, P. 
245). The editorialists ofleading liberal 
newspapers and magazines are likewise 
hard put to restrain their irritation 
and anger at the nagging problem of 
creationists. 

Why are proponents of evolution 
so upset? Well, we all know that it's 
only natural to go on the attack when 
one's security is threatened (an evolved 
trait, some would say), and the evo
lution theorists have much reason 
to feel threatened. For evolution has 
been pelted with questions ever since 
Darwin. 

Darwin himself worried over the 
problem of "incipient stages": of what 

YISRAEL RuTMAN, WHO TEACHES GEMARA IN 

YESHIVAS0HRZICHRONYAAKOV(IN7JCHRONYAAKOV), 

IS A FREQUENT CONTRIBUTOR TO THESE PAGES, MOST 

RECENTLY WITH UBon;hi Nqfihf (Nov. '05). 

use partially-evolved organs would be 
in the millions of years required for 
their full development. What survival 
enhancement is there in a wing before 
it's a wing, or an eye before it's an eye? 
Darwin's disciples have invested con
siderable effort over the years in com
ing up with answers (incipient wings 
that aid flying insects in maintaining 
equilibrium; primitive, light-sensitive 
spots that serve to distinguish between 
light and dark), answers that may be 
charitably described as being in their 
incipient stages. Man must have a story, 
as the saying goes, even if there is no 
real evidence to back it up. 

The fossil gap has always been a 
problem. As Ernst Mayr, an eminence 
in the field, admits, "The discovery of 
unbroken series of species changing 
gradually into descending species is 
very rare" (Mayr, What Evolution Is, 
p. 14). There are so many missing 
links in the supposed evolution of 
species that scientists have despaired 
of ever finding them. The theory of 
"punctuated equilibria;' of sudden, 
huge jumps in evolutionary develop
ment, rather than a smooth transition, 
was posited by Gould and Eldridge to 
solve the problem. If correct, the gaps 
in the fossil record would no longer be 
problematic, since they merely reflect 
the historical jumps. But the theory 

has been widely rejected by the scien
tific community, and the fossil record 
remains a problem. 

Then there is the challenge of fitting 
human behavior into an evolutionary 
scheme. Consider altruism. The sym
biotic helpfulness of "cleaner fish;' for 
example, is hardly a selfless behavior, 
but done in return for food and pro
tection, and cannot account for the 
genuine altruism practiced by people 
(sometimes). Theorists have a hard time 
explaining what advantage the capacity 
for unrequited giving would confer in 
the struggle for survival. 

A QUESTION TO SLEEP ON 

G
iven these and many other trou
bling questions, the grumpi
ness of evolutionists is perfectly 

understandable. But really, the most 
embarrassing evidence comes from their 
own research. As reported recently in 
The New York Times (Carl Zimmer, 
'(Down for the Count;' November 8, 
2005 ), the latest studies conducted on 
the sleep functions of various creatures 
show that not only Homo sapiens and 
mammalians need regular sleep, but 
even much simpler organisms, such 
as flies, honeybees and crayfish. At the 
University of Wisconsin, they have made 



the interesting discovery that fruit flies 
rest for ten hours a night. "If you keep 
them awake longer, they need to sleep 
more;' according to U. ofW:s Dr. Giulio 
lbnoni. 

Furthermore, certain characteristics 
of human sleep - the REM (rapid eye 
movement) dream stage, low-frequency 
electrical activity known as slow-wave 
sleep - have been found in other spe-
cies. All this has led some scientists to 
propose that sleep itself is an evolved 
function. As Dr. Steven Lima, a biologist 
at Indiana State University, says, "What 
we're doing in sleeping is a very old 
evolutionary phenomenon." 

There's just one little problem with 
the theory, and it's not just that there's 
no animal or insect parallel for the 
wearing of pajamas. As Dr. Lima notes, 
"It is strange that animals would spend 
hours each day in such a vulnerable 
state. It's so dangerous to be shut down 
like that." 

Right. Those organisms with a genet
ic hankering for shuteye would be 
the most vulnerable to predators, and 
therefore the first to be eliminated in the 
ruthless struggle for survival. Only the 
inveterate insomniacs, the 24/7 wakefuls, 
would ren1ain. 

At this point, one might think that it 
would be time to scrap the theory as a 
silly mistake. But so much time, money, 
effort and prestige have been invested 
in explaining everything according to 
evolution that scientists are wedded to 
it. Anyone venturing a public re-think 
would risk being classified as "ignorant, 
stupid or insane." 

So the research continues. At Indiana 
State, they are keeping their eye on 
a dozen iguanas, who may hold the 
answers to n1any questions. For one 
thing, these slow-moving green lizards 
are known to keep one eye closed for 
periods of time, and it is thought that 
they may be half asleep. If so, this could 
be evidence of an evolutionary strategy 
for non-vulnerable sleep. 

On the other hand, maybe they're 
not half asleep. Maybe the iguanas know 
something that their human captors 

1 don't, and what they're really doing is L"", .... ,m. --- - - -~--
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RABBI SHLOMO LORINCZ 
PREPARED FOR PllBLICATION BY YONOSON ROSENBLUM 

Th 
Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz, a native 

of Budapest, Hungary, represented 
Agudath Israel in the Israeli Knesset 
for 34 years, from 1951 to 1984. For ten 
of those years, he served as chairman of 
the Knesset Finance Committee. 

During his more than four decades 
of public activity, Rabbi Loriucz stood 
at the forefront of all the great battles 
fought by the Chareidi community 
- against needless autopsies, efforts 
to draft yeshiva students, and plans to 
institute compulsory national service 
for girls. 

Nonetheless, he commanded the 
respect of even the most ardent secu
larists in the Knesset and government. 

RABBI ROSENBLUM. WHO UVES IN JERt:SALEM. !S 

I 

~--

A CONTRllll 1f!NG EDlTOl~ TO THE JEWISH 0!J8/_:'RVf-:R. 

HE IS ALSO DIRECTOR OF THE JSRAEU DIVISION 

OF AM f:C!lAD, THE AGllDAT!l IS!~AEL-INSPTRED 

EDUCATIONAi. OUTREACH EFFORT AND MEDIA 

RESOU!~CE. 

Upon his retirc1nent from the Knesset, 
he was appointed Chairman of the 
Advisory Committee of the Bank of 
Israel. 

Every element of Rabbi Lorincz's 
public activities on behalf of the 
Chareidi community was guided by 
the gedolei hador. He was an intimate of 
the Chazon !sh, the Brisker Rav, Rabbi 
Elazar Menachem Man Shach, ., .. ,,,,and 
many other Torah luminaries of the past 
half century. 

Throughout his public career, Rabbi 
Lorincz kept extensive notes of his 
contacts with the gedolei hador. Those 
notes were not intended for publication. 
With the coming of age, however, of a 
new generation that has had no contact 
with the towering leaders of Torah Jewry 
in Eretz Yisroel of the recent past. Rabbi 
Lorincz was urged by many present-day 
gedolei Torah to publish his reminis· 
cences. The record of Rabbi Lorincz's 

The Man and His Vision 

discussions with the einei hador, they 
felt, contains invaluable Torah lessons 
- many of which Rabbi Lorincz alone 
was privy to - that must not be lost to 
future generations. 

Those reminiscences are currently 
being published in both the Hebrew and 
English Yated Ne' em an in Israel. 

PART 1 

A ONE-MAN REVOLUTION 

Many members of today's 
generation never knew the 
Chawn !sh. His Torah works, 

of course, are basic texts for all who 
aspire to greatness in 'forah. But his I 
public accomplishments are far ]less I 

known. 

----
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Indeed, those acco1nplishments arc 

incon1prehensible to those who have 
no knowledge of Eretz Yisrocl in the 
Chazon lsh's day. An understanding of 
how the Chazon Jsh molded the face 
of an entire generation requires at the 
outset a description of the so-called 
"new yishuv" (as opposed to the "old 
yishuv" in Yerushalayirn, centered in 
Meah Shearim) at the time of his aliyah 
in 1933. 

The Chazon lsh led a one-man 
revolution with neither soldiers nor 
funds nor any organizational struc
ture at his disposal. His only weapon 
was his spiritual n1ight and courage. 
Those weapons he employed not only 
in an uncon1pro1nising battle against 
the secularists) but against the reigning 
norn1s and conventions of the religious 
co1nn1unity, as well. He succeeded in 
producing a generation of bnei Torah, 
and in paving the way for all the genera
tions to co1ne. 

"I FOUND A DESERT HERE 

AND WISHED TO PLANT 

TORAH IN IT" 

Ri
aders who were not yet born in 
933 when the Chazon lsh made 
liyah, or even six years later 

when I came to Eretz Yisroel, cannot 
in1agine \vhat a spiritual wasteland Bretz 
Yisroel was in those days. Not only was 
the "well empty, lacking water;' but it 
was filled with "snakes and scorpions." 

Even within the observant commu
nity, few believed that a vibrant Torah 
life would ever reappear. The Zionist 
drea1n - the pioneering spirit, draining 
the swamps, building an independent 
state - occupied everyone's thoughts. 
Only the Chazon lsh envisioned the 
possibility of something different. 

The concept of a ben Torah was com
pletely foreign to this public. The new 
yishuv could only boast of one or two 
small yeshivas in which the learning was 
al taharas hakodesh. "fo send one's son to 
a yeshiva high school, which combined 
secular and religious studies, was con-

! sidered the pinnacle of Orthodoxy. L"" <ho.o w•o remolo«l lo"l re 

THE Jr·'.\VISH O!iSEHVF;n ····=-i 
Torah values did not dream of chal
lenging the Zionist leadership, or even 
the ideology of Mizrachi, permeated 
as it was with C()]npro1nises and grate
ful acceptance of whatever bones were 
thrown its way by its Zionist n1asters. 
One might as well have dreamed of 
planting a lush garden in the midst 
of a parched desert as of sowing the 
seeds of a chareidi com1nunity in such 
unpromising soil. 

And then the Chazon !sh appeared 
in our Holy Land, e1nerging from near
ly a half century of total obscurity 

and secluded Torah study. The gadol 
hador, Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grodzcnski, 
expressed in a letter the full significance 
of the Chazon Ish's arrival and his true 
stature in Torah learning: '(A lion has 
come up from Bavel." 

The Chazon !sh arrived filled with 
determination to change everything 
from the foundation on up. He would 
restore the crown of "lbrah to its right
ful place, without compromising on so 
much as a "crown of the Yud." He in1me
diately set about instilling pure Torah 
hashkafos and bolstering the observance 
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of mitzvos, particularly those which can 
only be performed in Eretz Yisroel. 

The Chazon lsh chose to live in the 
new settlement of Bnei Brak, and to 
launch his project of rebuilding Torah 
from what was then only a small vil
lage. To Rabbi Shmuel Wasner, K .. V'':>w, 
he explained his reason: "Yerushalayim 
is a city full of tzaddikim and gedolei 
Torah. But in this new yishuv, l found 
a wasteland .... And I want to plant in 
it Torah seedlings. That is why l came 
to Bnei Brak. And if l do not succeed, 
l can go to Geihinom together with its 
other residents." 

Whenever he spoke of his vision, 
he was dismissed as a dreamer. 1~hose 
who heard his words could not help but 
wonder how such a weak, emaciated 

KARKA IN EllTZ YISROEL 
(a!! Rabbi Gavriel Beer for information on 
obtaining cemetery plots in Beth Shemesh 

and other locations in Israel. 

0 •• -972-2-656-9427 

man imagined that he could contend 
against the secular majority, which 
controlled the media, the Histadrut 
Labor Federation, and all the organs of 
self-rule under the British Mandatory 
Authorities. 

DECLARATION OF 

]NDEPENDENCE 

The Chazon lsh declared his inten
tion to reestablish the indepen
dence of the Chareidi public 

under the aegis of Torah leadership 
alone. That could only be done by 
building yeshivas and developing bnei 
Torah. 

Jn 5700 (l 940), shortly after my own 
arrival in Eretz Yisroel, I came to Bnei 
Brak to visit the Chazon lsh. But before 

We need your help to ensure proper delivery of the Jewish Observer to your home. 
Please attach current mailing label in the space below, or print clearly your address and 
computer processing numbers that are printed above your name on the address label. 

Affix old label here 
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Later, l expressed to the Chazon lsh 
my joy at finding such a large group of 
G-d-fearing Jews. But the Chazon !sh 
indicated to me that my excitement was 
premature. "You mean that there arc a 
lot of davenners here," he said to me, a 
slight smile playing upon his lips. "Our 
task is to turn them into genuine fearers 
of Hashem, real Chareidim.'' 

To gain a clearer perspective on what 
the Chazon Ish meant, consider a notice 
that he had arranged to be put up on 
the billboards of Bnei Brak a few years 
earlier. W110 in today's generation can 
imagine that the Chazon lsh found 
it necessary to protest the milking of 
cows on Shabbos in Bnci Brak, or that 
there were those who did so in full 
public view? 

He wrote: "Since my heart seethes 
within me, l thought to myself to 
pour out my feelings and thereby gain 
some relief. Our city is held high as the 
symbol of the glory and the splendor 
of the 'new yishuv.' It is called another 
Jerusalem. Our city raises high the 
banner of the fortress of Judaism. We 
fight with our very souls to preserve the 
holy Shabbos .... And suddenly, we find 
ourselves completely ineffectual. Jn front 
of our very eyes, they milk [their cows J 
without even any shame. 

"And who are these desecrators of 
Shabbos? Not strangers. Not the irre
ligious. They are our brothers, within 
our camp, people with tefillin on their 
heads, tzitziyos on their garments, and 
mezuzos on their doorposts. They sing 
the Shabbos zemiros with feeling, and 
pronounce the words, '\t\lhoever guards 
Shabbos properly is praiseworthy .... Let 
Moshe rejoice in the gift of his special 
portion.' These so-called Chareidim 
are desecrating the Shabbos, rachmana 
litzlan, through their milking, which the 
Torah defines as a forbidden activity, 
included in the com1nandn1ent, 'You 
shall not do any work, and on the sev
enth day shall you rest"' (Koveitz Igros 

Send address 
changes to: 

The Jewish Observer Chazon lsh, Part l, p. 94). 
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Ill Now we can begin to understand what arranged the financial support necessary for those of us who lived through that ' 

he meant when he said, "In the 'new to sustain the kibbutz. He sent letters period, when those mitzvos had fallen 
settlement,' I found a desert!' to Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grodzenski, and into total neglect, it is equally hard to 

At that time, there was only one together they supported those farmers believe the revolution that took place, 
cheder in all of Bnei Brak and one who observed the Shemitta year. and that the Chazon !sh succeeded. 
yeshiva, Yeshivas Reis Yosef, headed What prodigious energies he invested 
by the Steipler Gaon, the Chazon Ish's in the renewal of Shemitta observance! 
brother-in-law. The latter had little more While everyone else maintained that the 
than a handful of students. The only Jews in Eretz Yisroel could not sustain 
other yeshiva in the entire "new settle- themselves if the land lay fallow for an 
ment" was the Lomza Yeshiva in Petach entire year, the Chazon !sh labored to 
Tikva, and most of its students had fled make the Torah command a reality.And 
the draft in Lithuania. Yeshivas Heichal he succeeded. 
Hatalmud in Tel Aviv was actually a kol- Subsidizing farmers who agreed not 
lei. In the entire "new settlement," there to work their land and arranging pro-
were not enough yeshiva students to fill duce that had no question of Shevi'is 
one of today's yeshivos. required huge expenditures. But the 

Not only were there no yeshivos, but Chazon !sh was undaunted. He person-
the rabbinate had fallen into disrepute. ally undertook to raise the necessary 
Only card-carrying members of the funds. 
Mizrachi moven1ent cou]d serve as Looking backward from the vantage 
members of the official rabbinate. point of today, when there are thousands 

REINSTATING THE MITZVOS 

APPLYING TO THE LAND 

of shomeir Shevi'is farmers, and every 
devout Jews is stringent with respect 
to terumos and ma' aseros, it is hard to 
believe that it was not always thus. But 

HE IS CAPABLE OF 
"UPROOTING A STURDY TREE" 

N othing seemed to stir the 
Chazon !sh so much as the 
words of the naysayers: "That's 

impossible!""We don't have the strength 
for that." Or "But we're only a small 
minority.>' 

His faith in the Torah's promise 
- "For this commandment which I 
com111and you .... It is not in Heaven, 
for this thing is very close to you, in 
your mouth and in your heart to do it" 
(Devarim 30,11)-was absolute. Chazal 
expounded upon the verse and added, 
«For even if it were in Heaven, you 
would have to go up after it and learn it:' 
(See Rashi ibid cit.) And that is precisely 

I n those days, the mitzvos that are 
only incumbent in Bretz Yisroel, such 
as teru1nos, ma'aseros and especially 

Shevi'is, were neither known nor prac
ticed by many Jews. Those who had 
immigrated were not familiar with these 
mitzvos, and found it hard to accustom 
themselves to their observance. 

The hardest of these mitzvos to keep 
were unquestionably those connected 
to Shemitta. People wondered how 
Shernitta could be observed without 
causing large-scale starvation, just as the 
Torah said they would: "And if you will 
say, 'What shall we eat?' .... " ( Vayikra 
25:20). The only solution appeared to 
be the Mizrachi-sponsored loophole of 
the hetter mechira, the so-called sale of 
the entire Land to a non-Jew. 

by Rabbi A. Portal 
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The Chazon !sh vehemently opposed 
reliance on the hetter mechira. The 
Torah is a Torah of life, he believed, 
and if the Torah commanded us to do 
something, it must be possible to do so 
and live. He not only taught the laws 
applicable to the Shemitta year, but he 
convinced Kibbutz Chafetz Chaim to 
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how the Chazon !sh conducted himself. 
If someone told him that the only way 
to achieve his goal was to climb to the 
heavens, he was always ready to start. 

His power derived entirely from 
his Torah study. A prominent rav once 
asked him how he could make halachic 
decisions upon which lives depended 
when he was so far removed from the 
world. He answered, "I rule by looking 
into the Shulchan Aruch. The street 
has no impact on me at all. What is 
written in the Shulchan Aruch is what 
Hashem commanded of us. And what
ever He com1nanded us can be done 
in practice." 

To describe his kochos hanefesh to one 
who never met him is impossible. By 
nature, he was very weak. And his body 
had been further drained by decades 
of learning both day and night. He 
exemplified the one "who kills himself 
for Torah." 

He always seemed to hover on the 
verge of physical collapse. He could 
barely summon up the strength to sit 
in a chair, and most frequently received 
visitors lying in bed. 

Yet, his spiritual energy was bound
less. He was ever ready to defy any 
enemy, and to take on any entrenched 
ideology or established convention. He 
declared war on all the sacred cows of 
the "new yishuv," at a time when no one 
dared to utter a peep against the Zionist 
leadership. 

I once heard the Brisker Rav exclaim 
about the Chazon !sh: "The weak 
Chazon !sh has the strength to fight. 
And he is capable of uprooting a solid 
oak, by its roots, when he sees the need. 
I don't possess powers like that. That's 
why I strive to uproot the poisoned 
seed before it takes root and produces 
sour fruit." 

He vehemently refuted arguments 
raised before him that certain things 
were beyond the capacity of the general 
public. 

STRONGER THAN ANY ARMY, 

I RICHER THAN ROTHSCHILD 
I • • • • •' • • • • • •' • • • • • • •' • •' • • • • • • • • 

I The Chazon !sh had the power to 

fight against those ostensibly many 
times more powerful than he because 
he had a different conception of weak 
and strong. When Prime Minister David 
Ben-Gurion visited the Chazon !sh in 
his home and threatened to implement 
a draft of women, using the full force of 
the army and police, the Chazon lsh's 
response was swift and firm: "We are 
stronger than you. Including your police 
force and army combined." 

He explained to Ben Gurion, "The 
might of the police lies in the fact that 
they can shoot. That only works as long 
as we fear you. But when you come to 
coerce us, we will bare our chests and tell 
the police, 'Go ahead and shoot!' Who, 
then, is stronger - the one who wants 
to shoot or the one who is prepared to 
be shot?" 

Ben-Gurion understood the message 
and dropped the plan. 

Not only did the Chazon !sh feel 
himself to possess more power than Ben 
Gurion, but also greater wealth than 
Rothschild. I once heard him say, "I am 
richer than Rothschild." And he added 
in a light tone, "Rothschild has only one 
wallet- his own. I hold the purse strings 
of all the Jews. That is, Jews all over the 
world turn to me to direct their funds 
to where they're most needed.>' He never 
despaired that something worthy could 
not be done because of lack of funds. 

He was unfazed whenever someone 
told him that there were no funds to 
establish a cheder or a yeshiva. Though 
he had only one suit and hat - which 
were said to be the same suit and hat he 
had worn to his chupa - he felt himself 
to be the richest man in the world. He 
always had money at his disposal, with
out anyone knowing how it came into 
his possession. 

I once served as the Chazon !sh 's 
agent to found a cheder, just prior to 
the creation of the State. He sum1noned 
me, and told me that there was a need to 
create a cheder in Rechovot. I was most 
surprised by the choice of Rechovot, 
which then had fewer religious residents 
than most places. Who would send their 
children to a cheder! I wondered. 

But I did not dare to voice such 
questions. If the Chazon !sh felt that 

L ---- ----
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it \Vas possible, then n1y task was to 
make sure that it was done. But with 
respect to where the necessary funding 
would come from, I had no choice but 
to ask. 

The Chazon !sh told me to go to a 
certain Rabbi Karelenstein in Tel Aviv, 
and tell him that the Chazon !sh said 
it was necessary to establish a cheder in 
Rechovot. Rabbi Karelenstein would 
know what to do, he assured me. 

My wonderment at the Chazon !sh 's 
plan only increased when I arrived 
at Rabbi Karelenstein's home. I ques
tioned whether I had come to the right 
place. The chairs were rickety and 
the apartment was extremely simple. 
Nevertheless, I had learned not to 
question the Chazon !sh. I explained 
to Rabbi Karelenstein that the Chazon 
!sh had decided that it was necessary 
to establish a cheder in Rechovot, and 
had sent me to him. Rabbi Karelenstein 
nodded and said, "If Maran said so, then 
that is fine." 

He opened up a drawer, took out a 
large sum of money and handed it to 
me. "I assume that this will be enough;' 
he said. "But if you need more, come 
back to me. If the Chazon !sh says 
that there must be a Talmud Torah in 
Rechovot, then there shall be one. I will 
give whatever it takes." 

The Chazon !sh displayed the same 
determination when it came to the issue 
of using electricity generated by electric 
plants in which Jews worked on Shabbos. 
He considered the use of such electricity 
to be both halachically forbidden and 
a chillul Hashem. He personally helped 
provide Reb Yitzchok Gerstenkorn, the 
mayor of Bnei Brak, with much of the 
funding necessary to build a reservoir to 
provide pumped water to the residents 
of Bnei Brak without any question of 
chillul Shabbos. 

The Chazon !sh 's belief that every
thing was possible, if only the will was 
present) breathed resolve into anyone 
who came into contact with him. If 
he considered something necessary, he 
would say, "We will do it." And in the 
end, it was done, just as he had said. We I 
who \Vitnessed the way this small man, I 
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executed the 111ost complex projects, 
could not help but be uplifted and filled 
with a sense of what could be achieved 
with sufficient determination. 

IN THE PATH OF 

AvHAHAM Av1Nu 

0 nly years later did I fully appre
ciate the source of the Chazon 
lsh's power. In my mind, 

he can1e to scen1 like a modern-day 
Avraha1n Avinu. As soon as Avrahan1 
recognized the existence of the Creator) 
he determined to smash all the idols in 
his father's house. And so, too, with the 
Chazon Ish, his strong emuna gave rise 
to his willingness to do battle with all 
who stood opposed to Torah. 

The prophet Yeshayahu says, "Look 
at Avraham your forefather, for I called 
him one" ( Yeshayahu 51,2). What docs 
it mean that Hashem called Avraham 
"one"? Avrahan1 was called Halvri, 
which Chazal explain derives from the 
fact that he stood on one side, eiver, 
and the whole world stood on the other. 
Not only did he stand alone, one, but 
he was prepared to do battle against the 
entire world .. 

The Chazon !sh was the same. He 
stood alone against all accepted norms 
and conventions, ready to confront 
all the idols of the new settlement. 
He took on the Zionist mythology, as 
well as those within the religious camp 
who bowed and scraped before the 
secularists. 

The Rambam describes how Avraham 
Avinu gained an awareness of Hashen1, 
and with that awareness came a \Villing
ness to smash the idols: 

After [Avraham) was weaned, 
while still a young child, he began 
questioning. He pondered day and 
night the continuous, unending cycle 
[of the world), and asked, "Can 
this world rotate without someone 
turning it?"... until he conceived 
the truth ... and he knew that there 
existed a G-d greater than the world. 
When he recognized and knew this, 
he began answering the questions 

Lf the people of Ur Kasdim and 
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debating with them. He challenged 
their ways and smashed their idols, 
and began publicizing to the people 
that they must not worship anything 
but the Creator .... (Hikhos Avodas 
Koehavim !:I-to 1:3). 
Mishneh Torah is a halachic work. 

Why, then, did the Rambam see fit to 
elaborate in such detail the story of how 
Avraham single-handedly challenged 
the entire world. Perhaps the Rambam 
seeks to teach us that whenever a Jew 
finds himself in the same situation as 
Avraham Avinu, with the entire gen
eration arrayed against him, he must 
summon up all the strength bequeathed 
to him by Avraham and sally forth to 
do battle with all the misconceptions 
of the world. And he must believe that 
Hashem will give him the power to 
uphold His truth, as He did when He 
rescued Avrahan1 frotn Nimrod's fiery 
furnace. 

The Chazon !sh was such a soldier. 
He found a land filled with the idola
trous belief that "the House of Israel is 

like all the nations" (Shemuel I: 8,20). 
Those in power sought to create a nc\v 
nation that would forget its past. And 
just as in the days of Enosh, there were 
only a few isolated individuals who con
tinued to hold fast to Hashem's path. 

That was the situation when the 
Chazon !sh girded himself to emulate 
the example of Avraharn Avinu, as 
described by the Rambam: "He traveled 
until he reached Canaan, still calling out 
in the Name of Hashen1, as it is written, 
'And he called there in the Name of 
Hashem the G-d of the world; ( Bereishis 
21,33) until thousands and tens of thou
sands of people gathered around him. 
These became Avraham's household. 
And he planted in their hearts this major 
principle [that there is only one G-d in 
the whole world and to Him alone is it 
fit to pay homage)." 

End of Part I 
This is first of series of reminiscences 

an Chazon lsh, Brisker Rav, and Rabbi 
Shach with whom Rabbi Lorincz was in 
constant contact. 
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MRS. JUDY KAISER 

Saying Goodbye by Neal C. Goldberg, 
Ph.D. & Miriam Lieberman, C.S. W 
(Published by Targum/Feldheim Press. 
Nanuet, NY 2004) 

N umerous volumes have been 
published that elucidate the 
many halachos and minhagim 

relating to death, funerals and the ensu
ing period of mourning. These texts, in 
their level of sophistication and depth 
of content, target the audience most 
likely to need handy reference to such 
information - an adult population 
dealing with the passing of their aged 
parents, occasionally their spouses or 
siblings, and rarely, but most tragically, 
their offspring. 

Often, however, among the mourn
ers and others affected by a petira, there 
is a younger person - a child or an 
adolescent - who may find the events 
surrounding a death and a funeral to be 
not only distressing, but also confusing, 
even mystifying.'' Books available on 
the subject are generally geared towards 
a more mature, more learned audience, 
one for whom death is, in all likelihood, 
no stranger. In style and content, there 
seemed to be no published work on the 
subject that specifically addressed the 
informational and emotional needs of 
the younger reader. Until now. 

Saying Goodbye is authored collabora
tively by Neal C. Goldberg and Miriam 
Lieberman. Dr. Goldberg is a clinical 
psychologist who has worked extensively 
with teens in the Five Towns area and, in 
co-authoring this book, sought to fill the 
void in the Jewish literary world of a work 
of this nature. Mrs. Lieberman, a certified 
social worker as well as an accomplished 
writer and public speaker, used the writ
ing of this book as a response to her own 
painful experiences in dealing with mul
tiple losses while still at a tender age. In 
their considerable research and detailed 
lThTS-problem·--~:;;a_s the subject of "A Matter 
of Life and Death ... for Mechanchin1:' by Label 
Steinhardt (JO Nov. '05). 

MRS. KAISER IS AN EDUCATOR WHO FOUNDED ANO 

RUNS THE MYRA VORHAND LU3RAR)' IN TORONTO. 

BOOKS IN~ 
REVlfiW different aspect of the mourning process. 

Designed to be used as a course textbook) 
or as a manual for personal enrich
ment, the book features - in addition 
to its instructive text - stirring stories, 
inspirational quotes from Tanach and 
other sources, and thought-provoking 
exercises that invite the reader to share his 
responses to the issue at hand. The book 
is laid out in a user-friendly format, with 
no assumptions. Presuming only that the 
reader wants to know not just what) but 
why, it clearly and unambiguously sheds 
light on many areas of ritual observance 
that even seasoned mourners may find 
enlightening. For example, the chapter 
that details the many practices and laws 
pertaining to the mourner clearly item
izes each custom, states the source fur its 
observance, and then explains the reason 
for its performance. In this way, the book 
addresses the emotional needs in the 
reader while, at the same time, satisfying 
his intellectual curiosity. Each chapter 

analysis of the many practical, halacha, ends with a Recommended Reading list, to 
and emotional aspects relating to the encouragefurtherexplorationofanytopic 
subject, both Goldberg and Lieberman that may pique the reader's interest. 
give voice to the intensely personal, but The book is culminated by a selec-
also timelessly universal, issues that are tion of relevant stories and essays in 
likely to confront a person on the cusp the back, written by literary luminaries 
of adulthood when faced with irrevo- in the Torah world, that will not fail to 
cable loss. move, inspire and console the reader. 

In addition to formulating a cohesive There is great comfort in knowing that 
framework for the rules, rituals and all of us can ask the same unanswerable 
roller-coaster emotions that accompany a questions, search for the same sense of 
bereavement, Saying Goodbye approaches purpose in our lives, feel the same dev-
the subject of death from the perspective astating loss. And we all can recover. 
of the comforter as well as the mourner, Though the subject of the book is 
by serving as a useful guide for young death, its tone is far from morbid. In 
people as yet unschooled in the mitz- fact, the entire text is infused with a 
vah of nichum aveilim. Those among life-affirming energy and an abiding 
us who recall our own first awkward optimism that reflect the warm-hearted 
visit to a shiva - the self-consciousness, exuberance and the spirited community 
the uncomfortable silences (sometimes, involvement of its writers. The style 
the more uncomfortable atmosphere of of writing is lucid and unpretentious, 
forced levity), the not knowing what to and the message, while forthright and 
say or how to help - will welcome this candid, is unfailingly compassionate. 
manual as an invaluable resource. Truth be told, Saying Goodbye can be 

The subject material in Saying helpful to anyone, young or old, who 
Goodbye is covered in a manner that is yearns for answers to some of the basic 
both comprehensive and comprehen- questions that arise during life's most 
sible, with each chapter highlighting a trying moments. llil 
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DATELINE: THE BACKWOODS, WHERE 
«BIG CITY" MEETS «SMALL CITY" 

To the Editor: 
«Frontline in the Backwoods" (JO, 

Dec. '05) is a poignant story that begins 
as "Big City Meets Small City" (and 
«Big City" can't figure out why people 
live here) and ends as «Jewess Meets 
Jewess" (and is engaged by the depth 
of her neshama). 

Indeed, if we are going to reach, 
touch and inspire our dear brothers 
and sisters who have never received 
the Torah education that is their birth
right, it will be because we have entered 
that relationship with respect. Respect 
for their charitable deeds, no mat
ter how imperfect. Respect for their 
achievements, no matter how mundane. 
Respect for their childrearing, no matter 
how secular. Respect for their nesh
amos, no matter how disengaged. 

In our minds Seattle 1nay conjure 
up thoughts of salmon and Dallas may 
recall the Cowboys. 

But they do not mean that to the 
people who have attended our lectures. 
On their minds are things very similar to 
those on our minds: where have I come 
from, where am I going, and how can I 
live a more Jewish and happier life? 

A wise man once noted that you 
can't get anyone to change unless you 
first appreciate them the way they are. 
And it behooves us to find and nurture 
that appreciation, which they so right
fully deserve. 

RABBI Y AAKOV ROSENBLATT 

Dallas, TX 

MORE LIGHT ON TORAH 
IN THE SOUL OF TEXAS 

SiTOI I 

ers to learn some facts about Southern 
Jewry, and how these broad-stroke 
articles make us feel. 

First, I would point out that the 
reader shouldn't contemplate what the 
"backwoods" people are lacking. Rather, 
we should follow the Pirkei Avos direc
tive, "Who is a wise man? He who can 
learn from others:' Time after time, 
visitors to the backwoods, who arrive 
with the intention to motivate and 
teach us, always leave more inspired 
by our thirst and passion for growth in 
Yiddishkeit. 

When I read about the outrageous 
questions that the lady from Waco 
asked, I was reminded about the Pesach 
Seder, and how we learn that amongst 
the Four Sons, it is the son who doesn't 
ask a question that we need to be most 
concerned about. 

We should also remind tbe JO reader 
that it was a minority of the Jews who 
dropped their tefillin in Galveston Bay. 
Rather, the early Jewish communities of 
Texas were welcoming and accepting of 
their foreign Jewish brothers, unlike the 
Northeastern cities that were embar
rassed by their uncultured, uncivilized 
brethren. 

Yes, we are indeed paying the price 
for our lack of yeshivas and Torah
based infrastructure in Texas, but we 
were always the ones that the meshu
lachim from the East turned to for 
generous support for their yeshivas. 
Just let anyone from up North come 
take a look at my grandfather's check 
register, with check after check written 
to yet another Torah institution from 
New York, New Jersey, and other points 
north and east. 

And then there are the sons of our 
Southern immigrants who had to leave 

you'll witness the major impact that they 
are making by building the kollels and 
Torah Day Schools and Bais Yaakovs 
here in the South, just so that their sons 
and daughters can stay near their homes 
and get a Jewish education that is on par 
with any in the North! 

If this letter sounds somewhat haugh
ty, I apologize. My point is simply that 
there is no room for prejudging our 
Jewish brothers and sisters, especially 
before you take a look into their nesh
amos. And what will you see? Nothing 
short of a miracle! 

I invite anyone to come see firsthand 
themselves the neis in the South. 

DAVID HOFFMAN 

Dallas, Texas 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

Mr. Hoffman is on target in his 
description of visitors' gaining inspira
tion from the thirst for knowledge and 
passion for growth radiating from the 
Texans. It was precisely how we, the edi
tors, felt upon reading the article. 

Moreover, the lady with the «outra
geous questions" was the author's "best 
part of the evening;' as she wrote- and 
as she herself told the lady. 

If the reader picked up a note of ridi
cule in the article, it was not a dismissal 
of the folks in the backwoods, but the 
candid self-deprecation of a city-slicker 
who had to look a bit deeper to discover 
striving neshamos deep «in the soul of 
Texas." 

N.W. 

WHEN THERE'S A WILL, 
THERE'S A HALACHIC WAY 

To the Editor: 
To the Editor: the aprons of their mothers so that they The article on Rabbi Yehuda Dick 

Having read the article about kiruv could get a good Jewish education. Look ("The Ben Torah/Professional" - Nov. 
J :~;~he backwoods of Texas (Dec. '05), I at the sacrifice these families made! '05) mentioned that he had prepared a 

Lk it is very importantfor your rea~ . ~-et-ter-y-et,_l_oo-k-at the-se-so-n-sto_d_a_y,-an~-ha-la-ch_a_-s_a_n_ct-io-ned t-or_m_D_or_a_la_s_t :J 
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Thank you for sending me a copy of the 
form. The public does not realize that 
to be valid, a will must conform with 
halacha, and most do not. As Rabbi 
Joseph Trani (Maharit) wrote: 

"It is clear that all those who take 
possession of property on the basis of 
non-Jewish law when according to the 
law of the Torah it does not belong to 
them, are called \vicked men in Israel." 

SHl.Olv10 1-fAKOHEIN KATZENSTEIN 

Antwerp, Belgium 

-----------------
REMEMBERING RABBI WOLBE 

AND HIS BACKGROUND 

To the Editor: 
Thank you for the beautiful and 

inspiring articles about the Mashgiach, 
Rav Wolbe, ?·1, that were featured in the 
Elul/September Jewish Observer. Both 
for those of us who had the privilege of 
learning from the Mashgiach, as well as 
those who didn't know him firsthand, 
the articles succeeded in transmitting 
some of the grandeur and scope of his 
remarkable life, and the chizuk that 
e1nanates from his divrei Torah. 

I would like to offer one comment 
apropos to the fascinating encounter 
with the Mashgiach that Dr. Wilder 
described. On the one hand, the genu
ine and self-effacing response of the 
Mashgiach - that he couldn't guide Dr. 
Wikler in his question because he (the 
Mashgiach) struggled with the same 
issue - rang very familiar to anyone 
who had contact with him. However, I 
feel that it is iinportant to put one point 
into perspective. 

Dr. Wikler mentioned that the 
Mashgiach told him that "he had studied 
psychology with Piaget in France." When 
this may have taken place is unclear (the 
Mashgiach traveled to the Mir from 
Switzerland at the age of twenty, and 
then, after spending the years of\NW!l 
in Sv .. 1cden, was in France for a short 
time, and perhaps then met Piaget); but 
it is crucial, I believe, to ensure that these 
\.Vords not be n1isconstrucd. 

The Mashgiach would often say that 
"the Torah has its own psychology,'' and 
we cannot borrow concepts and ineth-

162 odolog1es from other syste~-~1thot~ i 

drawing fro1n our own sources and 
teachings. Jn the second volume of Alei 
Shur, in an introductory note (p. 140) 
to the section on learning n1ussar, the 
Mashgiach cautions: 

"Today, psychology has become 
accessible to the public at large. Basic 
concepts of psychology have also 
penetrated our patterns of thought, 
like 'the subconscious,' 'inferiority 
complex,' and 'self-confidence.' Even 
what is popularly known about vari
ous methods of treatment impacts 
us in our atten1pts at self-awareness. 
Jn developing self-awareness, to the 
degree that we are seeking it, we tend 
to use the concepts (of psychology), 
without discerning if they fit the ruach 
of Torah or not. 'Mussar' consists of 
profound wisdom: only this is the path 
of the Torah toward self-awareness and 
self-i1nproven1cnt, and it is built on 
the knowledge of the kochos hanefesh 
(spiritual and emotional faculties) as 
the Torah itself teaches. Mussar is the 
psychology of Torah. The wisdom of 
n1ussarthat has been transmitted to us 
from our master Reb Yisroel Salanter, 
who received this fro1n his teacher, 
Reb Zundel from Salant, who was a 
disciple of Reb Chaim of Volozhin, is 
a profound and detailed wisdom that 
is built on Tanach, the Aggadata of the 
Taln1ud) and the classic n1ussarworks of 
the earlier and later generations." 

So even though Chazal in Midrash 
Eicha tell us that "If someone says to 
you, 'there is wisdo1n among the nations, 
you should believe him," this doesn't 
mean that any theory or approach that 
the "nations" accept is valid. It is left to 
chachmei Ha Torah to judge if and when 
to selectively incorporate aspects of that 
\-Visdom into our unique system. 

The Mashgiach used to mention what 
his rebbi, Rabbi Yeruchem Levovitz, 
?··~1. said about the Rambam (quoted in 
Alei Shur, vol. 2, p. 619): "We dare not 
describe the Ramlmm as 'a philosopher'' 
·rhe most that we can say is that he knew 
philosophy, but he himself was a kedosh 
elyon, as is en1inently clear in the final 
chapters of Moreh Nevuchim." 

In the sarne vein, I believe, we 
could say that the Mashgiach ?·1 "knew 

psychology" - but the system that he 
absorbed from his rabbe'im, and passed 
on to our generation, flows from the 
integrity of the wellsprings of the Torah 
itself, and the gedolei hadoros whose 
waters we drink. 

One tnore observation: a theme that 
ran through the articles in The Jewish 
Observer, and, indeed, was expressed 
in the editorial introduction, is that 
"an era of mussar dating back to pre
war Europe ca1ne to an end" with 
the Mashgiach's passing. While this is 
undoubtedly true in the sense that we 
have lost a living link to that world, I 
was reminded of something that the 
Mashgiach once told us about the levaya 
ofReb Yeruchem, ?··~1. One of the grief
stricken talmidim ofReb Yeruchem was 
n1aspid at the levaya, and said, "No'v 
that we've lost our rebbi, we've lost our 
source of inspiration, and all that we 
can do is await the Melech Hamoshiach!" 
Those who were standing close to Reb 
Yeruchem's rebbitzen saw her shake her 
head when she heard these words, and 
she said under her breath, "He would 
never have tolerated such talk .... " 

Indeed, Rabbi Wolbe's passing leaves 
a tremendous void. But a vital lesson of 
his own life is that, despite the cataclys
mic changes that have transformed the 
world of 1orah since pre-War Europe, 
something of the vitality of that van
ished world survived and still resonates 
in the rebuilt world of Torah. It is a 
pretty safe assumption that at the time 
of Reb Yeruchem's petira, no one would 
have dreamt that the young talmid 
from Berlin, a product of a Westernized 
upbringing, who had arrived in Mir just 
two years earlier1 would eventually be 
one of the primary vehicles to convey 
Reb Yeruchem's teachings to a ne\v 
generation and a new world. 

Jn the same way, the nitzchiyus ( eter
nity) of Torah guarantees that the 
echoes of that portion of Torah called 
"mussar" will find new vehicles and 
continue to be heard, and provide us 
with strength and clarity to process the 
challenges that confront Kial Yisroel in 
every generation. 

RABBI BEN Tz10N KoK1s Mo:J 



EDITORIAL CLARIFICATION 

The feivish Observer has received 
several letters and oral co1nments con
cerning Rabbi Avi Shafran's article on 
Evolution vs. Intelligent Design ("Lift Up 
Your Eyes" -Dec. '05). These correspon· 
dents feel that although Rabbi Shafran 
made a telling presentation of the Torah's 
position on the creation of the world and 
rejected the Evolutionists' "Religion of 
Randomness;' his subtlety of style in the 
article left it open to n1isunderstanding, 
as if there were a possibility of reading 
chance-based l)arwinisn1 into the 1brah 
- which \Vas not his intention. The style 
and the content of the article were Rabbi 
Shafran's and (as with all articles that 
appear in The Je1vish Observer, unless 
otherwise indicated,) were not intended 
as an official state1nent of Agudath 
Israel, as determined by the Moetzcs 
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Gedolci Hatorah. We hope to publish 
an in-depth discussion of the 1natter in 
a future issue. 

CORRECTION AND CLARIFICATION 

The teshuva cited in the lead para· 
graph of my article entitled" Eitza, P'sak 
etc:' (JO Dec. '05 p. l 4) was erroneously 
attrihuted to Igros Moshe of Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein 7"t, when in actual fact its 
source is Teshuvos Vehanhagos by Rabbi 
Moshe Shternbuch ><"i.:n':ro. 

It is pre·supposed that JO readers 
realize that the unwritten p'sak!citza 
referred to on p. l l of the article was 
rendered for implc1nentation only as a 
hora'as sha'a in the extraordinary, stress
ful circu1nstances described in chassan's 
she'cila. Under ordinary circu1nstances, 
of course, Hnshern's Na1ne should not 
be uttered as part of an unauthorized 
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beracha, even in the course of learning 
Torah, as Rabbi Moshe Feinstein writes 
in the Igros Moshe, Orach Chaim, vol. 
2, sin1an 56. [Pronouncing Hashem's 
Name while reading pesukim aloud is 
yet another matter, as per the above 
teshuva.] 

RABBI CHAII'v1 FEUERMAN 

CORRECTION 

In mentioning the yeshivas that are 
headed by talmidim of Hagaon Rahbi 
Yitzchok Butner 7""1, (JO Dec. '05), sev· 
era] notable yeshivos were inadvertently 
omitted: Yeshiva Rabbi Jacob Joseph of 
Edison, NJ; Yeshiva Bais Yosef·Navardok; 
Yeshiva Yad Aharon, Jerusalem; Yeshiva 
of Waterbury, CT; Yeshiva of South Bend, 
IN; Yeshiva Bais Torah, Brooklyn, NY, 
Yeshiva of New Haven, CT. 

RABBI YITZCllOK Al.STER 
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